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Developer
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Registered Dealer

www.levens-software.co.uk
freephone 08000 191 243SOFTWAR

Get connected to

the internet for only

£99

Includes

external 56.6k Modem,
WebsterXL Browser,
Messenger Pro and
connection software!

Still using the
Impression

Family?

Upgrade to OvationPro,
the desktop publisher,

for RISC OS.

for only

£135
Price includes HTMLPro

Prices exclude

carriage
but include VAT

Carriage
Items up to 2kg £ 6
Items up to 25kg £12
Monitors £23

Computers £23

E

microdigitalomega
Would you like one of the all new, all singing, all
dancing RiSC OS 4 based machines, designed
to rock the market in the biggest way since the
Rise PC launch of 1994?

Features include:

• 287Mhz Intel StrongARM SA-110
• Optional 600Mhz Intel XScale 80200
• 20Gb Hard Disc, 52x CD-ROM
• 64Mb PC133 SDRAM

• Lightning 2D/3D graphics controller
• USB, PCI Modem, PCI Sound
• RISC OS 4.03

• Software bundle

£1199
inc VAT and delivery

CDRW + Software £230 if bought with Omega
Upgrade to 128Mb, £50 if bought with Omega

tradein
Trade in your RiscPC or A7000/+ for a discount
on a brand new Omega.

The prices below are merely illustrative and we
would recommend that you ring us first on
08000 191 243 to discuss. Prices assume that

computers are complete with keyboard, mouse
and floppy drive

ARM610, 210HD, 8Mb 30.00
ARM710, 800HD, 16Mb 45.00

SA, 2GB, 32Mb 90.00
RISC OS 4 40.00

AKF60 20.00

AKF80 40.00

A7000, 8Mb

A7000+, 1Gb, 24Mb

8x or less CD-ROM

more than 8x CD-ROM

Network Card

30.00

50.00

5.00

10.00

10.00

build your own

microdigitalmico
Ifyou would like one of these amazing new RISC
OS 4 machines you can pick'n'choose your own
parts from our list below and we'll build it for you!

The Mico Base includes Base Unit (Desktop or
Tower). Floppy Drive, Keyboard. Mouse,
Fireworkz, Pipedream + extra software!

Mico Base will not be sold on its own

Mico Base £464

16Mb £ 36

32Mb £ 53

64Mb £111

10Mb Network £ 21

56k Int. Modem £ 66

Int. ISDN £ 90

Pick your HD, CD
& extras from our

main list

Kircnc
Rise PC

70Mb,

10Gb,40xCD

£1174

138Mb, 30Gb, 40xCD, +Internet £ 1 409

Acorn SA RiscPC 16Mb, 4Gb 939.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 16+2Mb, 40xCD, 4Gb 1033.00
Acorn SA RiscPC 32+2Mb, dvdCD, 8Gb 1092.00

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 48xCD

16Mb and 4.3Gb HD £586

64Mb, 10Gb HD £680

R8TWORXo a a

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT

8Mb £469

16Mb, 2Gb HD £528

SCORCHER
liirraningRTsooutc

56Mhz ARM7500FE, 10bT, 64Mb
CD-RW £904

CD-RW + 48xCD-ROM £939

RISC OS fitting requires your
machine to be situated at our

premises (not including on-
site fitting). This can be

arranged by courier for £30.

On-site fitting requires your site to be situated not
more than 50 miles from Nottingham city centre.
For sites further away, please ring.

Books
HTML 3.2 Quick Ref

JavaScript Primer Plus
How to Program JScript
Idiots Guide to JavaScript
Tricks of the Java Prog. Gurus 15.00

CD-ROM
48x IDE CD-ROM drive (R4)
24x IDE CD-ROM drive

Hard Discs
10.2Gb IDE (R4)
15.0Gb IDE (R4)
20.0Gb IDE (R4)
27.0Gb IDE (R4)
30.0Gb IDE (R4)

5.00

10.00

10.00

10.00

46.00

35.25

83.00

91.00

99.00

119.00

128.00

\\ RISC OS 4 116.33
— Fitting (+Data Transfer)

On Site fitting

35.25

\ Liaj^ir 5-10 machines, ea. 53.00
3 up to 20 machines, ea. 44.00

Modems Software
56k External 53.00 OvationPro 150.00

ISDN TA 116.32 Site licence 300.00

Monitors HTMLPro 29.95

15" (3 yrs on site warranty) 115.00
Site licence 49.95

17" (3 yrs on site warranty) 170.00
Photodesk v3 299.50

19" (3 yrs on site warranty) 293.75 site licence 699.00

14" liyama colour LCD 809.57
Plug-in collection FX-1 24.95

Speakers
Plug-in collection FX-2

TopModel 2
24.95

152.75
160 Watt 23.50 2-4 machines 305.00
340 Watt 29.38 5 to 10 machines 458.00
680 Watt 43.48 DataPower 2 175.08
800 Watt Subwoofer System 58.75 up to 10 machines 407.73
380 Watt 4 pt surround system 66.98
Headphone/Microphone set 11.75 OvationPro includes HTMLPro

Please send cheques with orders, payable to The Levens Organisation Ltd.
The LevensOrganisation Limited. KableHouse, AmberDrive, Langloy Mill, Nottingham, NG164BE
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Exactly how the further development of
RISCOS should proceed is something that
taxes the minds of people who think they
know best - of course, most of us do think
we know best, after all if you can't trust
yourself who can you trust?

I'm certainly not immune to this
phenomenon so I thought I'd share some
of my recent thoughts - stemming largely
from what John Cartmell wrote about
drawfiles in the Christmas Graphics
column.

The file interface for both MacOS and
Windows has been developing rapidly and
something which the Mac has had for
years, and Windows has had for rather less
time is the ability to alter the icon of a file.

For both Windows and RISC OS this is

a problem as the on-disc file structure
doesn't permit it naturally. Enter drawfiles.

Quite a few RISC OS apps use the
drawfile structure for their stored form.
There's a displayable section which shows
how the file is supposed to appear, and
then a "private" section containing the
application-specific data. This means any
knowledgeable application can display the
file, even if it can't edit it.

All RISC OS Ltd have to do is issue an

edict saying that all file structures should
now do this, and applications should
include a small bit-map rendered version
in the file as well. Then support that
change so that when a Filer window is
displayed each file can be checked and the
bit-map displayed as the file's icon - plus
you can get file preview into the bargain.

In fact this idea extends even further

and it's something 1might go into next
time. The drawfile format is very powerful
and could become a fundamental element

of the RISC OS user interface in a way that
could benefit us all.

www.acornuser.com January 2001



CTA Direct [rlse^nteii ®s*1' JL Canon
CTA Direct

Dept. AU Jan01
168 Elliott St.

Tyldesley
Gtr. Manchester

Fax : 01942 797711 M29 8DS

RISC OS compatible products for th« n«w Millennium

fa *M yom comfuttt*f need*. EPSON Acorn
Email : sales@cta.u-net.com Web : www.cta.u-net.com

Invent Iomega

Tel : 01942 797777

Quantum

0% Interest FREE credit (6 months) or
LOW cost finance or leasing on all systems (from £5.30/week)
inc. peripherals, software & 2/3 vr optional warranties (min. deposit 10%)

RISC OS compatible products for the new Millennium

MicroDigtal Omega

Taking orders NOW for
the new RISCOS desktop
From only £999.00 +VAT

(£1173.83 inc.)
287Mhz StrongArm, ATX Tower case

Full spec, on release
Free software pack

itors pieAbove pricesdo notInclude row
separateprice Its

Kinetic RPC

Acorn1

Latest Acorn StrongArm
series machine

from £999 + VAT

70MB, 10GB HD,

40xCD (£38.39 /month)

Internet £1,199 + VAT
138MB, 30GB HD, 40xCD

(£38.39 /month)
(includes internet psick)

Acorn A7000 series

Classic R03.7/ no CD £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Classic R03.7 24x CD £499.00 (£586.33) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net R03.7 £499.00 (£468.82) (£19.16)

Odyssey Net RO4.0 £449.00 (£527.58) (£17.24)

Odyssey CD £549.00 (£645.08) (£21.07)

OdysseyPrimary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)
Odyssey Secondary £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)

Odyssey Surf £599.00 (£703.83) (£22.99)
Aboveprices</<> notinclude monitors pleast tee

separatepricelist

• •

•

Scorcher base from

£769 +Vat (£903.58) £29 month
Scorcher Twindeck base from

£799 +Vat (£938.82) £30.67 month
The R7500 Scorcher from RiscStation

arrives with a quality CD ROM
Reader/Re Writer and media, providing
a brilliant CD mastering platform for

home /business users.

RiscStation R7500

From £499 +Vat (£586.33) Over
£500 worth of FREE SOFTWARE

R751X) with 16MB memory & 4G Haul Drive

R7500 base only £499 +Vat (£586.33) (£19.16)1
15" monitor system £599 + Val (£703.83) (£22.99)
17" monitor system £649 + Vat (£762.58) (£24.91
19" monitor system £749 + Vat (£880.08) (£28.75)

Also available the LltePlus with 64MB /10,20 HD

Plus Base only £579 + Vat (£680.33) (£22.2')
Plus 15" system £679 + Vat (£797.83) (£26.06)
Plus 17" system £729 + Vat (£856.58) (£27.98)
Plus 19" system £829 + Vat (£974.08) (£31.82)

base from only XCyyy + Vat

(£468.83) L.C.F. £15.32 / month

HD base only £449 +Vat
(£527.57) L.C.F. £17.24 /month

50 mip Ann7500 system with 8Mb memory. (HD
version 4GB HD), built in ZIP drive support,
Midi support. 3D sound, & sampler, lObaseT port
as standard, RISCOS 4 as standard. High speed
serial , High speed parallel, expandable to 256Mb
memory & hard drive / CD-ROM etc.

Internet Packs from £85 + VAT (£99.88)
available for all machines include Internet software, ISP setup and 56K modem

RiscStation Portable

Taking orders NOW for
the new RISCOS portable

Only £1249.00 + VAT
(£1467.58 inc.)

includes; 12.1" colour Screen internal

Hard drive , floppy drive, CD-ROM ,
and Speakers. Full peripheral Support.
Free software pack. Free carry case.

3.5" IDE Hard Drives

210Mb

4.3GB"

10.2GB*

20.1GB*

30.5GB •

40.9GB *

60.0GB •

Ex VAT

£25.00

£59.00

£75.00

£89.00

£99.00

£109.00

£179.00

Inc VAT

£29.37

£69.33

£88.12

£104.57

£116.32

£128.08

£210.33

75.8GB(7200) £319.00 £374.82

# requires RISCOS 3.6/3.7 * requires RISCOS 4
or Partitioning s/w for only £25.00 + vat

SCSI HARD DRIVES
1.0 Gb

2.0 Gb

4.3Gb (5400 or 7200)

9.1Gb (7200 rpm)

18.6Gb (7200 rpm)

36.4Gb (7200 rpm)

£42.00

£79.00

£109.00

£149.00

£255.00

£439.00

£49.35

C92.83

£128.08

£175.08

£299.62

£515.83

For EXT. SCSI 1 case £40.00 + VAT (inc. cable)
For EXT. Dual SCSI I case £60.00 + VAT (inc. cable)

For EXT. SCSI II case £50.00 + VAT (inc. cable)

Removable Drives

LS120 IDE int # £55.00 £64.62

Zip 100 IDE Int # £55.00 £64.62

Zip 250 IDEint # £85.00 £99.87
Zip 250 parallel ext. # £129.00 £151.58

Zip 250 SCSI ext. # £105.00 £123.37

Nomai 750 SCSI ex.# £149.00 £175.08

JAZ 2GB SCSI ext. £235.00 £276.12

JAZ 2GB Parallel ext. £299.00 £351.32

Orb 2.2 GB IDE £165.00 £193.87

Orb 2.2 GB Parallel £199.00 £233.83

4GB IDE Pullman £79.00 £92.83

4GB Parrallel Pullman £139.00 £163.33

4GB P'llel Datasafe £119.00 £139.83

10GB IDE Pullman £95.00 £111.62

10GB P.llel Pullman £155.00 £182.12

10GB P'llel Datasafe £135.00 £158.62

20GB IDE Pullman E105.00 £123.37

20GB P'llel Pullman £165.00 £193.87

20GB P'llel Datasale £145.00 £170.37

Removable IDE drives may require s/w
drivers or hardware support i.e. RiscStation

or Simtec.

Parallel Drives include RISCOS Software

RiscStation PalmTop

From only £143.83+VAT
(£169.00 inc. VAT)

Basic Model £143.83 £169.00

With Plus Pack £169.36 £199.00

ClassRoom Pack (5) £725.00 £851.88

8 MB Machine with 1/2 VGA Screen

Built in WP, SS, Diary, Sketch, Jotter,
Spellcheck and Internet WWW and E-
mail s/w. Psion © Compatable.

Psion PalmTops

CD-ROMS

SCSI 8x

4way Autochanger
£75.00 +vat (£88.13)

52XIDE £39.00 E45.83 40x SCSI £65.00 £76.37
48xlDE £34.00 £39.95 32x SCSI £59.00 £69.33

External CD ROMs

40x IDE (with cable) £85 + VAT
4()x SCSI I(with cable) £115 + VAT
40x SCSI II(with cable) £120 + VAT

6x 40x CD Tower i-iid.,**) £449 + VAT

CD-ROM WRITERS

-»

o

&•

Prices Start

from

£149.00

+ VAT

"ScorchIT" CD Writer Pack

Upgradeyour Acorn or RiscStation 7500 with
a home CD authoring package as found in the

RiscStation SCORCHER machine. This package
contains the latest version of CD Burn, Writable
and Rewritable media to get you started and one

powerfull

8x8x32x CD ROM Writer/Rewriter.

only £199+vat (£233.83)

IDE 8x8x32x CDR/W £149.00 £163.33

IDE12x10x32xCDRAN £199.00 £233.83

SCSI CDR/W from £169.00 £198.58

CD-BURN £49.00 £57.58

CD-SCRIBE 2 £45.00 £52.87

External versions Available



3 yr Warranty on ALL Acorn MEMORY & Upgrades NETWORKING
Upgrade A310 A440 A4X0/1 A540 A3000 A3010 |A3020 | A4000 A5000

1-2MB £25 £15 £15

2-4MB £50 £40 I£40 £45

1-4MB I £35* £75 £35 £45

4-8MB | £55 £55 £55 £45 £55 £55 •#

RISCOS

Carrier

£19" £19'

RISCOS
3.1

£25 £25 £25 £25 £25 £25

MEMC1a| £20 £20

Arm3(33) £45 £•'.5

£85

£45 £45 "

£85 £85*

SFPA10

FPA10 £45 £45 £45 ? £45

VIDC or
IOC

£20 £20 £20 £20 £20 £20

RISCOS MEMORY

prices are a pain please
checkfor latest prices

EDO memory Suitable for
RPC, RiscStation & Mico

Also A7000 Ex VAT Inc VAT

8Mb SIMM EDO FPM £8.51 £10.00

16MDSIMMEDOFPM £29.00 £3408

32Mb SIMM EDO £55.00 £64.62

32Mb SIMM FPM £55.00 £64.62

64Mb SIMMEOO FPM £65.00 £76.37

128Mb SIMM Irom £170.00 £199.75

1Mb VRAM £25.00 £29.37

2Mb VRAM £75.00 £88.12

1-2Mb (exchange) £65.00 £76.37

ETHERNET INTERFACES

Ex. VAT Inc VAT

A3000lnt. 10base2orT. Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400/A5000 10base2 or T Access* £89.00 £104.58

A400'A5000 10base2&T Access. £99.00 £116.33

A302010base2Access*/ext. MAU £94.00 £110.45

A3020 ICbaseT Access./etx. MAU £94.00 £110.45

Rise PC/A7000 10base2&T Ace. £99.00 £116.33

Rise PC A7000 10baseT Access. £94.00 £92 83

Anl Access - ROM upgrade £10.00 £11.75

Cables

2M £2.00 £2.35

3M £3.00 £3.53

5M £5.00 £5.87

10M £9.00 £10.58

20M £15.00 £17.62

State (0base2orCat5 UTP

any size made to order
Network Hubs (more available)

* Re-work if required £25 (£29.38) # not applicable to 33MHz A5000

We supply and / or install all
network components please
rinji for your requirements

NETWORKING SOFTWARE

Replacement Floppy Drives
A3000/400/500 £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

A30X0/4000/5000 lloppy allows cross - formatting
of HD and DD discs £25.00 + vat (£29.38)

TOPCAT Site licence £425 (£499.38)
IBrowse Site Licence £170 (£199.75)

(Offers available white special Mocks hut)

ARCSHARE
Acorn networking for PCs

8 Port 10bT+1 10b2

8 Port 100'special*

8 Port 100/10 Auto

18 Port 10 16T+2BNC

16 Port 100/10 Auto

16 Port 100/10 Auto

(inc 3 port switch)

24 Port 100/10 Auto

24 Port 100'special*

Ex VAT

£35.00

£89.00

£99.00

£75.00

£229.00

£269.00

£299.00

£249.00

Inc VAT

£41.12

£104.57

£116.32

£88.12

£269.07

£316.07

£351.32

£292.57

Tapcal silo liconco

NTIilor silo liconco

Omniclionl sito liconco

Lannian93 slnalo user

Win95FS Sin(jlOUS0I

Unman or WlnSBFS
10 user silo liconco

Lanman or Win95FS

20 usor silo liconco

£489.00 (E5B7.50)

£97.00 (C113.08}

£489.00 IC5B750)

£35.00 (£41.18)
C3500 (£41.13)

£11000 tlM.28

£156.00 EID3.30

MICE & KEYBOARDS

High Quality
Acom ERGO

Mouse £12.00

(£14.10)

Ex. VAT Inc. VAT

Acorn Trackerball /Mouse MMI £29.78 £34.99

Acorn Original Mouse £20.00 £23.50

Acorn ERGO Mouse NEW £12.00 £14.10

A7000 / Riscsialion Mouse NEW £10.00 £11.75

Riscslalion infra-red Mouso NEW £21 27 £24.99

HiscsiaLon Ergo Trackball NEW £21.27 £24.99

Riscstalion Infra-rod Keyboard £34.00 £39.95

Ergo (sld) Rise PC Keyboard £21.28 £25.00

Ergo curved Rise PC Koyboard £29.78 £34.99
Lower CASE Koyboard (PS2) £29.78 £34.99

A400/A5000 replacement K/brd £59.00 £69.33

A400/A5000 Ergo Koyboard £69.00 £81.08

A4 replacement keyboard £49.00 £57.58

A4000 Koyguard (special noods) £25.00 £29.37

A3000 /A300.400.500 Keyguard £25.00 £29.37

Cooling Fans Exvat inc VAT

Fan (or A310/400 £15.00 £17.62

Fan lor RPC/A7000 £15.00 £17.62

Fan lor PC-Co processor £4.00 £4.70

7200 RPM HD (an kit £15.00 £17.62

"Accent" Midi upgrades

Midi Break-out tabic with driver sw £15 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.

Midi cable & drivers £99 + VAT

Yamaha DB51 XG Wavetable Card.
Midi cable, drivers &

Evolution MK149 keyboard £199 + VAT

Podule "MidiMax Card

MiniPodule Midicard (A3x00)

Relurbishod Midi card A3x00

£79.00

£69.00

£29.79

£92.83

Cgr&ie-Free

Mouse for RiscStation & A7000 /Mica £19.95 inc.
Mouse for Rise PC / A5000 /A400 etc. £37.95 inc

Keyboard for RiscStation. RPC/A7000 £39.95 inc.

>m
*•

Trackball for RiscStation

£24.95 inc

Trackball for RPC

£42.95 inc

HARD DRIVES / SUB-SYSTEMS

170MB

340MB

500MB

810MB #

1.0Gb #

2.1GB #

4.3GB tt

A3020

Ex VAT

£39.00

£49.00

£59.00

£89.00

£99.00

£109.00

£130.00

Inc VAT

£45.83

£57.58

£69.33

£104.57

£116.32

£128.08

£152.75

A30X0 & I/I''

Ex VAT

£89.00

£99.00

£109.00

£119.00

£129.00

£139.00

£160.00

Inc VAT

£104.57

£116.32

£128.08

£139.83

£151.58

£163.33

£188.00

A30X0 version includes CD ROM i/f which can be

used in A3020 or A4000. For external A3000 i/f add

£20.00 +VAT # includes partitioning software

COLOUR SCSI SCANNERS

P'llel Mustek 600dpi

Mustek A4 600dpi

Mustek A4 1200dpi

Epson Perfection

Epson Perf'n Photo

Epson Photo unit

£99.00

£119.00

£149.00

£212.00

£275.00

£85.00

£116.32

£139.83

£175.08

£249.10

£323.12

£99.87

ImageM & Twain aha available separately

Kinetic (64MB) upgrades
New SA upgrade using SDRAM

Processor card (inc R04) £399.00 (£468.82)

Trade-Up 1 (from SA & R04) £299.00 (£351.32)
Trade-Up 2 (from R04 only) £349.00 (£410.07)
Trade-Up 2 (from SA & RO3.7)£349.00 (£410.07)

I2HMH version extra £69.110 (£81.08)

StrongARM
Rev "T"

with RISC OS 4

only £299
inc VAT

Bare Phoebe cases

(no electronics sorry)
Only £25.00 (£29.38 inc)

MONITORS

15" LCD (3yr on-site)

18" LCD (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

15" SVGA 0.28 Multi-Media

17' SVGA 0.28 (3yr on-site)

19" SVGA 0.26 (3yr on-site)

21"SVGA 0.25 (3yr on-site)

15" llyama Vision Master 350

17" llyama Vision 700JT1

17" llyamo Dlamondtron

19"llyamoSM900MT1

19" llyama Pro 450

22" llyamn Pro Dlamondtron

AKF52 Multisync 14" 1yrRTB

SVGA 14" relurb 90 days wly

AKFI2PAL M'nhltlMdiyi
AKF52/53M'sync rolurb 90days

AKF60SVGA '4"relurb90days

MultisyncA300/A3000 cable

All monitors inc 3 yrs »

Ex VAT

£599.00

Inc VAT

£703.83

£1744.00 £2049.20

£95.00 £111.62

£119.00

£135.00

£215.00

£540.00

£125.00

£165.00

£239.00

£225.00

£340.00

£630.00

£149.00

£45.00

£•19.00

£99.00

£59.00

£8.50

£139.83

£158.62

£252.62

£634.50

£146.87

£193.87

£280.82

£264.37

£399.50

£740.25

£175.08

E52.B7

£57.58

£116.32

£69.33

£9.99

ty unless specified

BEST PRINTER PRICES

Ex VAT Inc VAT

Postscript colour Inkjet from A4 £199.00 £233.83

Postscript colour Laser from A4 £1025.00 £1204.37

of a W Laser Irom A4 £449.00 £527.58

Canon BJC1000 colour A4 £55.00 £64.62

Canon BJC 4650 colour » A3 £222.00 £260.85

Canon BJC 4650 Scan 0! A3 £275.00 £323.12

Canon BJC 6200 colour #€ A4 £155.00 £182.12

Canon BJC 7100 colour «€ A4 £199.00 £233.83

Epson Stylus 480 colour A4 £60.00 £70.50

Epson Stylus 860 colour A4 £165.00 £193,87

Epson Stylus 1520 colour A3 £340.00 £399.50
HP 640C colour A4 £68.00 £79.90

HP 895CXI colour A4 £161.00 £189.18

HP LASERJET 1100 £265.00 £311.37

HP LASERJET 2100 PCL £449.00 £527.58

HP LASERJET 2100 PS £514.00 £603.95

Photo drivers lor tt £58.72 £69.00

Scanner drivers (or I £29.79 £35.00

Includes Enhanced Drivers £29.79 £35.00

***FUEE Acorn driver by request***
refurb dot matrix from £10.00 inc VAT

Interface Adapters

EESOX SCSI 32-bll DMA £109.00 £128.08

Storm SCSI 8-bil (A30x9 inl) £88.00 £103.40

Storm SCSI 16-bit (podule) £96.00 £112.80

Storm SCSI 32-bit DMA(podule) £128.00 £150.40

Simtec 8-bit (A3000'A3010) £55.00 £64.62

Slmtec 16-bit (AX00'A5000.'RPC) £45.00 £52.87

APDL 16-bit DMA £45.00 £52.87

APDL BlitZ 32-bilDMA £99.00 £116.32

Removable IDE or SCSI housing £20.00 £23.50

High speed serial cards dual £89.00 £104.57

High speed serial cards triple £99.00 £116.32

Desktop FAX MODEMS
56k x2/V90 3Com USR

56k FIOX/V90 (Rockwell)

56k V90 Internal tor RS

ISDN modem (external)

IDialler

Oregano

Webster XL

Messenger Pro

ArcFax Fax software

£99.00

£49.00

£49.00

£79.00

£17.02

£49.00

£21.28

£25.53

£26.38

£116.32

£57.58

£57.58

£32.83

£20 00

£57.58

£25.00

£30.00

£31.00

We stock Printer Ribbons, Inkjet
Cartridges New & Recycled Laser

Toner Carts all at low prices
Please ring Tor any Item

Consumables
Premier Quality Ink Refills

Single refills (1x22ml) £5.10 £5.99

Twin refills (2x22ml) £8.50 £9.99

Triple refills (3x22ml) £11.91 £13.99

Tri- Colour (C.M.Y) £12.76 £14.99

Quad-Colour (C.M.Y.K) £17.01 £19.99

125 ml £17.86 £20.99

250ml £32.33 £37.99

500ml £42.55 £50.00

1 litre £59.57 £69.99

All sizes available in C.M.Y.K

FLOPPY DISKS @ ISpU

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 10

DD Re-label Acorn fmt 100

HD Relabel Ac'n or PC 10

HD Re-label Ac or PC 100

HD bulk Acorn or PC 10's

HD bulk Acorn or PC 100

HD Branded 10 pack

20 cap Disk Box

40 cap Disk Box

100 cap Disk Box

Mouse cleaner

3.5" Floppy head cleaners

CD-ROM cleaner

CD-ROM Lens cleaner

15 cap CD-ROM box

24 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM wallet

20 cap CD-ROM lower

Mouse Mais From

Ex VAT Inc VAT

£1.70 £2.00

E12.77 £15.00

£1.70 £2.00

£12.77 £15.00

£2.00 £2.35

£17.02 £20.00

£3.00 £3.53

£1.69 £2.00

£2.54 £2.98

£2.98 £3.50

£4.99 £5.86

£2.50 £2.94

£4.25 £4.99

£4.25 £4.99

£6.50 £7.64

£5.10 £5.99

£3.39 £3.98

£4.25 £4.99

£0.64 £0.75

We have a large collection of Budget
PC software suitable for RPC Pc

Emulators and PC clones inc.

Education, Home, games an utilities
please ring for list

Refurbished PC Systems
i.e. PI66 from only £249.00 ring for prices.

New Systems from £499 inc. VAT

HOW TO ORDER
BY MAIL or PHONE: Cheques or P.O.s should be
made payable to 'CTA DIRECT.
CREDIT CARD / SWITCH please give name,
address, tel. no. card no. expiry date, issue no.
BY EMAIL: sales@cla.u-net.com
OFFICIAL ORDERS by MAIL or FAX please
Carriage charges inc. ins. & packaging charged at cost
Small items (under 2Kg) no more than £6 + vat
Oneboxof itemstotalling uptO 25kg...i'6.50 +vat
Computer systems £13 + vat
All prices are correct going to press. E&OE
All goods are fullyguaranteedbut not suppliedon
approval.
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For some months the RISC OS

community has been waiting for a
particular piece of good news.
Developers have been saying,
"We're waiting for 32-bit" and it has
been clear that we were waiting for
an announcement from RTSCOS Ltd

or Pace. Surely someone was
working on 32-bit compatibility?
Could all those rumours be wrong
— about over 25 programmers at
Pace working on RISC OS? Perhaps
there was good news in the offing,
and the cause of all those smiles

from developers we knew — but
they just weren't saying.

At last an announcement came —

from RISC OS and Pace — and

although it's so far only a swallow,
not a whole summer, it's indication
that someone, somewhere is doing
the work for which the whole of the

RISC OS community is waiting.

The announcement?
"RISCOS Ltd and Pace Micro

Technology PLC have today
released a beta version of the

components required for users of
the Acorn C/C++ development
environment to produce RISC OS
programs that will be compatible
with future 32-bit only versions of
RISC OS."

It's important because, to have a
future, RISC OS and RISC OS
applications need to compatible
with 32-bit systems. If no-one was
working towards this compatibility
the new, very fast ARM processors
would have no relevance for us. The

announcement is a clear sign that
someone is working towards a
machine independent operating
system.

"RISC OS was originally
designed for the ARM2 and ARM3
processors, which had a 26-bit
address bus and a combined 24-bil

program counter plus 8-bit status
flags in register R15. The ARM6
expanded the address bus and
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Going all
32-bit

program counter to 32 bits and
moved the status flags to a separate
register, but included backwards-
compatible 26-bit modes to allow
ARM2 and ARM3 user programs to
run unmodified.

"The latest ARM processors have
removed these 26-bit compatibility
modes in favour of the new 16-bit

"Thumb" architecture. As a result,
versions of RISC OS for new

processors such as the ARM9,10
and XScale will be 32-bit only, using
only 32-bit modes.

"In the past RISC OS has used
only 26-bit modes for backwards
compatibility (with the exception of
fast interrupt handlers and, in RISC
OS 4, the FPEmulator). Indeed,
current versions of RISC OS do not

support operation in 32-bit modes
for general applications or modules.
As a result, almost all current RISC

OS software is designed to run in a
26-bit mode, and will not function
on a 32-bit system.

"The components included here
will allow programs to be built so
they can run on any system from an
ARM2 Archimedes to a future Intel

80200-based platform. This is
achieved by creating 26/32-bit
neutral code that performs the same
when running in either a 26-bit or
32-bit mode."

Which means that you, as a user
of a RISC OS machine, don't need to

do anything — except note that the
first step has been taken to ensure
that new RISC OS machines will be

able to use the new processors such
as XScale (Intel's name for the new
StrongARM processors). The
statement from RISC OS / Pace
helps make sense of last month's
annoLincement from Mico about the

expansion possibilities of the Omega
and RiscStation's decision to wait

for hardware independence for the
release of their Evolution.

One software developer, Mike
Glover of Icon Technology, was able
to confirm that they had got a call
from Pace at the end of October to

ask if they (Icon) could build a
version of EasiWriter that would

work on a 32-bit RISC OS. Pace

provided the necessary 32-bit
libraries and Bob Pollard (Icon's
software writer) was able to deliver
a working 32-bit clean version
within two days.

Of course Icon have not seen it

working on a 32-bit device but the
news that such an important piece
of software can jump this first
hurdle is excellent. Icon has also

confirmed that the test build of

EasiWriter works on the current

RISC OS.

Don't hold your breath but we're
on our way...

RISC OS Ltd - www.riscos.com

RTscam
RISC OS 32-bit software forward compatibility release

RISCOS Ltdand Pace Microleehnology pic have today released a beta version of the components required for
..on ,y< It... A.,nrn r/rj.J..rl<.,..l«m>i.»>l «n..irnnnu.nl U. »r<uiiui» UKP AC „r,,,.r-,n„- lU-,1 .uill ku acuaiwtlhU mill



publishers
pack

releasing the long-awaited TopBones
as a plug-in, bundling more options
and reducing the price.

Top Model is the premier 3D
design and publishing package that
was originally published by
Spacetech Ltd.

There will be a full launch of the

product in the new year when
Cerilica will also be giving details
of support and upgrade options for
existing TopModel users.

The company that is developing
Vantage has been remarkably busy
recently. As well as releasing the
latest version (0.97c) of Vantage
they have also produced the

Cerilica Publishing Pack which is
being sold on-line for £19.95.
Customers who paid for Vantage
early have received the Publishing
Pack free.

In addition Cerilica have

released a major upgrade of
RiScript (to v 4.10) which now

automatically produces
Type 1 font

conversion

%?•* and
• ••<•

.... m • •*•

Monitor TrueSep DotGaki

embedding into
PDFs.

As if all this

wasn't enough
they have also

announced that they
have taken over the

publishing rights for
TopModel and will be

enhancing the software,

ROSES by another name

To make sure that you get the
message Cerilica has produced a

completely new Web site at
www.cerilica.com

Cerilica, PO Box 40, Ross-on-Wye,
HR9 7WH 0870 2411731

It's not those things that grow rampant in your garden
because they attack you every time you attempt to wield a
pair of secateurs or a reference to a chocolate reward.
ROSES stands for RISC OS Education Resources. ROSES is

a creation of the RISC OS Users' Group of London
(ROUGOL). Following ROUGOL's creation of the RISC OS
Education Mailing List, a proposal was made to create a
pool of RISCOS resources useful in education, to be
available on the internet.

The RISC OS Education Resources Web site (ROSES)
contains files in Impression, Textease, Draw, Pipedream,
EasiWriter, Ovation and other formats, for use in
education. These files include worksheets, handouts,
posters, magazine templates, and much more. They cover
a wide range of subject areas, and are divided up into Key
Stage areas and more general resources (for those not
familiar with Key Stages, the site FAQ explains roughly
where each is applicable).

These resources are freely available for use in education
thanks to the generous support of the RISC OS users who
have donated them. So, if you're involved in education
and use RISC OS, do have a good look round the Web site,

and you're sure to find something of use! The pool of
resources continues to grow, and if you have similar
resources that might be useful to others, your material
would be very welcome too.

Teachers on the general teaching newsgroups are
constantly asking for links to resources and here is one
resource from within the RISC OS community and a
resource well worth everyone's support. You can check
out the Web site for detailed instructions on how to send

in files. RISC OS Education Resources can be found at

http://rougol.jellybaby.net/taught.html
If you're using RISC OS in education, but aren't already

a member of the RISC OS Education Mailing List, you can
find details at http://rougol.jellybaby.net/teach.html

Future developments may include specific teaching
software, freeware and shareware. The latter depends on
how well used the site becomes. Continued submissions

are essential. New items: A-level Physics is gradually
being added to. Anyone wanting to submit A-level
resources can now do so. Those who have submitted to

date were sent free tickets to the RISC OS 2000 Show, for
example.

www.acornuser.com January 2001
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Stay connected
The other person known to have been
workingon a family treeprogram is Paul
Vigay. Paul works for Argonet who had
been providing support for users of the ANT
Internet Suite. As we reported last month,
ANT are concentrating on other markets
though Paul is still offeringpersonal support
for ANT users. In addition he is rumoured to

be developing a couple of major new
products.

The news from ANT would have been a
heavy blow some time ago when it was
undoubtedly the best RISC OS internet suite.
Sincethen the options have opened up with
browser offeringsfrom Castle (Oregano) and
R-Comp (WebsterXL). Both have problems
but both are being activelydeveloped and
have improved substantially since they wete
first introduced.

A new version of WebsterXE (version 1.97)
is being issued to existing customers. In
addition to minor enhancements the new

version includes text highlightingsystem so
that you can mark sectionsof web pages for
cut/paste via the global clipboard. Selections
can also be dragged out, which allows
drag'n'drop into most applications. The
highlighting system is able to cope with
tables, formsetc.so that you can quicklyand
easily pull information from Web pages for
inclusion in your own documents.

Perhaps the biggest criticism of RISC OS
systems in the past has been the difficulty in
initiallysetting up an Internet link. RComp's
DialUp application has made that criticism
redundant and another major update has
just been released and issued to users.

Version 1.35introduces a QuickFetch system
for mail, news or mail&news.

This logs on to the selected account,
fetches mail/news, then disconnects. The
user is given the option to stay online if they
wish. A second improvement is Idle
disconnect where after a definable period of
inactivity, DialUp will optionally disconnect.
The user is warned when disconnection is

approaching, and given the option to stay
online.

Ifyou have a non-standard modem you
may need an easier modem init string
config. R-Comp say they wish it wasn't
necessary, and in most cases it isn't, but
every so often they come across someone
with such a modem and it is now possible to
sort this in a friendly dialogue box.

Perhaps the most frequentcomplaint
about Dialilp was the lack of a modem
volume control. Those concerned by the
negative feedback from spouses when
connecting to the Net at 2:00am will be
relieved to learn that the volume of the

modem's beeps and whistles can now be set.
No matter how good an application it's

important that those items obvious to the
designer (but often not so clear to we users)
are clearly explained at the point of use.
DialUp now has support for interactive help
and windows now have help on buttons,
boxes, sliders and so on. The software still
has much "in window" help and examples,
but this extends the help available.

RComp (01925 755043) www.rcomp.co.uk/
22RobertMoffat,High Legh,

Knutsford WA16 6PS

Finding your roots
An even newer program was mentioned
last month on the Graphics page. Roots by
Alex Waugh has been upgraded since
then to version 1.10 taking into account
feedback from early users. Roofs is a
program that allows input of details of
members of a family and produces a tree
of the family.

Since the death of Graham Crow

(Author of AncestryI) we have been
looking for an application that would take
the place of the one Graham was
proposing to write. David Holden has
produced Ancestors (now at version 1.52)

January 2001 www.acornuser.com

that produces output in HTML format and
now Roots produces an impressive
Drawfile image. Both programs can export
GEDCOM files (the standard family tree
format) and Roots can import these too.

The latest version of Roots has a

completely new format for its graphic
styles. These are written in Lua which has
allowed enhanced flexibility. Although the
graphic styles can be amended by the user
(there are 12 predefined options) they are
not yet in a user-friendly version and Alex
is hoping to be able to produce a proper
user interface, www.ecs.soton.ac.uk/~ajw498/

In brief

Southwest Show

Don't miss out on a visit to

the RISCOS South West

Show once again at the
Webbington Hotel, Loxton
nr Axbridge, North Somerset
(a few miles south of Bristol
on the M5) on 10th
February 2001 with a free
bus shuttle from Weston-

Super-Mare. Just £2.50 entry
(£1.50 to ARM Club,
Foundation members).

Theatre programme,
show discounts, games area
and software to be won —

make a date and make sure

you come.

Getting the picture
Kodak has slowly been
replacing its high quality
PhotoCD system with their
inferior PictureDisk format.

They are both systems that
include your standard
photographs on a CD for
use in a computer.

The former, which
worked well with RISC OS

systems and included high
quality images has now been
discontinued in favour of

the latter which is easier to

use on a PC.

The good news is that
Boots intend to produce
their own PhotoCD system
which should be available in

the near future. We'll let

you know when we've had
chance to test the Boots

ASM

If you are fully familiar with
ARM assembly language but
have somehow missed the

recent announcement from
Tigger (Nick Roberts) you
may be pleased to note that
a new version of ASM is

available with a new

qualifier — APCS provided
to allow generation of code
to be linked with APCS-32

code and a new pragma 'A'
used to control whether

ASM should perform 26-bit
vs 32-bit architecture

checking.
If you don't understand



Liquid Silicon

Acorn
Q> Kinetic Rise PCs

Kinetic (32+4+2Mb, 10Gb HD, 48x CD) E1099.00
Kinetic (64+4+2Mb,10Gb HD, 44x CD) £1179.00

CO Kinetic Internet (128+8+2MD, 30Gb, 44x, 56K) £1409.00

O StrongARM Rise PCs
Rise PC 8+0Mb, 2Gb HD £890.00

• RiscPC16+0Mb,4GbHD £948.00
flv Rise PC 16+2Mb, 4Gb HD, 40x CD £1039.00
jj* Rise PC 32+2Mb 8Gb, DVD CD £1099.00
-. Web Wizard - 32+2Mb, 8Gb HD, CD, speakers, Internet
S^ Pack with Oregano &56K modem £1179.00

Order your
Omega
NOW!

Microdigital Computers
Mico ECall

Omega £1169.00
Optional Workstation case upgrade £41.10

^3 Optional 300W PSU upgrade £17.60
ffj CDR/W offer (£250 deposit required before 31/12/00) £58.75

RiscStation Computers
O R7500 Lite (no monitor)
^ R7500 Lite (withtheir 15" monitor)
flj R7500 Lite (with their 17" monitor)

R7500 Lite (with their 19" monitor)

£UiE0®uT)
Registered Dealer —

£598.00

£715.00

£774.00

£891.00

The Lite+ model is the same as the Lite, but has an
8.4Gb HD and 64Mb RAM fitted as standard.
R7500 Lite+ To Lite prices, please add £94.00

The Scorcher model is the same as the Lite, but has a
10Gb HD and 64Mb RAMfitted as standard, plus at

^ least a 4x4x24 CD ReWriter, CD Burn and a blank disc.

R7500 Scorcher To Lite prices, please add £315.00
R7500 Scorcher Twindeck (as Scorcher, with
additional 48x CD drive) To Lite prices, add £349.00

The Networx model is a Lite without the HD or CD

fitted. Monitors are available as with the Lite.

R7500 Networx (no monitor) £480.00

The Networx HD model is the same as the Networx, but
has a (minimum of) 2Gb HD fitted as standard.
R7500 Networx HD To Networx prices, add £59.00

Portable

Authorised Registered
Installer Developer

&0j BUB

We supply a range of CCD and laser
bar code scanners which Include

our IBarReader driver software to ^
allow bar codes to be read into and
control most desktop software.

Further Information Is available.
Complete systems from £137.63

""~" Our bar coding software
produces Draw files of the

following formats: EAN 8, EAN
' 13, UPC A, ISBN, ISSN, Code 39

(Normal & Full ASCII),Postcode,
Telepen (Normal & Numeric) and Binary.

Further information is available.

!BarCoder-E69.32

32-bit MIDISequencer

Handles Syst
Excluslves

I92 MIDI channels
no (rack limit

Froo dome- disc available-

Now available - £129.00

•ssa

Monitors
Castle 15" (bought with A7000+ or RPC) £116.32
Castle 17" (bought with A7000+ or RPC) £175.00

llyama S500M1 (15") £159.00

llyama S700JT1 (17") £205.00
iiyama Vision Master 404 (17") £269.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 410 (17" NF) £299.00
llyama Vision Master Pro 411 (17" NF) £269.00

llyama S900MT1 (19") £269.00
iiyama Vision Master 451 (19") £415.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 450 (19" NF) £439.00
iiyama Vision Master Pro 451 (19" NF) £459.00

llyama Vision Master 503 (21") £765.00
liyama Vision Master Pro 510 (22" NF) £789.00

iyama Pro-Lite 3813 (15" LCD) £802.00

lyama Pro-Lite 3823 (15" LCD) £825.00

iyama Pro-Lite 3833 (15" LCD) £939.00

iyama Pro-Lite 4633 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00

lyama Pro-Lite 4634 (18.1" LCD) £2340.00

Touchscreen monitors coming soon.

Memory Upgrades
Please call to check current prices.
Other upgrades are available.
A30001-4 Mb £64.60

A3010 1-4 Mb £66.00

A3020/A4000 2-4 Mb £49.00

A5000 2-4 Mb £55.00

A300, 400,5000 4-8 Mb £128.00

Rise PC/A7000/RiscStatlon/Mico SIMMs

16Mb FPM £36.25

32Mb FPM £66.25

32Mb FPM (high clearance) £73.50

64Mb EDO (works in Rise PCs) £63.50

64Mb FPM £153.95

128Mb FPM HC £225.00

1Mb VRAM £45.00

1-2Mb VRAM exchange £55.00

2Mb VRAM £92.00

Music & Sound Section
Please call for other musical items

Something new is coming soon...
MIDI Interfaces:

DMI50 dual MIDIcard (2x2) £119.95
DMI50XG £259.95

XG upgrade for DMI50 £151.95
16-bit sampler for DMI50 £87.95

FREEPOST EH2725

Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
w United Kingdom
Tel: 01592 592265 Fax: 01592 596102

email: sales@liquid-silicon.com All prices INCLUDE VAT& UK carriage
http://WWW.liquid-Silicon.COm Official orders, foreign orders andcallers welcome. ^Za,

MIDIMax II Internal 1x1x1 £9
Parallel Port 1x1x1 £8
RiscStation drivers & cable £1
RiscStation XG card & cable £11
RiscStation XG card, cable & keyboard £24
Synth 8 or Basic Synth ci
Synth Plus ££
Music & Sound Programmer's Guide £1
Other hardware:

Evolution MK149 keyboard £15
FatarSL760 £4!
Fatar SL 880 £6!
FatarSL1100 £8!
Fatar SL 2001 £101
Digital & Analogue Irlam 116sampler £1
Sound Byte Recorder £!
Yamaha YST-M8speakers £'
YST-M15speakers £!
YST-M20DSP speakers £(
YST-MS24(2x satellites &subwoofer) £11
YST-MS30 speakers &subwoofer Efi
YST-M100 speakers £1
YST-MSW5 subwoofer E
YST-MSW10 subwoofer £

Yamaha MU15 sound module £1!
Yamaha MU128 module £7<

Other software:

MediaPack £
MIDI Support £
Rhapsody 4 £
Junior Sibelius £

Sibelius 6 £
Sibelius 7 Student £3

Sibelius 7 £5
Sibelius for Windows is also available

Optical Manuscript £2
Sound module serial driver £
Studlosound £1

Other Hardware
Ethernet card (Combi NIC slot) £t
Hard drives & kits

Mouse (Ergo) £
Mouse (Acorn/Logitech) £
Mouse (PS/2 Logitech) £
Printers

Rise PC second slice (no PSU) £
RISC OS 4 (fitting available) £1
RiscStation internal modem pack £
RiscStation second serial port
Scanners

StrongARM & RISC OS 3.7 £2
StrongARM & RISC OS 4 £2
Triple serial card £
ViewFinder card £2;

Other Software
Ankh £

CD Burn £

Chaos Engine £
DataPower 2 £1

Doom+ CDs £

Descent CDs £

DialUp & Messenger Pro £
EasiWriter Pro* £1

Exodus £

FastSpool+ £
Inferno

Netplex £
OHP2 £

Oregano CD £
Ovation Pro £1
Overload £

PC Pro 3 t
Personal Accounts £
Photodesk Olympic £1
Prophet 3+ Pro £1
Quake £

R-Comp Internet Suite £
Repton Compendium £
Schema 2 £1

SiteWriter £

Sound Plugin £
SVG Plugin £
Sleuth 3 !

TBA Games CD $

TechWriter Pro+ £1

TopModel 2 £1
WebFX3D 1

Books & Manuals
RISC OS Manuals CD t

©TDK ®

Discs (e.g. 10x white discs - £4.99,20x black
discs - £6.93,50x black discs - £13.99)

Batteries (e.g. 4x AA Xtra alkaline - £1.96,
1x9V alkaline-£1.92)

Also Audio & Video Tapes, Mini Discs,
CDRs, DAT tapes etc.

•*.
We willattempt to match or beat any advertised price - even special offers.

Our free catalogue contains over 2000 items.
Please ask for a copy or visit our web site.
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Get yourself organized
There's a new release due soon from
Chris Morison, author of one of the
latest 'must-have' pieces of software.
Chris has developed his alternative to
Alarm into a fully fledged Organizer.
The product, incorporating calendar,
Diary, Addresses, Anniversary and
Notes sections, has gone from strength
to strength with rave comments from
those who use it.

Chris will soon be releasing version
1.55 but this time there will be another

shareware application complementing
Organizer. Rosetta, from Timothy
Atherton, will perform conversions
between Organizer and Psion 3
machines (series 5 and 7 machine
conversion is to be added later).

Version 1.55 of Organizer will be sent
to registered users of vl.50 free of
charge and, in addition to the Psion
synchronisation, will allow separate
home/work address and phone details
per address-book entry and also

completely user-definable fields in the
address-book. Organizer is available at
£10 (for download by Internet; add £1
to receive the software by post) and
can be ordered securely on-line by
credit card.

Organizer www.organizer.morison.nef

Organic

\ |W| i.i:..i;.

Steve Turnbull
tan Press
26Stockport Village
Hooper Street
Stockport
Cheshire
SKI IDO

0161429 B902
0161 429 0685
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Wakefield 2001
Given the state of the RISC OS market,
organising a major show is, at best, a
'Riscy' business. Fortunately we in
Wakefield get away to a flying start in
that the Epsom show was a great
success with large and enthusiastic
crowds on both days.

Wakefield 2000was an interesting
show, new hardware was there in

quantity and much of it was purchased,
but where was the new software to run

on these machines?

At last there are signs, small signs,
but signs nevertheless, that the essential
software is beginning to surface. Not
only is the very long awaited 'Vantage'
virtually complete, but thanks to Martin
Wiirthner the old stager 'Artworks is
getting a new lease of life. Icon's
excellent Easi/TechWriter series are being
joined by the CD Version of David
Pilling's 'Ovation Pro', not to mention
the brilliant 'Textease' Studio. Even 'Top
Model' is getting the Cerilica treatment
— improve the program and halve the
price!

Even in that most neglected sector of
the basic office programs, the
spreadsheet, there are positive signs.
While 'Eureka' and 'Schema' are getting
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longer in the tooth, there are now new
versions of 'Pipedream' and 'Fireworkz' as
well as the brand new 'Textease

Spreadsheet'. Not only that, active
development of these three packages
goes on.

Internet access remains probably the
most lacking aspect of RISC OS, but
even here R-Comp and Castle are
activelydeveloping browsers,
connection software and Web editing
applications.

In planning Wakefield 2001 we have
been favoured by attracting sponsorship
from Acorn User,Castle Technology,
Cerilica, Photodesk, R-Comp and
RiscStation.

Because of the traumas of the past
three years quite a lot of previous
exhibitors have gone to the wall so
familiar names will be missing. At the
same time new developers are
beginning to appear and from where I'm
sitting, 1 predict that Wakefield 2001 is
going to be an even greater success than
last year.

For more details see the WACG Advert

in this issue, or look at the show Web
site: www.wacg.org.uk/show

that sentence, don't worry
— ASM is obviously not
designed for you!

New e-ddress
Clares are the publishers of
Composition, ProArtisan,
Rhapsody, Plot, NightSky &
etc. For a number of years
now, their email address has
been of the form

someone@claresmicro.com

This will continue to be

the case. However, it has
also been possible to email
them at addresses of the

form

someone@clares.demon.co.uk

This will cease to be the

case at about the time you
receive this magazine so if
you have the old form of the
address in your address
book, please update it to the
new one.

Santa's skin (yuck!)
For those of you using the
Digital CD application you
might wish to download a
special 'skin' for Christmas.
There is a whole new batch

of skins on skinz.org and one
of them is a special for
Christmas —and aptly
named 'Christmas'.

www.skinz.org/
skins.php3?area=digitalcd

New address
Really Good Software
Company (RGSC), publishers
of the excellent NoticeBoard
Professional, Picture Book 2
and the Montage fractal
program have recently
moved.

They're still in
Harpenden but if you want
to order any of their
software you should now
post your orders and
cheques to: 8 Hawthorn
Close, Harpenden, Herts
AL5 1HN.

The phone number is
unchanged and e-mail is still
sales.rgsc@ argonet.co.uk

Contacting AU J
news@acornuser.com

John Cartmell J



Interactive IDraw Tutorial

A new CD from APDL written by Tom Beeley
IDraw is a very powerful program, but the manual supplied
with the computer is not very helpful. This CD is a
comprehensive tutorial, with lots of example Drawfiles for you
to practice on. You can either treat it as a step by step tutorial,
and there's evem a checksheet for you to f\-+ A
tick off each lesson, or just 'browse' and \. I /\ ffA
learnaboutthe things that interest you. c^ JL T • ^ "

Low cost desktop C++ compiler previously sold by BEEBUG.
Now on CD with Manual and Tutorial. Printed manuals are
available at extra cost. Includes modifications to work with
RISC-OS 4, !EasyDebug and Library source code

I iiiW.Tgffiyn.ApPL
£29

Manual £.21)

The new APDL

Turbo
Processor upgrade

Prices include VATand assume thai you have an
appropriate Strong ARMprocessor in good working
order to exchange. Please add £3.50 UK carriage.

The Turbo processor upgrade is a part exchange processor for any Strong ARM Rise PC. It has a
boosted clock rate and other additions to increase speed. This method of improving performance
has been widely used by enthusiasts, and the Turbo 287 can give a speed increase of between 15
and 30 percent depending on the type of program being run.
Most users arc naturally apprehensive about carrying out this type of work. It is possible that the
processor could be damaged, as not all will work reliably at high speed, leaving you with a dead
computer and a bill for a new Strong ARM. The APDL Turbo upgrade removes the uncertainty of
running a fast processor, and is guaranteed for 1 year so there's no risk.

Upgrade prices
Turbo 257 -

Turbo 275 -

Turbo 287 -

257 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz £29
275 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 or 233 Mhz £39
287 Mhz upgrade from S/ARM 202 Mhz or 233 Mhz £49

New - Turbo 276-T - lid Mhz Revision T from 202 or 233 Mhz S/ARM £149

3.5" IDE Hard Discs PD, Shareware and low cost hardware and software for Acorn computers Datafile CDs

Drive + i/face
2.1Gb £59 £106

4.2 Gb £66 £113

6.3 Gb £73 £120

8.2 Gb £76 £123

13.4 Gb 7200 £84 £131

15 Gb £84 £131

16.8 Gb £89 £136

20 Gb 5400 £96 £143
20 Gb 7200 £116 £163

30 Gb 5400 £117 £164

30 Gb 7200 £141 £188
18.8 Gb 5'/>" £99 £146

Other sizes available
'Plus i/face'price includes an

APDL fast IDE interface

Blit/
Lightningfast IDE interface

for your Rise PC. All the
features ofour normalfast
interface hut up to 7 Mhisec
Only £119 or just £109 when

purchased with a drive.

2.5" IDE Hard Discs
A3020 3000/3010

120 Mb £44 £94

170 Mb £54 £104

210 Mb £59 £109
330 Mb £69 £119
420 Mb £73 £123

1.8 Gb £79 £129
A3020 includes fitting kit, 30101
3000 includes APDL IDE i/face

Special offer - A3000/A3010
120Mb - £44 1.8Gb - £84

Price includes interface

IDE CD ROM drives
Internal External

44x

48/50x
£38

£41

£144

£147

Addjust £47 to Internal price for
an APDL fast IDE interface,

External price includes an IDE
interfacefor any type ofmachine

CD Writers

8x4x32x with CDBurn and
media. Best used with one of
ourIDE interfaces - £199

SCSI drives
210 Mb

420 Mb

4.2 Gb
4.2 Gb

h/h

hlh

J" high

£2a

£39

£109

£127

JIFBL
39 Knighton Park Road

Sydenham
London SE26 5RN

Phone: 020 8778 2659

Fax: 020 8488 0487
www.apdl.co.uk

Software

£4.50

£4.50

£4.50

Faster PC

77ie XT PC emulator that works on
any machine with 2Mb £20
Powerbase

Great database. Does everything
most people will ever need al a
sensible price £15
Menuhar

Superior pull-down menu system
with lots offeatures £15
Tiger
Longfilenames and more £15
Worktop
Switch between 30 desktops with a
single mouse click £15
Locus

Powerful but very easy to use
mathematical graph and analysis
tool. Ideal for schools. £18

As well as all this we have thousands of discs of PI) and Shareware and around 500 discs
of Acorn format clip art. For a full catalogue send SOPor two 1st class stamps

All prices include VAT and UK carriage except "^5?
hard drives add £6 for internal drives, £8 external

APDL Public Domain and other CDs

APDL PD-1 £12.50

APDL PD-2 £12.50

DTP-1, DTP-2 £7.90
DTP-3 £12.50

DTP-4 £14.90

Publish Art '98 £7.90

Fantasy Pictures £7.90
The Grafix CD £7.90

Best Games 1 £7.90

Best Games 2 £7.90
Best Games 3 £7.90

SkullSOft collection £9.90

Soft Rock collection £9.90

Ergane £7.90
Earth Data £9.90
Earth in Space £9.90
Wizard Apprentice

New low price £7.90
Education

Resources £12.50

Over ,800 programs and utilities. No games, clip ait, music, etc.

Over 700 games, novelties, cheats, demos, sound, music, etc.

Bachhas over 500 Mb of clip art. ready to use in Acorn format
Highly acclaimed clip art CD with more than 720 Mb.
Latest clip art CD with around 13,000 files. Great for schools!

Thousands of pieces of clip art and web images, by Smart DTP
By request, from llie Fanatsy section of the APDL catalogue

1000's of pictures, backgrounds, buttons, and much more
20 of the best I'D games ready to play direct from the CD

Games 1 was so popular we've done it again. 20 more games.
Yetanothergreat compilation with 25 of the best games.
Great budget price games CD with lArya..'Xenocide and IPIig
Six classic games by Soft Rock, plus a new version of .'Trellis

Translating dictionary for over 50 languagesby David O'Sliea.
Geographical database with lots of statistics, plus lEarthmap
Pictures, databases, a huge amount of information about the
solar system and galaxy at a sensible price

Highly acclaimed multi-level game. Rise PC only.

A CD especially for schools. More than 300 useful programs,
over 5,000 specially selected clip art files, hundreds of classic
novels, multi-media, educational games and lots more.

APDL ideA fast IDE interface

RiscPC RAM

8Mb £9

16Mb £26

32 Mb EDO £47

32 Mb FP £49

64 Mb EDO £69

64 Mb IT £79

128Mb from £139

2 Mb VRAM £72

I to 2Mb VRAM exch. £49

Fast SCSI interface

Connect 32 SCSI. Up to 7Mb/sec
Limited number at only £75

Ancestor*

No complicated setting up. It's self-configuring so just plug it in!
Uses DMA on Rise PC. Over twice as fast as the built in IDF. interface.
Includes CDFS and ATAPI CD drivers for many popular CD ROMs.
Four devices, any combination of CDs and hard drives.
Up to 8 partitions, so you can have large drives on pre RO 3.6 machines
Software in flash EEPROM for easy update.
Connectors are available for external drives or CD ROMs
Fits A310. A400. A5000, A540, A7000 and any RiscPC.
You can now use CDR or CDRAV drives with iCDBurn. No need for
expensive SCSI interfaces and CD drives!

All these features for the incredible price of just £52
A version for A3000, A4000, A3010 or A3020 is available for £62

The program for family historians and genealogists. Very
easy to use. Imports !Ancestry 1 and II, '.Family, CSV and
GEDCOM and exports as GEDCOM or CSV. Can save as
cross referenced HTML, with pictures, so you can passdata
on to people who have a computer but no genealogy
software, or upload to your web site. Powerful and flexible
repotting and searching. Unlimited information storage,
you aren't restricted to a few lines of text and a picture.
Ancestor* is based on the program that Graham Crow was
working on al the lime of his death, which was a
development of his original Ancestry. Price just vza

UpgradesfromAncestor I amiAncestor IIavailable

§> Q J62L\

(Data (BSAFE

Data Safe - A new concept in backup and data security
DataSafe consists of anexternal case to hold a 3.5" IDF. drive,connected to yourmachine's printer port. This
gives a large capacity portabledrive, movable between machines and locations. Ideal for backup,securedata
siorage and transport. All the features of our idcA card, partitioning, passwords, etc. Great for schools.
Supply your own drive or we'll fit one for you. Prices start at £99 or with 10 Gb drive £178 or 16.8 Gb £189

DataSafe is highly praised, but there's been one criticism. People would like it smaller and lighterso carrying
between home and office (or school) is even easier. So we've introduced the DataSafe 'mini'. Willi all the
features of the standard version, this uses a 2.5" drive so it's very small, about 5" by 5" and less than 2" high,
and weighing only about 14ounces! Pricessiari at £99 without a driveor witha 1.8Gb drivejust £169



Scenario

You've got a network. You've got a variety of different
computers which you want to use. You require effective
Internet and intranet access. You want consistency, reliability
and performance. You need ease of use and management.

Solution

The NetManager is a powerful, expandable server which offers
high performance, yet is easy to manage and is low in cost. It's
flexible nature allows it to fit in with the majority of networks
be they NC, PC, Acorn or Mac based. Using the absolute
industry standard software used by the majority of Internet
servicesworldwide, you can be certain of its reliability and
compatibility.

• Use with any platform
• Low cost (no licences to buy)

More cost-effective and easier to use than Windows NT

• Remote administration

Internet/Intranet

The NetManager provides transparent Internet access to all the
machines on your network even if you only have a modem. It
offers email services that integrate with Microsoft® Outlook
Express, ANT Marcel® and most other mail clients. Alternatively,
the easy-to-use web-based email service offers consistent email
access to any machine that is running a tables-capable browser.

The NetManager acts a web proxyfor your workstations and
also has full web-serving capabilities to allow you to build an
effective local intranet. Server management is mainly web-based
meaning you can use any web-enabled computer to add, edit
and delete users, configure email and Internet services. You can
set up mailing lists, aliases and even discussion groups.

• Web-based user management
• Web-based e-mail service with

• URL blocking capability
• E-Mail content filtering
• Absolute industry standard (POP3, IMAP4, SMTP,

HTTP, FTP)
• Modem, ISDNTA or routed access to Internet
• Transparent dial-on-demand Internet access

File/Print Serving
The NetManager can serve PCsas though it was an NT server,
MacOS computers as though it was an AppleShare server, RISC
OS computers as a Level 4 server and also Network Computers/
Thin clients. The simple user management and high
performance makes it ideal for networks of all sizes. Creating a
user is as simple as entering their name and password; you
don't need to manually create shares, volumes or set
permissions unlike with other servers. In the same way, the
NetManager will act as print server to PC, NC, Acorn and
MacOS computers on your network. Print queue management
and printer configuration isweb-based for ease of use.

Take Control of

Your Network



E-Mail

Full IMAP4.1, P0P3, SMTP server. Includesweb-based email (including
addressbooks, attachments, etc.) configurable on a per-user or per-group
basis. Content filtering of inbound and outbound mail. Spam filtering and
access control list.

Gives machines internally transparent secure access to the outside world
for things like streaming and video conferencing. Port redirectionallows
internal services to be mapped to the outside world.

Printing
Printsharing for Acorns, NCs, PCs and Macsto either local or network
printers. Web-based queue management and configuration.

Send faxes simply by printing to a shared printer from any platform.

Proxying
Cache web pages locally to speed up Internet access.

Users

Have an unlimited number of users each with their own email and

Internet

Connect to the Internet with ISDN, modems or a router. Dial-on-demand
gives transparent access.

WWW

Full web-server that can serve pages internally and externally including
web technologies such as PHP, SQL, cgi-bin, perl.

Windows

Serve printers, CDs and home areas to Windows computers as though it
was an NT server, but without the licence cost or management overheads.
Fits in neatly with existing NTnetworks.

Security
Full kernel levelfirewalling to define exactly what machine can
access what.

Intranet

Each user can have their own personal web pages.

MacOS

Serve printers and home areas to MacOScomputers as though it was an
AppleShare server.

Storage
Personal home areas and shared resources. With your choice of
tape backup.

Management
Simple web-based and menu-driven management of users, printers,
network configurations, Internet access, etc.

All trademarks acknowledged. E&OE. © Surftec Ltd, 20001 © Precedence TechnologiesLtd, 2000

UK Sales

Precedence

Address: Precedence Technologies Ltd
86 Kings Hedges Road
Cambridge
CB4 2PA

Tel: +44(0)1223 562500
Fax: 4-44(0)1223 563522

E-Mail: sales@precedence.co.uk
WWW: http://www.precedence.co.uk

Southern Area Sales

Surftec
Internet Computer Solutions

Address Surftec Ltd

Glen Road

Beacon Hill

Hindhead

Surrey
GU26 6QE

Tel: +44(0)1428 608121

Fax: +44(0)1428 608123

E-Mail: sales@surftec.com

WWW: http://www.surftec.com

Pricing

Prices include server hardware, typically
Pentium III UNIX Server with 10GB HDD,
64MB Memory and 10/100mbps
network card and come ready installed
with NetManager software.

Web Proxy/E-Mail Server:
+ File/Print Server:

+ NC and NCWorks suite:

Prices exclude VAT

£1,199

£1,399

£1,999
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Desktop Publishing for RISC OS

Supplied on CD
Completely revised and reformatted
versions of all the Ovation Pro manuals as
Ovation Pro documents.

20 iSV Fonts

A collection of almost all the available

Ovation Pro resources, applets and
dictionaries

Archive of the Ovation Pro mailing list.
Example documents and tutorials.

Standard Features

60,000 Word spell check
20,000 word thesaurus
Definable multi-row button bar

Instant highlight of misspelt words
Irregular frames with Bezier curves
Multi-step Undo and Redo
Automatic drop capitals
Justification with letter spacing
Multi column frames

Frames with skew and rounded corners

Auto flow round irregular graphics
Macro handling and script language
Colour separations and image processing
Copy and paste chapters
RISC OS 4 compatible
Dozens of extension applets
User definable imposition/print formats.

New Features

Auto paragraph numbering and bulleting
Impression document loader (i.e. complete
Impression documents can be loaded
including frames, pictures, chapters)
Referenced and Proxy pictures to handle
large images.
Mail merge with pictures.
EPS (including DCS) support
Graduated, patterned and hatched fills

Prices

Ovation Pro - £150

Upgrade from older versions to 2.60 - £35.
Please quote your serial number (printed
inside the Ovation Pro manual) and the
address at which it was registered.
Prices include VAT and Air Mail (where
appropriate).

The Future

Because Ovation Pro is written entirely in C it
is trivial to produce copies that will run on the
32 bit version of RISC OS which will be used

with new computers and processors. Now it
can load Impression documents, Ovation Pro
is the future of DTP for RISC OS.

David Pilling, P.O. Box 22, Thornton Cleveleys, Blackpool. FY5 1LR. UK.
Web: www.pilling.demon.co.uk Email: david@pilling.demon.co.uk Fax: 0870-0520-941



ANT Suite squished
The Bug's life is
finally over. Since
their two

industry-funded
leaps into the
embedded

communication

appliance market
in August 1999
and September
2000 totalling
around £6m, ANT
Limited have

thrown off their

humble RISC OS

beginnings and
are aiming for the
top of the heap.

From 30th

November 2000

ANT Limited and their agents ArgoNct
are no longer developing or supporting
the ANT Internet Suiteor any ANT
software products. After that date,
support will only be available from the
Argonet Web site at www.argonet.co.uk/ant/.
However this may not be quite the dead
end yet for RISC OS users as we shall
see, but other players like Oregon
Networks are waiting in the wings.

Take a look at ANT Limited's new Web

site with a PC browser and you're forced
to look at it their way, with no
navigation buttons. Fortunately, the last
version of the RISC OS Fresco© browser

with Javascript (v2.13) ignores this
directive and leaves you in control.

All the more irksome for Acorn and

RISCOS users is that although the
abandonment of the ANT Internet Suite

is the end of the leaf trail for us, ANT's
flagship browser Fresco© is actually their
leading edge core technology product
that features in almost every new ANT
press release, and just think what we
could have had.

"It took Amino a matter of days to
customise Fresco to implement graphics
overlays and run a video within the

browser. It's rare

to find a

software

company that
promises so
much and is

able to deliver

on that

promise,"
gushes a recent

n~r Paul Vioay's Software

ihbi&i niai
URL http://www.vigay.com/shareware.html
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I also maintain a comprehensive Acorn links page containing
over 800 links to RISC OS PD & Shareware.

Link to riscoS'lneLhtml
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Web siteofPaul Vigay OUT. (Original Bugftxer Extraordinare)

Amino Communications press release
about ANT Limited. RISC OS Fresco

owners would have given an ARM and
probably a THUMB for the delivery of
any new implementation of anything in
the last two years.

The redoubtable Paul Vigay, who has
done much to keep users' faith in ANT
products and Fresco in particular, both as
Argosupport representative and on his
own initiative, plans an independent
support scheme. Paul already has been
working hard on bug-fixing and add-on
programs to keep ANT users going, such
as AntUtils, FresUtils, NewsDate,
ChangelSP, MBRcpair; the list goes on.

AntUtils adds useful extra facilities to

the ANT Suite, such as timed e-mail and
news fetching, random e-mail footer
quotes, Fresco cookie and browser plug-
in control, which also form part of the
separately available FresUtils. NewsDate
fixes the Marcel Y2K bug affecting news
fetching, and ChangelSP allows you to
easily access up to 25 different ISPs from
a single copy of the ANT Suite. Paul has
additional pages for users who register
his shareware offerings.

Paul's plethora of plug-ins illustrates
the sad lack of ANT activity in
development on our preferred platform.
Perhaps a better epitaph for the RISC OS
bug's life of the ANT organisation would
be "the software company that promised
so much but fixed so little".

PaulVigay's RISC OS Software
www.vigay.com/riscos/apps/antutils.html

ANT Limited

www.antlimited.com/ANT/indexb.htm

eomrm

In brief

Free French ISP

Access to L'lnternet is

completement libre with
Proxad's free ISP in France.

You get unlimited e-mail
addresses, read-by-Web mail,
POP3, IMAP4 or even Minitel.
Plus 100Mb Web space,
unrestricted news-groups and
local call access in most areas

of France at V90 and up to
128k ISDN and above. Proxad

can supply connection
software for PC and MAC, but
other operating systems are
acceptable, including Linux,
FreeBSD and — Sacre Bleu, it
gets a mention — RISC OS!

Cliquezici to find out more

www.free.fr

Surf to Arcade
Arcade BBS now has full

Internet access every evening
and all weekend via SurfTime
and Demon Internet. Arcade

SurfTime runs from 18:30 to

midnight every weekday and
from 08:00 to midnight on
Saturdays and Sundays. The
Arcade BBS filebase is a

valuable archive of both legacy
and current RISC OS software,
with thousands of downloads

available from the on-site Web

and FTP servers. You can also

log in by telnet to chat, read e-
mail and retrieve mail and

news by FTP. The
downloadable Arcade telnet

block driver enables any RISC
OS terminal to log on.

Arcade BBS

http://arcade.demon.co.uk
telnet://arcade.demon.co.uk

RISC OS Branded
Michael Stubbs is offering free
RISC OS-branded Web

addresses to software authors

to support and promote the
platform. Popular applications
like AcornlCQ, DigitalCD and
Zap now have Web site
addresses in the riscos.org.uk
domain registered by Michael.
For full info contact

webmaster@riscos.org.uk

Contacting me J
David Dade:

comms@acornuser.com

www.acornuser.com January 2001
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RISCWorld, the bi-monthly CD
magazine for RISCOS Users

The only magazine with full commercial
software* on every issue!

Subscribe for only £17.90 (UK) for a whole year!
or only £19.90 outside the UK

Special offer for Acorn User Readers
Ring 020 8778 2659 nowandyou can trya backissue for only £3.00 (£3.50 outside UK)

If you haven't subscribed then this
K»ci»] 11U*»J ftVJ I r-1HCHl 11 falsi i II kki=I«

over the last 5 issues

Complete timelimited versionof TexteaseStudio(including
file saving)as well as an introduction to using the package.
Completetime limitedversion of DrawWorks New
Millennium (including file saving).
Anew full version ofHTML3 the HTML authoring package.
Demos of the latest and greatest games including The
Chaos Engine. Destiny, Wizards apprentice.Spheres of
Chaos and many more.
Fullcontents of the comp.sys.acom.announce newsgroups.
DTP tipsincluding how to get the best out ofthe TeX
typesetting language,brochure design withOvation PRO
and DrawWorks Revealed.

Hardware reviews, including the Kinetic Rise PC upgrade,
the APDL Turbo card and more.

Sneak previewsof newcomputers,RISCWorld often
manages to printfull reviews before othermagazines have
even previewed machines.
Making websites for use with WAP mobile phones.
Reviews of lots of newor updated softarweproducts,
including EFFCD2, Anagram genus, Ancestor*,DrawWorks
Millennium, RiScript PRO, RISC User in a Nutshell, the
RISCOS Ltd PRM CD, PsiRisc, Hard Disc Companion, CD-
Burn,ArcLinkS and manymore.
Indepth show reports from our rovingreporters including
coverageof RISC OS2000and Wakefield 2000.
Featureson leadingcompanies such as CastleTechnology
and Warm Silence Software.

Indepth articles on RISC OS4, AWK, the Concurrentversion
SystemTool, HTML, BASIC and more.
5 CDswithonlythe best softwareand articlesoften with
excluive itemsyou will not get anywhereelse.

You won't find articles on Linux, hardwarethat
does't work under RISC OS or PC software

unrelated to RISC OS.

You will find the best authors, the best software,
full commercial products andmore.

RISC World is the magazine for RISC OS users,
perhapsyou oughtto find out why?

RISC World Volumo I issuo 5

URL [Be/SCSIHiKWorld^issuaS/inwORUffllSCCSriNOeC

Vol 1, Issue 5
The CD-ROM magazine tor HISC OS •

• Editon Corner

The Editors own safe haven.

• DneWvU

Find out wit* software', on the CD-ROM.

• Game* WbrH

The laiesl from DM id Brjdlotlh.

• Ixucnfojc
Help, ictnronc has nines to in.

• PD Wild

Paul Brett writes about Inc PD scene.

• Portable World

JohnWoodihofpc looksal ihc new o. ::•handlcldIran RlSCSuu'on.
» Remember Starlnfo?

Lawrence Granville gels some reader submissions.

• WML explained

Richard Goodwin on WMLfor WAPphones.

• The new Omega computer

Laurence Granville cjpblra all.
• The RISC OS 2001) show

If you didn't jo find out whit you missed.
•* Draw Works Tips

Aanm Timbrel! continues tlie seiies on usinc DrawWorks New Millennium

• TcxiEisc MOO

Its in DiscWorid.but how do you use it?
-1 World Wide Weariness

HUfbJMMBnJM hunting AfXflMb.-re.iins.

• Ancestor f

Dave Wilcox dches into Ancestor*

• Chaos Engjisc

Das id Uradfoflh reviews a irccnt addition lu the piraet players arsenal
• LogicManin

Don't likeArcade pnct*1Well Itysome brain teasers instead

Programming

• Programming for non-protnininicia

David Ikildcn continues la's scries on Basic programming for programming

• ARM Code for beginners

BrianPfckariexplains Itowtowrilein ARM code.

ft jViewing filSC World Volume IIssue 5*

CDFS::RISC WORL£Lj5.$, SOFTWARE
CDFS::RISC WORLD 1 5.S.SOFTWARE.DWNM

ANCESTOR ARMCOOE BEGINPRG CHAOSl!
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,[ jrWARE.PD.XWORDlfj.
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ICLIPART ITEDATA ITETABLE ITEVIEW

ITEXTEASE EXAMPLES

RISCWorld regular articles include

DrawWorks Revealed
Acomplete series (startedinissue 4) showing exactly
how togetthebestoutofDrawWorks. Issue 5even
includes a fully working time limited version of
DrawWorks New Millennium foryouto try.

HTML &Websitedesign
Acomprehensive guide towriting HTML covering one
particular topic everyissue.

ARM Codeof Beginners
How to write inARM codeexplained right from thevery
first steps.

BASIC Programming
Am easy to follow guideto writing your ownprograms.

Portable World
Thecomplete roundup ofnewson Portable computers,
including exclusives on the RISCStation portable andthe
Osaris handheld.

Games World
Thebestsource forinformation onthelatest games, and
wealways supply playable demos.

PD World
All the latest PD, shareware and freeware software,and
ofcourseit'sallon the CDfor youto try.

Reviews
Whenever wereview a product we will include a
demonstration version for youtotry. Issue5 includes
TextEase Studio, SpheresofChaosand The Chaos
Engine.

WWW Links
Acomplete setof interesting, informative, useful or just
downnght odd links foryourenjoyment.

StarProg
Our own homage tothe much missed Acorn User series
Starlnfo. Includes submissions from readers and the
RISC World editorial staff.

Adverts
Adverts from some ofthe best known companies inthe
RISC OSarena,often with special RISC World readers
offers.

Comment
RISC World authors know what is really going oninthe
RISC OScommunity, shouldn't you? Have you got
something to say, then contact us.Unlike some
magazines RISC World paysitscontributors.

And more
Every issueofRISCWorld is packed with more, more
reviews, morearticles, morefreesoftware and
RISC World iswritten bysome ofthe mostexperienced
authors inthe RISC OScommunity.

Stillnotsubscribed? Well youaregoingtomissout
on a whole lot more.IndeedIfyou miss Issue 6 you
mayneverforgive yourself!

RISC World MaqazineHibu wona Magazine
39 Knighton Park Road, Sydenham .London SE26 5RN, Phone: 020 8778 2659 Fax: 020 8488 0487

subscriptions@riscworld.com
RISCWorld ispublished by APDL and edited by Aaron Timbrell &David Bradforth 'From issue 4 we are including full commercial products on every issue



Accounting for it
This time of year is generally one
that sees the bank account take a

bashing. If you didn't spend all your
money at the RISC OS Midlands
Show in December, you'll probably
have used some over the ensuing
festive season!

Enter some help organise your
bank account with the aid of Stephen
Murphy's new RISC OS home

accounts application. Just released,
it's quite basic as it currently stands,
but boasts an ambitious 'things to
do' list.

On the list so far are monthly
statements, printing, file exports in a
variety of formats, standing orders
and payments, account details
section, toolbar icons, configurable
settings and a number of other

handy
functions.

Stephen also
encourages

people to
offer

feedback and

other

suggestions
for future

additions.

At present
the only

rj facilities are
M the addition,

33 Easy Accounts: Main Window

Add Amend Delete

Date Transaction description

03'12/2000 Balance brought forward

04/12/2000 Petrol

04'12-2000 Rent

0S'12/2000 Cheque from Mark

06/122000 Visa card

07/12/2000 Phone bill

07/12/2000 Christmas crackers

09/12/2000 Petrol

11/12/2000 Food

Road rave
There seem remarkable few good
educational applications available as
PD or Shareware, so I like to mention
those that 1 find. This one, by
Richard Whincup, is a very nicely
put together application for teaching
and testing road signs. As such it
will be very useful for anyone who is
currently awaiting their driving test.

The application consists of three
main sections. These are 'View signs',
'Test on signs' and 'Theory test'.
Select the area you want to examine
and RoadCode will either present you
with a description of 48 common
(and not so common) road signs, test
you on how well you recognise them
or just ask you general questions
relevant to the road theory test.

I decided to opt for the road
theory test first. This consists of 24

Help Save

Cr/Db Value Balance

Cr 500.00 I 500.00

Di) 12.50 487.50

Db 100.00 387.50

Cr 24.00 411.50

Db 132.78 278.72

Cr 56.89 335.61

Db 12.89 322.71

Db 15.00 307.71

Db 37.56 270.15

multiple choice questions on a
variety of topics ranging from when
is it safe to overtake to testing your
knowledge of safe stopping
distances. I'm sure some of the

questions will catch people out, even
experienced drivers. I only managed
to score 83% on my first go, and I've
been driving for over 10 years!

A running display of the
percentage you get correct is
displayed, so you always know how
well (or bad) you're doing.

When viewing or testing yourself
on road sign recognition, there are
options to restrict the testing to
particular types of sign — such as
warning signs or signs giving orders.
Again, an interactive display of the
percentage correct is given.

As you can see from the
accompanying screenshot (from the
Sign Test section), multiple choices
are offered for each sign displayed.

deletion and editing of individual
entries. A typical week's expenses
might be that shown in the
accompanying screenshot.

As you can see, the display is
clear and uncluttered. Entries can be

edited or deleted by highlighting
them and clicking on the relevant
toolbar icon.

Each entry can be a credit or debit
and is added or subtracted

respectively to your account balance
— which is interactively updated in
the rightmost column. At present
you can't print your accounts out,
but you can save them as a text file,
which you could load into a word
processor or DTP for subsequent
editing or printing if you require.

Although at present Accounts is
fairly basic, it's simple to use and
looks promising, so head over to
Stephen's web site at www.stephen.
murphy.redhotant.co.uk and give him
some encouragement.

To enter your answer you simply
click on the relevant icon

accompanying the answer you
believe is correct. As soon as you
select an answer, the correct answer
is highlighted in red and your
ongoing score is updated. You can
then proceed to the next sign. I
managed to score a more respectable
100% on this test.

RoadCode is available to download

from Richard's Web site at

www.richie.ukgateway.net/
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Your calendar
While browsing around Web sites
downloading interesting software to
look at in this column I quite often
discover interesting nuggets that
people have written, lurking away
on other parts of their Web sites.
MakeCal is just such a bonus
application I discovered on Stephen
Murphy's site. As it's the time of
year that you're probably updating
your calendars, or simply organising

the New Year ahead, I thought it was
timely to mention this small utility.

At the name suggests, it's an
application for creating calendars.
From it's simple, straightforward
window you can select whether you
want a complete yearly planner or
individual months. If the latter, you
can opt for either a landscape or
dual-column portrait display. Set
which dates you want your planner

Top Twenty Links:
Coutesy of www.riscos.org

No. Visits Description

I 33 PortScan - Utility toscan TCP/IP ports, byHerlscit /ur Nedclen |moic]
H ..-..'.- hup .. .*» T/ iu ilmauu.dc/-yarKKs'pc<il'*aii/irHlcs litnil
Sums: ?

2 26 Commandoz - APanzer General liketanks game,byRuincr Eck |m»s-|
Ifonicrug?. hltp7/»ssw gcssiinescocnAchtmmi?/
Status. ?

3 25 Thumbnail - Handy image previewer, b> IanPalmer (morel
!ip//goM«iJU5ocKtcouVrwLVAconvPl)/Giaphicv'niumliruilspa

Status .'

4 20 PC Engine - PCemulation software, byPaulClifford [mcrci
Humcfugc: hup//*** pbsms acm.ni co.ul^x-cngirW
Status: Free*jrc

5 19 Dntw2SVG - Convert Drau tilesintoSVCj tiles,, bySteven Simpson |more|
Harnepafe: luip7/*»wtvmplajx»aeuVc«nputiu^scnAs/Wlw.ilc/di»",2*vc. html
Sutus: Freeware

6 18 StrongEDupdated - An updated version ofStrongEd, byJohn WhitinRton linorc)
Homepage: bap#trww.tnpsnft co.ulAirongal/
Status '

7 17 Rash - RISCOS Macromedia Fhsh player, byLeoSmiers |mm]
Hunwpage: htlp./ApcupIe.a20f)0.nlAsmicrs/

8 16 Acornct - Afreeware internet suite tor RISC OS.including allyouneed It) getonline, byVarious authors |n«»i|
Homepage ltp/iYrccrsct.ltmicl.ac.ul^h/Asvtti/as**ifricl/
Suru>: 7

9 15 Zap - Arguably thebestRISC OStexteditor (well, it'smyfavourite!), byMixed [mora]
1fomapaga hup //* w*./ap uk cu.org/
Status .'

10 14 Thump - Realtime JPEG thumbnail viewer, byRick Hudson innmi
tlull)cpj£c. Iillp/Awnciugo iliU(;-s'in//~ihuaMiii/s,)lii*jrc/lliumphlnil
Status ?

11 14 ArcWeb - Thebestfreebie webbrowser lorAcorn machines., byStewart Brodie (nurd
Homepage:http://»»*.ccs>ot™acjlUWElribMrmlCwtta'
Sums: ?

12 14 MPEG2 - PlayMPEG/MPEG2 movies, byPeterTcichmaim [m«nci
Homepage. lillp//is-swww.ui/.lu-aics«U'ii dc/-lcisli-jv'juifl,htnil
Status !

13 12 Flash - A slightlyimproved version of Leo'sPlashplayer, by llenrikPederson. [mm]
Homepage; htlpV/lovin Ulaiel.oV-liciuiW
Suius: ?

14 II POPsiar2 - Improved version of POPstar, by JosephHeenan[mm]
Homcpjgc: liltp://»»w pmg.demonco.uk/actmV
SUUU! .'

15 II FreeNet - FreewareTCP/IP slack [mm]
Homepage hup /Assvw.conipton <tcmo,icousyrrcnirt/
Suius. ?

Id 10 AconilCQ - Acorn RISC OSICQ client, byAngelo Mclis [morel
Uoiiiei'.ijx hll|>/A*ww.si|\iy cixivriwuviui/

Suius ?

17 10 CachcFS - Modulethatletsyou browse your'WebServc' webcacheoff-line,by DavidO'SIkm (mm)
H.i:i.cpsi,i;c: hltpJ/iii<lij;i>.ic/--k()st.cj/.icofTi.Vjvilic(".hlml
Sums: t

18 9 DrawScripi - Aprogrammable script language forIDraw., byJoeTaylor imorei
Ho.iii'i\.»' luiji ,/Al[.i«M.ri|it.cjli.ncl/
Swim: Freeware

19 8 Rise-Free - Asuiteoi" I'Dapplications together forming a fully fledged Interne! package, [row]
Hoimrpj^c:hup//membersstunt! cum/. \<Kl\I//fitj.ii,n>it|Vn".cri«/
Slalui; >

20 8 Wavlidit - AdiskbasedWAVformat sampleeditor,by Robertllancox (nun]
H'unepJKtf: hllp://w»w.lopMc.lri:c.civc.co.ukJ'»oIlwjic/wav.hini
Status:'!

for and click 'Save'. MakeCal will

then produce a Drawfile for the
required date period. This can
subsequently be dropped into a DTP
package for additional design work
if you like.

Users of this simple and effective
utility will have no excuses for
missing those important dates in
2001. Available to download from

www.stephen.murphy.redhotant.co.uk

Repair that JPEG
Here is yet another useful JPEG
utility from J. David Barrow and
was very efficiently coded in
answer to a plea on one of the
Acorn newsgroups. There are
numerous picture viewers on the
PG platform which form self-
extracting slideshow type displays.
Although usually comprising
standard JPEG images, they have
an additional PG loader and

header which confuses RISC OS

JPEG viewers — until now that is.
Jack will 'repair' JPEGs where

up to the first 150bytes of the
header have become corrupt1. This
is very useful for stripping off the
PC only portion at the top of the
file, and locating the real image
embedded later on.

Jack should be capable of
extracting JPEG images from most
PC files with the suffix .wbz or

.fcgi and as such makes a useful
addition to J. David Barrow's
growing collection of JPEG utilities
such as JCIeau and jCul (mentioned
in previous PD columns).

It is also capable of extracting
JPEGs from a selection of files
dragged to it's icon, each of which
will be processed one after the
other.

Jack is available to download
from www.dacha.freeuk.com

Contacting AU
Paul Vig.iy:

pdpage@acornuser.com J



Omega

simply awesome

287MHzStrongArm SA-l 10

600MHz Xscale 80200 optional

RISC OS 4.03

64MB PC133 SDRAM

ATA 66 Ultra E1DE

Lightning graphicscontroller

new memorycontroller

PCI expansion

USBexpansion

PCI Sound card

PCI Modem

RS 232 Interfaces

20GB Hard disc

52 speed CD ROM

Floppy Disc drive

Keyboard

Mouse

Software bundle

£999.00 ex vat

Accurately describes the performance of themost powerful RISC OScomputer everbuilt.
From the raw computing power of Intel's StrongARM and Xscale processors, to thecrash proof
RISC OSoperating system, you're getting a reliable, high performance system.
Then add the bestof the PCplatform's technologies - SD RAM, UltraEIDE, USBand PCIand
you're getting a worldc ass product.

Now add theOmega's ergonomic good looks that will grace anyworking environment from the
home, oroffice to theclassroom. Then an impressive software bundle which includes the
software classics Piped ream 4, EasyWriter and Fireworks Pro, free telephone support, and a set
of mains-powered speakers, and you're getting a bargain.

Plus ifyou order an Omega by the 31st December 2000 we'll Fit an 8x8x32 speed CD Writer and
supply CD Burn software worth £225.00 foronly £50.00 extra, now you're getting a real bargain.

Telephom:for full detailsor see our web site. Educational discounts are available.
Omega computer isdesigned and manufactured by MicroDigital Limited. 37Titus Street, Saltairc, Shipley,

West Yorkshire BD18 4LU Telephone number 01274618774 FAXnumber 01274619482
email address sales@microdigiial.co.uk web site microdigital.co.uk

Prices exclude VAT and muinlund UK delivery, We welcome payment by Cheque (allow at least 5days toclear) and
Credit cards. Education Orders Welcomed,

MicroDigital, Omega imd Lightning graphics ©MicroDigituI Limited 2000 All other trademarks are acknowledged



StarFighter 3000 is back!
TER 3BBB

SCORES

l.lWli.11

4 classic games on CD
StarFighter 3000 Other Worlds
includes the new version ol
StarFighter re-compiled with many
enhancements.Improved
graphics, better sound,options to
re-configurethe keyboard and full
StrongARM compatibility are
amongthe manychangesmade to
this new release.

T"
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ELITE

m •
&

Alsoincluded are StrongARM and
RISCOS4 compatibleversionsof
the classic space tradinggame
Elite,one of the best games ofall
time. In addition a full version of
the missionbased space game
SunBurst from VOTI, and the
superb AirSupremacy are
Included.

All games are fully RISC OS4
compatibleand can be run cither
from hard disk or from the CD.

DrawWorks New
Millennium

RRPE41.50

/Ajorpser
Special Offer
f £31.50

lncludes.over.2400 fonts

FonlFiend.Fonl Editor
Over 500~Mb on 1 CD

/Na*aafi;|jri4ia«a"a'

•;^3ffPP>

DrawWorks New Millennium is the best choice for
graphics software forRISC OS, why? Simple, it'seasyto
use, many amazing effects can bedone just by clicking
on a fewbuttons. Textbent around circles, 3Deffects, 1
outline effects andmany more with justa few clicks. g

SecondlyDWNM offers professionallevelfeatures at a
friendly price.Export toPCor Macintosh computers is
easy and quick,you can even makeGIF filesforwebsites.

made with DrawWorks can be saved out into any
applicationthat can loadDrawflics.All of the graphics In
this advert were created with DrawWorks.

DrawWorks Now Millennium comes witha comprehensive
online manual that makes it easy to search lor exactly
what you want. Nor sure how lomake hstencil, type in
stencil andandmanual will toll youhow todo it.

Notonlythat but DrawWorks New Millennium comes on
CD andIssupplied with almost 2000 example clips,
almost 2500 superb quality fonts, Mr flippy the clip art
manngor, FonlFiend thefont editor and lots lots more.

Notonlycan DrawWorks hundlcvectorgraphics but it
canalso editand manipulate bitmapimagesas well. The
DrawWorks series Is thobest selling graphicspackage
forRISC OS,hadn'tyoubetterfind outwhy?

Other Worlds Games CD

Only £16.50!
The award winning graphics package!

Got Fonts? Then you need EasyFont! The IhIcsI version ol tho awardwinningfont management
software. ISV Productshas spent3 monthsworking on
tillsnewversion inordorlo Improve its performance and
ease of use. EasyFonl makoshandling fontsa doddle.
Simply click tofurn fonts onor off, notsurewhat fontsare
usedInnfile? Simply dropthefile intoEasyFont andItwill
find thofontsused andturnIhem on itself. Ifyouhavegot
fonts you ncodEosyFonll

•Supplied on CD with over 2000 fonts.
•Much faster than any provlous version ofEasyFont.
•WYSIWYG font display plus drag and drop font changing.
•Saves upto 30% ofyour disk spacewhen storing fonts.
•File scanning,dropa liloIntoEasyFont and the fontsget
turned onl

•NO cumbersome protection system requiring themaster
disk ovorylow months.
•New top toolbar with nccess to advanced EasyFont
fdaturas.
•Now Font integrity tester, find outiffontsare faulty easily
artd quickly.
•Groally Increased reliability plususes less memory.
•Automatic Instollor, Install n nowversionor upgradeyourold
version.
•Rewritten mnnuol with clenror descriptions and on-line help.
•Also includesn full version ofDrFonty, withPostScript font
oxpotl.
•Requires RISC OS 3.1 orInter. CD-Rom drive and4Mb ofRAM

NEW VERSION!
EasyFont PRO

£16.50

jia.a.,

)
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£11.50* t;
'requires return ol original master disk

Sit'i

DrawWorks Now Millennium requires RISC OS 3.6 or later, 8MB ol RAM and aCD-ROM Publish ART 98&StarFighter Other Worlds require RISC OS 3.1 orlater and aCD-ROM drive.

All quoted prices (unless stated)
are for single users versions only.

Special offers relate to single
user versions only.

Overseas orders please add C2.00 carriage
AlltlalaiUcoiroclal tirolimpnl (joint] It)pinnt EftOI

HOI RtypoginphyarclradiminrksoriSVPiisrliirn All olhm linrtcinnilil uib acknowledged
Ttiir, advert wasproduced using ND1 fonts

one) DrnwWiiikK'Niw Millniiiiliiiii
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iSV Products
86 Turnberry • Home Farm

Bracknell • Berks • RG12 8ZH
Tel 01344 455769



graphics

Picture this
Last month I mentioned the

existence of Draw as an explanation
for many RISC OS applications being
easier to use than their PC/Windows
equivalent. Another aspect of
Acorn/RISC OS machines that has

beaten the rest hands down, ever
since RISC OS2, has been the screen

display of text. The way that text is
displayed on screen is still far
superior to text on Windows
machines.

Poor quality of Windows text has
even been the cause of bad Web

habits, with designers producing text
as graphics in order to improve their
text quality. Of course this reduces
speed of accessand stops readers
setting their own text size or having
the web text read to them — one or

other being essential for many blind
or partially-sighted users.

The superiority of the text is one
thing — but are you using it at its
best? I remember back in 1992

hearing complaints about the A3000
machines. Someone was trying to
use Poster with about 12 fonts and

had their font cache set at something
like 12Kb. The poor machine was
spending all its time cacheing and
re-cacheing one font then another
and hardly ever getting round to
drawing the font onto screen.

In that case a minor increase in

the font cache worked miracles. I
think that about 80 or 90Kb allowed

the program to do its job — and a
quick lesson in good DTP practice,
with the use of three rather than

twelve fonts, followed. Even with a
1Mb machine the font cache should

never have been set at less than

32Kb.

Today most of use have far more
than the 1Mb memory that those
A3000 machines used but are you
using your memory for best
advantage? When machines
regularly had 4Mb of memory Acorn
were recommending the use of a font
cache of 256Kb.

My Rise PC has 50Mb RAM (32 +
16 + 2Mb VRAM) and my wife's
RiscStation has 16MbRAM. My
machine has "cache bitmaps" and

Vantage has
more and

cleverer options
than ArtWorks,
but it's still not

quiteavailable
as ml...

Ld.^lAl^lKglll]jg|lilT|s
T3j |Join: Mitred

4 5 6 7 8 5
tiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiiiiiliiiiiinilii iiliiiiiinil

Anti-alias set at "up to 255 points"
with the Initial font cache at nearly
1Mb and 'No font cache limit' ticked.
These settings ensure that all fonts
are anti-aliased and that fonts are re
drawn immediately.

Like that (now ten-year-old and
still working) A3000 it's essential lo
check that you're using your
memory efficiently and often worth
reviewing your equipment to see if a
memory upgrade is possible or
desirable in order to do more or

faster. For Rise PCs and later it's
worth noting that some memory is
available for just over £1 per MB —
but probably only for larger (64 or
128 Mb) memory chips; smaller
memory chips are likely to cost
nearer £2 per MB. It's also worth
noting that EDO RAM is cheaper
than FPM but whether your machine
can use EDO RAM is something best
checked with your (RISC OS) dealer.

A couple of months ago I
mentioned that Cerilica were using
Vantage v0.97 'in house'. This has
now been released to those of us
who already have Vantage and it's
clear that the positive comments
from Cerilica were well-founded. At
last Vantage can be used properly
and, although I'm still relying on
ArlWorks (and Ovation Pro), for most
of my work with Fleur Designs I am
starting to practise seriously with
Vantage with a view to making use of

*B Width:Thin T

ox Regular shape

Regular shape control
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the additional features available in

that product. At last the regular
shape control works.

In the meantime ArtWorks has

been given a superb boost with the
release of Martin Wiirthner's latest
plug-in. This time he has gone for
the 'big one'. Courtesy of Martin,
ArtWorks can now produce rotatable,
multi-column text areas with a
number of advanced word-

processing facilities. With an obvious
glance at the opposition Martin
confirmed that this included the

ArtWorks undo system (undo is one
of the facilities not yet implemented
in Vantage). It looks like I'll be using
both products for a while, even
when Vantage vl is released.

Finally, Cerilica surprised us all
by announcing details of two
products. The first was their
'Publishing Pack' and the second a
3D design and publishing package.
The latter is not a new product but is
TopModel from Sincronia that was
previously published by Spacetech
Ltd.

Cerilica promise that TopModel
will include additional resources at a
reduced price when it is re-released
in the New Year.

Contacting AU

grapliics@ncornnsior.com
John Cartmell J
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Upgrade NOW! to

RISC OS 4
Key benefits of using

RISC OS 4 include...

Own more than one machine?

Upgrade 4 £
Buy extra copies of RISC OS 4

for only £88 (£75 ex. VAT)
If youown twoor more machines and would like to upgrade them all to
RISC OS 4, thenyoucansave over £30oneach extracopy of theupgrade.
• You mustalreadyhaveregisteredyourfirst full-price RISC OS4 upgrade
• Theextracopiesinclude only the ROMs (noinstallation CDor manual)

Vastly improved disc handling
RISC OS4 supportslongfilenames, allowshugenumbers of files tobe
stored inany directory, andmakes extremely efficient use of disc space,
giving 30%to 40%morespace on an average harddiscthan RISC OS 3
Faster performance
Machines fittedwithRISC OS4 run typically 40%to 50%fasterthan
equivalent RISC OS 3-7-based hardware—a majorspeed benefit which
isparticularly valuable forcomputers without StrongARM processors
Extra ease of use

RISC OS hasa reputation forhaving theworld's most efficient desktop
interlace, and RISC OS4 improves it still furtherwith new desktop
enhancements, improved stability andeven greateruser-friendliness
Remarkable compatibility
RISC OS4 isarguably themost backwards-coinput iblc operating system
upgrade foranymodern computer system: virtually allsoftware and
hardware that works with RISC OS 3-5+ also works with RISC OS 4

All the documentation you need!

Manuals CD
The Manuals CD contains the full RISC OS PRM
(Programmer's Reference Manual), together with many other
manuals, all corrected and cross-referenced in HTML format:

RISC OSPRMvolumes 1-4and 5a; User Guide;BBC Basiq Assembler;
C/C++; Toolbox; DDE; Internet;TimeCode; OmniClient

Price LiO (£25 to Foundation members)

Special offer:
Buy RISC OS 4 andgeta copy of theManuals CD FREE!

Price £ I 20 (fully inclusive)
Schools: Schools may purchase an evaluation copy of RISC OS 4 for
£69 ex. VAT (strictly one unitperschool; officialpurchase order required)

Risctsm

Welcome!

3 Clarendon Road
Cyncoed, Cardiff
Wales CF23 9JD

Tel. 07.920 492324
Fax 02920 440071
wwWarlscos.com
sales@rlscos.com

Foundation RISC User

DATION

RISC User
The CD-ROM magazinefor members

of the RISC OS Foundation

Volume I
(issues
I to 4)

already
available!
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Join the RISC OS Foundation and receive theground-breaking new CD-based magazine,
Foundation RISC User, every quarter. Foundation RISC User isfar more than justanother CD
full of software; it isa true multimedia magazine which sets new high standards forquality onthe
RISC OS platform. Every issue ofFoundation RISC User is packed with substantial, interesting and useful articles by highly
respected writers, plus news of the latest developments from RISCOS Ltd and its partners and third party developers, a forum
for information exchange between RISCOS Ltd and RISC OS enthusiasts, and acomprehensive and fully cross-referenced
database of hardware and software products and user groups. The entire magazine isfully indexed and extremely well organised,
and is presented in a highly innovative, integrated format which redefines the concept ofa magazine.

Comments from readers of Foundation RISC User
"Well done ona BRILLIANT CD!!!"—Chris Flynn • "It*a really excellent job."—DavidPilling
"Foundation RISC User shows why its Editor, Richard llallas, received the RISC OS '99Awardfor Editorial Excellence when he
edited RISC User for Beebug. It isasmart, professional-looking publication."—Peter Jennings, Eureka magazine
"The Foundation CD has contradicted my opinion that Iwouldn't be able toread a CD magazine happily."—Fred Bambrough
"I'm extremely impressed with the Foundation disc. Itlooks good, reads well and is simple to navigate."—Richard Blythe
"The interface is very friendly andbetter than my perception of what aCD-based magazine would be like!"—Andrew Weston

New memberships and annual renewals: £35*15

New membership forAcorn Clan members: £!••!.?

Membershipalso includes
regular emailnewsletters

and special oilers

'(



Dare you ride
on Venom?

Nicholas van der Walle doesn't close his eyes
Have you ever visited Alton

Towers? You pay to scare
yourself rigid and then
pretend, at the end of the

day, you were as macho as John
Prescott and actually enjoyed it. 1
have a better idea — be a RISC OS

user. And if I had written this a

year ago I would have warned you
to "Fasten your seatbelts... you're
in for one heck of a ride!".

But I can now see that we have

just conquered the last crest of this
amazing roller-coaster and we can
all breath a bit easier. The past year
has had its ups and downs just like
any market but the year 2000 will
be looked back on as a hardware

milestone.

Not only did Castle give all Rise
PCs the chance for a new boost

through the Kinetic upgrade but
then Millipede displayed an
astonishing 2048 by 1536 screen
resolution in a rich 16 million

colours at shows, powered by the
first prototype Imago
motherboards.

Now we have the Microdigital
Omega just around the corner. The
proposed package sounds like
amazing value and will be a great
boon to a market going blue by
holding its breath. A 1GHz
machine anybody?

However, hardware has been
covered on many occasions. If we
don our blinkers and look at only
this area of the market, the future
is rosier than any point I am able
to recall under Acorn's regime.
Now it's over to arguably most
critical link: the OS. Without which

even a lOOGHz box is no more than

a glorified paper weight. Albeit a

hot one. So what can we expect in
terms of OS development over the
coming year? Well, thanks to a nice
rich and sympathetic uncle in the
form of Pace, a lot.

Probably. Pace have just tripped
over the same obstacles as the

classic RISC OS desktop market;
new and very tempting 32 bit-only
processors, antiquated printing
system, lacklustre development
tools and generally years of neglect
by Acorn. None of which was
helped by a rocky transition period
to RISC OS Limited.

Pace has much more to lose than

the entirety of our precious
desktop market if progress cannot
be made — and soon. Pace have

also recognised that the desktop
market has a wealth of talent

which must be encouraged and
tapped.

By neglecting this market they
are fully aware of the bridges they
would effectively be burning. All
this equates to potentially is the
desktop market being artificially
propped up by Pace until we can
truly stand on our own feet once
more. Which is much better than

just sinking without trace a la
Amiga and Atari.

Where we have got to, then (if
the wind prevails in our direction)
is the brightest of futures with
hardware and OS.

This is the stage when the final
piece of the jigsaw has to
materialise. What made the early
RISC OS machines so good? Was it
the fact you could play with Edit
all day or that some bright
company conjured up wonderful
innovative packages such as

Impression and ArtWorks? Without
great and ground-breaking
software the platform will be no
more a few years down the line.

A slick OS can only be slick if it
is found driving a program that
makes "outsiders" sit up and take
note. Sibelius brought the platform
to new users because it was

apparently so good. Cerilica is
looking to emulate that with
Vantage, which already displays
features unheard of in a price
bracket under £10,000. But are we

to remain alone? Who else is going
to take up the huge challenge of
thinking for themselves and
inventing new things?

The benefits of adopting the
RISC OS platform is that feedback
is readily available and the
hardware compatibility issues are
near-negligible. The potential
customer range is not extensive but
neither are the support overheads.

I can only dread to imagine the
initial investment required in
setting up a new Windows-based
software product. Surely
developing technologies is much
more lucrative? Let the "big boys"
bear the cost of integrating it,
marketing it to the end users and
then provide direct support.

When the final stage of software
development has been completed,
we will truly have something to
market. Just don't get me started
on the combination of the words

"marketing" and "RISC OS",
though...

Cerilica Limited

www.cerilica.com
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TEK-know-
It is the year 2025. The human race

has hardly survived its latest
strike against itself:The Third
World War. This atomic disaster

left the world contaminated; living is
only possible using a new drug called
"SHOQ".

However, only two companies
worldwide seem to be able to produce
this medicine;a European and a
Japanese enterprise. These two have
their own private armies to defend
their production resources as well as
attack the opponent wherever
possible.

So far for the story. But what is
"TEK 1608" all about? It is a real-time

strategy game, like Command and
Conquer which you might know from
the PC, or Dune II which appeared for
RISC OS many years ago — and also a
bit like Cannon Fodder where you
move individual soldiers around.

In this genre, the player commands
small battles from a bird's eye view,
sending battle units around using the
mouse. All this is not turn-based, but
happens continuously. Factoriesare
producing new units, and the clash
with the enemy reduces their number
again. Transport vehicles carry raw
material to different places, and

Lindsey Charles reveals strategic
battles in a not-too-distant future

generators produce more energy for
unit production.

At ease, Soldier!
But unlike other real-time strategy
games, TEK does not go much deeper
into this so-called "resource

management system". TEK's focus
doesn't lie so much on the typical
"look for resources, build up an army
and send it towards the enemy". The
idea is to give the single units much
more power.

Each and every soldier, tank,
chopper or jeep can receive its own
task, like "patrol around this
headquarter" or "guard this fragile
unit", or simply "seek and destroy".
Further, every unit can be equipped
with different armament, armour and
other specials. That sounds a bit-
difficult if you try to control about
fifty units at once, but Dominik Heide
of Artex Software assures me that it

won't be. "The interface is designed to
be as simple as possible,and yet you
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can do lots of different things with it,
just like with our great operating
system RISCOS". RISC OS might also
be the reason why you assign these
tasks via pop-up menus.

The third dimension
The game is a 2D game which means
that all objects placed on the screen
are bitmaps, or sprites. Thus, you
cannot rotate the game map to view
the battlefield at different angles. But
anyway, currently released 3D real
time strategy games have proven
difficult to use due to the very fact
that the camera can be rotated, and
the player loses the overall view.
Looking at carefully placed units and
buildings from different positions can
hinder rather than help — too much
detail.

Nevertheless, TEK features hills,
and that also adds a new dimension to

the game. You can hide behind hills to
let a stronger opponent pass, or you
can climb to the top to have a wider
view. "Thus, you have a tactical
component that can be used in a
variety of ways during the game",
comments Jan Klose of Artex.
"Imagine planning an ambush. You
know that the enemy will move past
your position very soon, so you hide
your heavy units behind a slope. Then
you use some light quick units to
attack the enemy, who will chase you,
and all of a sudden you let your
hidden army out of the shadows to
surprise the computer player!"

Military intelligence
Surprisingly the computer player
could become difficult to deal with.

Some of you might know games
where the enemy computer player
reaches your camp, and the your
guards stand there, watching the
enemy smashing houses. The team
behind TEK, especially Al



programmer BarryAulton, plan not to
repeat these mistakes in TEK.
Sophisticated algorithms analyse the
situation of both the computer player
and the own units continuously and
react to all the opponent's actions.
Every single unit has its own artificial
intelligence and evaluates its current
situation for itself. "Is the enemy too
strong?" "Do I have supporting units
nearby?" Or even... "Is this a trap?"
As usually, we will have to wait and
see if these features work as intended,
but we can be sure that no unit will

stand around on the battlefield

waiting for orders-

Art of games
The graphics are being created using
both RISC OS and the PC. "All the

buildings were designed using
TopModell and then ported across to
the PC for texturing and rendering in
Bryce",explains Max Palmer, graphics
artist. "Photodesk was used to

manipulate textures while Compo was
great for producing mock-ups of the
game and generating masks for the
bitmaps."

Max admits that he admires

strategy games by Westwood,
especially DuneIIand Dune2000.
"Inspiration for the buildings came
from many different sources — I
wanted the barracks to resemble a

desert tent, while the control tower
has its origins in the design of a water
tower! Above all though I sought to
create a set of buildings that shared a
clean, elegant, futuristic style."

The cover artwork shows what a

good job he's done.

Get online!
Network play is also planned. "The
whole program is written network-
ready", says Dominik Heide. "As soon
as the game itself is up and running,
we will test network play". That
means you can play TEK versus other
human players over the Internet.

There will probably be a TEK
server that manages different game
sessions, and a message board to plan
TEK sessions on the 'Net. This is
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necessary due to the amount of people
available in the RISC OS community
compared to the PC world.

When you are releasing a network
game for the PC, you can be prettv
sure to find an opponent even- time
you are visiting the Net. This won't
work for TEK, thus there will be some
sort of calendar where people can tell
others when they will be online and
would like to have a TEK match.

Linux, Mac OS and PC
Artex Software have more plans with
TEK.If the game is accepted in the
RISC OS market, Artex intend to
produce conversions for other
platforms. "People are very eager to
play games on Linux, but there aren't
many available yet", says Jan Klose.
"The same is true for the Mac;
although there are more games titles
available than for Linux, there is
almost no good realtime strategy
game around. Someone should
change that. Why not us?"

And, of course, there's also the PC,
with the biggest market for games, but
also the hardest competition. Real
time strategy games are available en
masse. So let's wait and see what

happens in the future. But anyway,
can this affect RISC OS TEK players at
all? Yes, it can, because all these
versions will use the same network

protocol which will allow cross-
platform TEKmatches, and that could
even draw some attention to the RISC

OS platform.
Artex are very well aware that the

RISCOS computers are no more a real
games platform as they were in the
90s. But there is still a demand for

entertainment. This is one of the
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reasons why TEKis also designed for
"casual gamers", people who don't
like to read huge manuals and just
want to switch on their computer for
some fun or distraction.

TEK is meant to be easy to leam,
with a gentle learning curve, but
complex enough to guarantee many
hours of entertainment. You don't

have to be a hardcore gamer to enjoy
TEK; some tactical thinking might be
all you need.

Bored now...
Some people might have noticed that
TEK was announced about two years
ago now. Although that's no very long
time for a game from conception to
release, people were already hearing
of release dates a while back. And we

have to bear in mind that the game is

still not available. You could easily
blame Artex for over-optimistic
schedules, and that would surely be
true to some extent, but something
else happened, something completely
unexpected.

TEK 1608 was originally planned
as a joint-venture between Acorn
Computers Ltd. and Artex Software.
That was decided on a meeting at
Acorn's office in Cambridge back in
1998. But suddenly Acorn made half
of their staff redundant in one of their

infamous "restructuring" attempts.
Artex lost their contact people at
Acorn (Dave Walker and Kevin
Linglev being two of them), and some
time later the whole company
disappeared.

Anyway, Artex decided to continue
developing TEK, albeit with a
significantly smaller budget as
intended. The planned movie clips
suffered most from this. Nevertheless,
TEK remains one of the few RISC OS

games which are developed in a
professional manner, and by a whole
team. A team with real graphicians,
one might add.

So when can I play it?
Alright then, what is the release date?
Spring 2001. Is that definite? Nothing
is definite in the computer
world. But it is quite likely.

-!P
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<ViewFinder' RiscPC
Hi Res graphics card

Some of the extra Modes :-True colour (24/32-bit)

1600 x 1200, 82 Hz 1280x1024, 107 Hz

High colour (16-bit) and 256 colour (8-bit)
1920 x1440,65 Hz 1800 x1440,68 Hz

1600 x 1200, 88 Hz 1280 x 1024, 107 Hz

ViewFinder offers more than just higher desktop resolutions; there
is hardware acceleration of a number of common graphics
operations, normally performed entirely in software by RISC OS.
Simple to fit. More info at: http://www.cje.co.uk/viewfinder/

£235 inC VAT and UK delivery

ViewFinder + 17" Pro410 £535

ViewFinder + Iiyama 19" Pro £701
ViewFinder + Iiyama 22" Pro £1010

RiscPC Case Slices
2 to 3 Slice Upgrade Slice, Pins,

& Refurb. 70W PSU no B/P £160

2 to 3 Slice Upgrade Slice, Pins,
&103WPSUnoB/P £190

1 to 3 Slice Upgrade Slice, Pins,
103W PSU & 4 slot B/P £265

2 to 4 Slice Upgrade Slice, Pins,
& 103W PSU no B/P £220

8 SLOT Backplane £100

Optical PS2 Mice
No moving parts!

Microsoft IntelliEye £34
Logitech MouseMan £44
Requires PS2Mouse Interface £27

Range of cordless Mice & Keyboards stocked

1600+ Product price list at: www.cje.co.uk/prices/

\^0

Canon BJC7100
BJC7100 with Black & Photo Cart. £180

BJC7100 with Black, Colour & Photo Cart. £200

BJC7100 with Black, Photo Cart. & Photoreal driver £240 *
Takes up to 550gsm, very low running costs & plain paper optimisation.

*Free packs of Z.
glossy & hi.res.
paper included

Kinetic StrongARM upgrades
with 122MHz SDRAM

£350 if PX R04 & StrongARM
£410 if PX StrongARM

£475 if no Part exchange
For 128MB version add £8 i

Kinetic

RiscPC
Systems 64MB/

128MB from

£1187

S/H RiscPCs from £400
RiscPC, RISC OS 3.60, 16MB, IMBvram & HD £400
Mkll RiscPC, RISC OS 3.60, 16MB DRAM

IMBvram, HD, CD & 14" Monitor £500

A7000, RISC OS 3.6, 32MB DRAM, HD & CD £300
AKF60 (£ 50 with system) £65

Iiyama 17" Pro 411 0.25mm £250 RISC OS4 compatible Hard Disc Companion £30

RiscStation Lite Plus 64MB, 10GB & CD £680

PC Card 5x86 133MHz 512k Cache £225 (From £90 with part exchange)

ANT Internet Suite £100 SCSI 4.3GB HD £185 External!

CD ReWriter IDE with Acorn S/W £235

Acorn C++ £125t 100MB Zip Printer Port + S/W £115

Laser Printer Samsung 8ppm 600dpi £240 56K V90 Modem £80

10.2GB IDE Hard Disc £90 30GB IDE Hard Disc £160

Psion netBook

7.7"LCD

640x480, 32MB

90% Keyboard
StrongARM

£880

Ovation Pro

including
Impression file

loader.

£150

RPC-PC Network pack, RPC NIC Int., PCI Int. card, cables & LanMan98 £185

250MB Zip Drive SCSI Ext. £150, Printer Port version with S/W £175, Int. IDE £165

S/H Access+ Interfaces: 10b2 Podule £60, lObT Podule £70

RAM for RiscPC/A7000 32Mb £85, 64Mb £85 & 128Mb £190

S/H StrongARMs
from £120

All CJE prices INCLUDE VAT @17.5%
& UK mainland delivery. Official Orders Welcome E&OE

Prices subject to change & stock.
Items markedf are sold by 4D (Fourth Dimension) and have no VAT

CJE Prices include

VAT &UKdelivery

CJE Micro's & 4D

78 Brighton Road
Worthing

West Sussex

BN11 2EN

cjev50g Tel 01903 523222 Fax 01903 523679 sales@cje.co.uk http://www.cje.co.uk
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Of
As we all know, one of the

major strengths of RISC OS
is its user interface — that

is, the desktop. The RISC OS
desktop is an example of a WIMP
environment, and whether you
consider that WIMP stands for

"Windows, Icons, Mouse and
Pointer", or "Windows, Icons,
Menus and Pointer", RISC OS
usually needs a mouse or similar
pointing device in order to perform
many important operations.

Although the mouse which
Acorn supplied with the later
machines was of reasonable

quality, it is by no means
"invincible". Heavy desktop users
may need to replace their mouse,
either as a result of damage, or
general wear and tear. The simplest
option might be to buy a similar
model, but in this article we'll
consider a number of different

devices which can be used with

RISC OS machines.

All Acorn manufactured RISC

OS machines, apart from the A7000
and A7000+ are fitted with a

simple mouse port, based around
the "Bus mouse" standard. Mice

attached to this type of port can
have very simple electronics inside,
as the machine does all the hard

work of decoding signals and
determining which direction the
mouse is travelling in and so on.

Although the Acorn mouse port
simplifies the design of the mouse,
this type of mouse port was
reasonably expensive to implement
on a PC, and so never took off in
the PC community. This means that
Acorn standard mice do not benefit

from the economies of scale found

in the PC world.

The A7000, A7000+ and
machines from the newer RISC OS

hardware manufacturers (such at
the RiscStation and Mico, and the
forthcoming Imago, Omega, Nucleus
and RiscStalion portable) use a PS/2
mouse connection. Each mouse

contains a small chip which
monitors the movement of the

mouse, and passes the information

January 2001 www.acornuser.com

mice
on to the machine. The formal used

to transfer the information is

similar to that used by the Rise PC
keyboard, and, in fact, they use the
same style of connector (six pins
rather than the nine used by
Acorn-style mice). Owners of
machines fitted with an Acorn-

style mouse port can use the
PS2Mouse interface from Stuart

Tyrrell Developments to give their
machines a PS/2 connection.

Serial transfer
All RISC OS machines are fitted

with at least one serial port.
Although the number of serial
mice available seems to be
declining as manufacturers offer
PS/2 and USB combinations
(rather than PS/2 and serial), there
are still a reasonable number of

designs to choose from. Later
versions of RISC OS have support
for serial mice as a configuration
option, and there are a number of
public domain programs which
allow the use of a serial mouse in

conjunction with the device
attached to the standard mouse

port.
USB devices cannot be used on

any current RISC OS machines,
although the specifications for
future computers imply that they
will have USB ports as default.
MicroDigital were rumoured to
have a USI3 podule for earlier
machines, and it seems reasonable
to assume that we'll see production
interfaces both from them and

from other developers. The
methods for interfacing USB mice
form part of the USB specifications
themselves, so it's likely that the
earliest drivers produced will be
for USB rodents.

Mousing about
The original Acorn mouse is
manufactured by Logitech.
Although the mouse is an "OEM"
version, and obviously not of quite
the same quality as Logitech's
retail offerings, it is, nonetheless, a
more robustly designed mouse

than might be supplied with many
PC's.

In use, the mouse can be
somewhat light, which can lead lo
problems if the mechanism starts
to get clogged up with debris. A
heavy mouse ball can easily be
retro-fitted, and helps considerably,
as do some speciality mouse mats
such as 3M's precise pointing
surface.

Replacements for the original
Logitech mouse can prove
expensive and difficult to obtain,
and so an attractive alternative is a

clone mouse, available from CPC
or many RISC OS dealers.

At first glance the CPC mouse
seems of similar quality to the
original Logitech. It comes fitted
with a heavy mouse ball as
standard, and operation can be
reasonably smooth and positive.
Early revisions of the mouse
design were based around mice
which were originally to be used
with Amiga and Atari machines.

Unfortunately this proved to be
a problem for Acorn users, as the
transistor-based design could,
under certain circumstances, cause
an internal fuse in the Rise PC to

blow, and this could only be
replaced using complicated
surface-mount soldering
techniques. Although later mice
had a revised design, the original
mouse did much to damage the
reputation of the device.

As a result of the problems with
the clone mice, a number of Acorn
dealers decided to develop their
own — the most notable of these

being the Clares Mouse (which was
similar in design but with different
electronics), and CTA's Ergo
Mouse.

The CTA Ergo mouse looks at
first glance like it might be a two
button device — it has a large
select button, and slightly smaller
adjust button. The menu function
is performed by a thin button in
between the two, which is raised in

the centre. The mouse is curved

slightly lo the left/ and so is easier



men Jacqueline Stanley takes a look
at your little peripherals

for right-handed
people to use —
left-handers might
find that their

index finger
catches on the

menu button slightly. The mouse
plugs into the standard Acorn
mouse port, and again comes with
a heavy mouse ball.

Logitech Gamers
This mouse was originally sold as
the Logitech MouseMan (before the
MouseMan sprouted the more
ergonomic design used in later
versions), and is still available as
the Gamers Mouse. If you're keen
to find a simple replacement for
the Acorn mouse, without fancy
ergonomics, extra buttons and
wheels, this mouse is worth
considering.

The mouse is supplied with
adaptors so that it can be used
with a PS/2 or serial port.
Although the heart-shape of the
mouse is reasonably "tame" when
compared to more modern mouse
shapes, the design was originally
one of the first ergonomic mice.
The body of the mouse has a small
indentation where the thumb

(assuming a right-handed user)
fits, and the buttons are pressed
with the body of the fingers rather
than the fingertips.

In common with most Logitech
mouse designs, the ball lies
directly between the thumb and
little finger when the mouse is held
correctly, and as a result the mouse
is well balanced and easy to use. I
used the original MouseMan
variant of this mouse as my first
replacement for the Acorn mouse,
and I'm confident that it has

contributed to the relief of the

Repetitive Strain
Injury I was
suffering with at
the time.

The current

MouseMan Wheel

design may seem familiar — in fact
the three button variant was to be

shipped with the ill-fated Phoebe.
The shape of the mouse is very
profiled, and so is biased even
further towards right-handed use.
When used in the right hand, the
mouse is extremely comfortable,
and the moulding allows the
thumb to rest neatly on the left-
hand side of the body.

In fact Logitech have placed a
button under the place where the
thumb would naturally lie.
Although the non-wheeled variant
of the mouse is not available any
more, the Logitech devices default
to a sensible mode of operation
when used with the A7000 and so

on — pressing the wheel, or
alternatively pressing the thumb
button will act as the menu button

on these machines — the third-

party PS/2 interfaces for other
machines may offer more wheel
functionality. There is also a public
domain wheel-driver program
called WheelMouse which allows

the operation of wheeled devices,
albeit attached to the serial port
only.

As with the Gamers Mouse, the
MouseMan encourages you to hold
the mouse correctly, and again the
mouse ball lies directly between
the thumb and little finger. Switch
action is probably a little lighter
and more positive than the Gamers
Mouse.

If you want to use the
MouseMan on the serial port of
your machine, beware the two
different versions of the mouse

which come in very similar
packaging. The MouseMan+ is a
serial and PS/2 device whereas the
MouseMan Wheel is PS/2 and USB
only.

Going all optical
Much has been made of Microsoft's

foray into optical mice which do
not require a mouseball at all.
Logitech have also entered the field
with their Optical MouseMan and
iFeel mouse. These mice have a

bright LED which shines out of the
bottom of the mouse to illuminate

the surface you use it on. There is a
small camera inside the mouse

which watches where the surface

underneath the mouse is moving.
By analysing this information the
mouse can determine the speed
and direction in which it is

travelling.
The profile of the Optical

MouseMan is similar to the

MouseMan+, although it is in a
fetching deep blue colour and very
slightly larger. Of course the lack
of a ball means that the mouse can

be smoother and lighter, will never
get clogged up, and will require
minimal cleaning.

Although the mouse is normally
a joy to use, I found a small niggle
— I normally lift up a mouse if 1
get to the edge of a mousemat and
wanted to move the pointer further
on screen, but 1 found that the
optical mouse still detects
movement of the surface

underneath it

from a few

millimetres

away. Often I'd
find that I lifted

the mouse to

move it elsewhere and the pointer
would follow the mouse back

along the screen because I hadn't
lifted the mouse high enough.

When the Optical MouseMan is
connected to a suitable PS/2 port,
the logitech logo on the back of the
mouse shines with a eerie blue

glow. It's a little detail, but it looks
very pretty.

Although the Optical Mouseman
is available in a PS/2 / USB
combination, Logitech also
produce the iFeel, which,
unfortunately, is a USB-only
device. The iFeel was developed
with Immersion Technologies Inc,
and contains a small motor used to

give feedback. When used with a
PC, software controls the speed,
amplitude and frequency of
vibration of this motor, and so the
mouse can give a resounding
"clunk" when passing over an
icon, a buzz when passing over a
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close icon, and so on. Although
this can be disconcerting at first,

the action can

become quite
reassuring, and
I've sometimes

considered

traditional mice to

be quite non-interactive since using
the iFeel. This should be one of the
first devices supported by RISC OS
USB drivers, if only for novelty
value.

Mice of the evil empire
Both Microsoft IntelliMouse Wheel
Mouse and Explorer are based
around Microsoft's optical mouse
technology, which predates the
release of the competing Logitech
devices by some time. The wheel

mouse is a

reasonably
traditionally-
shaped
mouse, with
an optical
sensor instead

of a ball. The

rear of the mouse has a red plastic
cover which illuminates when the

mouse is in use. Although the
Wheel mouse is not of the same

quality as the Logitech Optical
MouseMan or the Microsoft

IntelliMouse Explorer, its main
advantage over these two devices
is cost — I paid less than £20 for
mine at a major electrical outlet.
Both mice are available in PS/2
and USB versions only.

The Microsoft IntelliMouse

Explorer is the big brother of the
pair, and is finished in a classic
silver and dark-grey. It has two
buttons operated by the thumb,
although these cannot currently be
used under RISC OS.

Although the Explorer looks the
prettier mouse, it doesn't quite feel
of the same quality as the Logitech
equivalent, despite the quality of
the plastic being better, and,
arguably the design itself. The
Logitech device has a soft-touch
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plastic on the thumb-side of the
mouse which makes it easy to grip,
whereas the thumb can slide quite
easily of the silver plastic of the
Explorer — perhaps this is
influencing my perception of the
mouse as a whole.

Microsoft were inventors of the

Intellimouse wheel technology, and
so, as expected, the wheel
implementation on their mice is
second-to-none — the wheel

rotates easily, with a light and non-
intrusive click. Unfortunately,
while most other devices will

default to sensible operation if the
host machine doesn't indicate that

it knows about wheeled mice, the
Microsoft mice will ignore the
wheel completely, and, as pressing
the wheel is the equivalent of
pressing the menu button, the mice
are unusable except via STD's
PSZMouse interface, or until a
patch is produced which allows
PS/2 equipped RISC OS machines
to accept intellimouse-style
devices.

Video killed the radio mice?
Although there are a number of
radio-controlled mice, these are
reasonably expensive. The Cable-
free 4D mouse from A4Tech is a
compromise in that it uses Infra-
Red technology. This keeps the
price of the mouse itself down, but
it does mean that the mouse must
be in line-of-sight of the receiver.

The receiver is a small disc

shaped object in translucent purple
plastic. It has a PS/2 connection
only, and so must be plugged into
an A7000-style machine or a PS/2
mouse interface. There is a small

self-adhesive velcro pad under the
receiver to aid mounting.

The mouse itself is a fair quality
device. When first opening the
pack the mouse feels a little light,
although this may be because it
lacks the usual payload of a cable.
The mouse accepts two AA
batteries, and fitting these makes
the mouse up to a comfortable

weight. The mouse has two wheels,
used for horizontal and vertical
scrolling when used with a PC or
mouse interface.

Unlike the other wheel mice

reviewed, these wheels cannot be
pushed and operated as mouse
buttons, but rather the mouse has a
third button

on the side of

the mouse,
operated by
the thumb.

In use, the

mouse receiver has a green LED
visible under the plastic, which
flashes whenever a report is
received from the mouse. The

mouse has a surprising field of
operation, due to the way that its
infra-red emitters are located

behind a window at the front of

the mouse, and it's easy to see
when the path to the receiver is
obscured (the green LED stops
flashing and the pointer stops
moving). It's interesting to watch
the LED flash at different intervals

when the mouse starts to go into
various standby modes if left
alone, although the mouse is not
sluggish to respond, even when in
standby mode.

No choice at all
Even given this brief overview of a
limited number of devices, it's
obvious that there are many mice
and trackballs which can be used

with modern and forthcoming
RISC OS machines, and many can
be used with older machines via

the serial port or third party
interfaces. If you're replacing your
mouse, have a look around the
more interesting input devices
which are available — the chances

are that you'll find one which will
suit you well.

So, whichever one of these mice
you fancy, all you need to do is get
hold of your local RISC OS dealer
(and you can find him using the
centre page section) just have a
word and say what you want.
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SiteWriter
revolutionary web site authoring

£2 5 tf
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3D effects made easy

SiteWriter is a power

ful web site authoring
tool for RISCOS.

With SiteWriter, you
design your pages vis
ually, placing elements
precisely where you
want.

You never code HTML,

as SiteWriter prepares

your site in HTML ready
for viewing in a web
browser or for upload

ing to the internet.

SiteWriter has been

improved since its first
release. A demo can be

downloaded from our

web site.

Price (inc)
SiteWriter £60

dan@dansoft.co.nz

Order by cheque:
P0 Box 1955

Leigh-on-Sea
Essex SS9 5BF

England

Order by credit card:
email us for details

dan @ dan soft.co.nz

PS2Mouse, our range of PS/2 to Acorn
mouse converters now ship with full
support for wheeled mice!

PS2Mouse - PS/2 to Acorn mouse adaptor
with configuration switches £24.95

PS2Mouse+ - PS/2 to Acorn mouse adaptor
with configuration switches, through port for
Acorn mouse, SEN switch inputs £39.95

PS2MouseMini - budge! micro-miniature
PS/2 to Acorn 'V1CU36 adaptor. £18.95

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM OL2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 ' 01706 848 600

Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rale)
Email: lnfo@sIdcvol.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdovel.demon.co.uk

Phone, Fax or email for a

free product Information flyer!

All prices Include PSP
Dolta1Visa Mastercard welcomed. I

All trademarks acknowlcged. E&OE.I
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The art of
On learning that a review of

Composition was part of a
series on presentation
software, I was intrigued.

Clares software is traditionally of
high-quality and well-presented and
having some graphical interests I
was eager to find out what this
image-manipulation package could
offer but was this really a
presentation package?

Composition is an image-
manipulation package allowing you
to combine images imported from
other programs and experiment with
effects without altering the original
image. This makes the package of
appeal to both professional users and
perhaps less-talented individuals
who want to achieve a certain effect

through combining images that
pique their interest.

In fact, Composition has been
around for a number of years and it
has grown beyond its original form
through a series of upgrades into
something altogether more powerful.

nai
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Andrew Weston begins a round-up of
presentation packages for RISC OS

The notable features are its Plug-In
Compliant (PCA) design and now its
own script language (Composcript)
for automation of the software's

capabilities. Thus, while approaching
this review from a newcomer's slant,
I'll aim to describe the two

aforementioned 'extras' and what

they bring to the 'core' image
manipulation and processing
functions of Composition.

Bearing in mind the existence of
the availability of two major
presentation packages for RISC OS
(OHP2and Noticebotird Professional)
which require slides to be largely
prepared beforehand, Composition
should be the ideal accompaniment.
The availability of creative as well as
manipulative tools within
Composition reinforces this idea, with
or without a conventional art

package, for reasons which will
become clear.

Core image functions
Composition offers an at first

A masked image, lis mask editingwindow and therangeofprocessing functionsavailable for
litismask (colour gradations duehardware 32,111111 colour limit on the sizeofthisshot)

bewildering amount of functions and
effects for processing an image
further and combining it with other
images. All images loaded to the
program are displayed on the main
'canvas' window. A wide range of
image-format importing and
exporting is allowed including the
major Web formats (JPEG, GIF, PNG)
and others for PC compatibility if
required.

The most basic of Composition's
functions will be familiar to any
Draw user, for example re
arrangement of objects in the stack,
copying, scaling and also various
transformations in two or even three

dimensions. The latter thus gives the
additional illusion of perspective not
provided by Draw.

Beyond simple re-arrangements of
pre-made objects there lies a vast
range of functions for enhancing
your intended visual composition.
It's worth noting here that the main
toolbar is displayed in conjunction
with a 256 colour palette for quick
colour access, an interactive help line
and also a Composcript toolbar
allowing access to pre-written (and
user-defined) functions written using
the scripting language.

A full range of facilities are
provided for modifying the way an
image appears over a background.
This is achieved through opacity
selection, masking and facilities
allowing adjustment of the
properties of red, green and blue
channels of an image. Numerous
tutorials are provided throughout the
manual to assist both with learning
to use the software and making the
most of the facilities available. Good

documentation is also provided in
addition to act as a reference. It is

pleasing to see yet again, Clares'
dedication towards ensuring the user
uses the software to its full potential.

Masks and filters
Perhaps the most powerful and
almost certainly the most flexible
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Compositions advanced masking, shadowing andopacil
combining ofthe VOTI logo anda car model from then

component of Composition's
repertoire is the masking option. A
mask can be created for any textual
or bitmap object created or imported
into composition allowing selected
areas or the whole image to be
partially or wholly concealed in a
variety of ways both simple,
complex, pre-defined or user-
defined.

Vector objects (such as Drawfiles)
are accepted but there is the option
of converting to a bitmap (with
optional anti-aliasing) should a mask
be desired. In fact, the degree to
which a mask can be customised is

staggering. Even for pre-defined
mask patterns (for example a vertical
fade of an image into the
background canvas colour) the range
of the fade and the points at which
the fade starts and ends can all be

adjusted to requirements. Options
exist for integrating further masks
with ones already created thus
opening the way for very refined or
unusual effects.

Alternatively, a mask can be
created from fresh using the mask
editing window which also allows
any existing mask to be edited. This
window provides it's own set of
tools (such as drawing, filling,
spraycan, filling) for specific mask
effects to be applied.

A sprite can be dragged into a
target area in the dialogue box
associated with certain mask editing;

1/ effects demonstrated In/ the
tip-coming game

tools to enable a

particular sprite
of interest to be

used as the

editing tool. As
might be
expected, it
follows that a

single sprite may
simply be placed
onto the mask

editing window
and used alone.

With the mask

editing window
is also provided a large range of
image processing functions including
smoothing, sharpening, lightening
and darkening for example.

One option among the mask
editing menu items is a facility
available to all masks and objects
used in Composition: object linking
and embedding (OLE), which
enables a file imported into the
program to be edited in a default (or
user defined) application and then
saved causing Composition to
automatically update its own copy of
the file in memory with any effects
specific re-applied.

This is in addition to the object
sharing and interchanging facilities
of Clare's PCA specification and
increases the flow of creating one's
composition by avoiding the
disruption which might result from
the rearrangement of windows for
file loading.

Further to the OLE capabilities is
the ability to move image data
internally between different
functions of the program for example
moving copies of loaded sprites from
the canvas into a dialogue boxes of
another function (such as a tile for
the canvas background).

This kind of flexibility built in to
Composition's various functions
combine to represent a very
responsive user interface which is
obviously complementary to the
usefulness of the package. Due to the

depth of Composition I would
recommend any newcomer to follow
the wealth of tutorials provided to
find inspiration and to experiment.
However, a few other effects deserve
a mention as they would likely be an
integral part of many creations.

Shadows and effects
Composition gives you the
opportunity to add shadows to any
object or mask. This feature can be
used to add impact or for realism as
a large range of control is given over
the shadow's projection and position,
thus implementing a 'pseudo-3D'
effect. Since a mask can be created

for the shadow, as might be
expected, the shadow can be edited
with any of the mask processing
functions already described.

A set of features commonly found
among image processing packages is
included within the filter dialogue
box allowing sharpening and
embossing among others. A
particularly powerful feature is the
'smart filter' option where you can
customise the action of a filter

according to a test performed on the
pixels making up the object /
masked object.

This works conceptually like an
IF...THEN...ELSE conditional

statement allowing an alternative
action to be taken if the condition

isn't met so, for example, one could
sharpen or soften a pixel relative to
its neighbours depending on the
current state of these pixels. This is
without doubt a powerful feature
and will allow for many more
possibilities than a simple 'blanket'
filter and yet again can be used with
a mask.

1was personally pleased to see the
presence of a trimming function in
Composition which can reduce the
size of a sprite precisely by pixels.
This is particularly useful when
attempting to design graphics
(perhaps for a Web-page background
or even a game) composed of an
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aligned repeating unit. In these
circumstances several copies of a
graphic have to be placed together in
a defined area. Using the full version
of the graphic unit it is not always
possible (say, using Paint) to do this
unless the unit will fit into the
defined space.

One important feature especially
if used for creating graphic stills
(slides) for presentations, is the
dedicated 'colour-block' dialogue
box that the program provides for
creating coloured patterns for tiling
onto the canvas either singly or
repeating.

The tiling dialogue box attempts
to generate symmetry for any tile
added which in itself can result in

some unusual effects. The total

control given to the user in creating a
colour block with the positioning of
colour points, their colour and
intensity makes possible many
striking backgrounds useful for a
variety of purposes.

PCA plug-ins
Since version 1.10of Composition,
PCA facilities have been provided
with the package. PCA is system
whereby applications written to a
particular specification can work in
concert on a common object held in a
common area in memory. In a
program like Composition this can
add an indefinite and customisable

set of additional tools.

As all PCA tools integrate
seamlessly with each other the
power of an application can
potentially be extended immensely.
PCA has several advantages as a
standard which mostly revolve
around expandability, flexibility and
memory efficiency.

The March 2000 edition of Acorn

User talked about PCA's potential
should it be used more widely. A
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Text creation in Composition used
in combination with shadow and
opacityfunctions

number of applets
written to the PCA

specification are
provided with
Composition
allowing a very
extensive set of

painting, drawing
and further

processing functions to be applied
directly onto an image most of which
are unavailable (at least not in the
same form) in the main program.

The most useful would seem to be
painting and drawing tools which
allow a range of the processing
effects similar to those available in

the mask editor program but which
operate directly on the selected
image.

Composcript
If all that has been described of

Composition's abilities so far isn't
enough, a whole new dimension has
been added in the form of a scripting
language which can automate sets of
actions by defining them in a textual
form interpreted as a programming
language by the application.

Thus for batch processing of a
number of files (perhaps a series of
video frames or sprite frames in a
game animation), performing an
action repeatedly would be made
much more efficient by writing a
script for the image manipulation
operations to be carried out with.

It should be remembered that
scriptlets (sections of Composcript
performing a specific function) can
be added to the main window for

easy access and four examples are
provided by default.

Composcript is superficially
similar to BBC BASIC with loops,
variables and procedures
implemented in much the same way
together with specialised commands
and protocols for creating objects for
example. The scripts are created
using any text editor and dropped
over the canvas window to be

executed.

One surprising additional feature
of the Composcript language is the
"mouseover" command which

attaches a procedure to a click over a

Composition object. This can allow
simple presentations to be created
using the software, a function not
conventionally associated with
graphics editors at least in the RISC
OS market.

Combined with the other

operations you could create
presentations with quite interesting
effects, such as altering masking on
an object to reveal new sections
rather than simply switching from
screen to screen.

Summing up
The latest update to Composition
provides an extremely versatile and
powerful piece of software with the
potential for expansion and
interconnectivity via its PCA
implementation. I have only briefly
brought to light some of the
possibilities. Many more technical
features are just waiting to be used in
new and novel ways.

I would fully expect that this
package would be capable of
delivering results to satisfy
professional requirements while
allowing a beginner to achieve
effectiveand pleasing images in
general with ease.

Although the manual has a lot of
examples, the additions of PCA and
Composcript will nevertheless be
confusing to many without clear and
comprehensive documentation.

As the package stands though this
is not overall a problem and
Composition truly deserves to make
an impact in a variety of graphic-
intensive and dependent professions
and pastimes.

I would like to thank Clares for

technical support in
reviewing this software.

Product details J

i^i»i

Product: Composition
Price: £99.95(p&p free)
Supplier: Clares Micro Supplies Ltd, 75a

Webbs Lane, Middlewich,
Cheshire CW10 9DS, UK

Tel: (+44/0) 1606 833999
Fax: (+44/0) 1606 836111
E-mail: sales@claresmicro.com

Web: vvwvv.claresmicro.com
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Cerilica Publishing Pack

Control the colours you want in print
with the help of Cerilica's ink expertise.

Now professional quality monitor
calibration, PSdot gain and bitmap

CMYK separation is available for only

£19.50

a. •*&
Monitor TrueSeDlDotGain

The Cerilica Publishing Pack isavailable on-line — www.cerilica.com/ppack ...alternatively an order form may be found on page 64.

* Priceincludes VAT and where the package is sent by e.mail accompanied by the location of an on-line manual.
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Free Ads
• We have 5 fully

functional BBC Master

systems, plus various other
odds and ends, all free to a
good home. Rob Turner
turnerr@cheliladiescollege.org

• Acorn A4000 2Mb ram,
80Mb hdd, 486 PC card
SVGA monitor, colour
printer, loads of software
£75, p&p, will split. Tel
0151 637 0993 or e-mail,
chris.swifi. @uk.dreamcast.com

• A5000 Acorn

Computer RISC OS 3,4Mb
RAM,Colour Dot Matrix,
(But has EPSON Driver
software installed), 4 speed
CDROM, 40MB and 320
MB hard drives in

processor case, small hand
scanner and software,
Hundreds of programs and
games, all original
manuals, all hardware in
good working order. £100.
Mike KasPearce@excite.co.uk

• 586 PC card w.sw £150

/ Sib 7 v3.5 £275 /

+Toads more
Ca..OH25-6Ul

Artworks 1.54 & Imp Pub
Plus 5.13 £100pair, £55
each. All ONO. benjafield®
argonet co.uk, Tel: 07968
985178

• StrongARM RiscPC,
64Mb RAM, 2Mb VRAM,
16-bit Sound card, APDL
EIDA card, RISC OS 4,
Twin slice, 6.4Gb & 210Mb
harddisk, 24xCDROM,
56kV90 Ext.modem,
BJC600 printer & turbo
drivers, All manuals/
disks/ leads, 14" Monitor
(AKF60), ALL for £800 or
reasonable offer. Ashok

Patel Call 07974 888757

•A5000 4MB RAM, 240
MB Hard Drive. 14"

Monitor. Good working
order. £150. Telephone:
01271 373376 (evenings)
(Barnstaple, North Devon)
Email: timstreet@eurobell.co.uk

• For sale, back numbers
of Acorn User 1988 to 1997

inclusive, offers please.
Buyer collects. Chatteris,

Cambs. 01354 695595

• A7000+ 1.2Gb HD,
CD-ROM, 24Mb RAM,
monitor, extra speakers, lot
of loaded software. Reason

for sale, now have Rise PC.
£500 ono Ring Ron 023 9269
2653

• A3000 4Mb 170Mb

HD, Citizen Swift-24
printer; A3010 2Mb, Citizen
120D printer; 125 the lot.
Please ring Mick 01757
638643 (N. Yorks)

• A3010 4Mb, 340Mb
IDE HD; Win Philips colour
monitor; Brother dot matrix
printer. Style, FontFX6,
EasyFontPro, SparkFS r/w,
Sibelius 7, TalkWrite,
Publisher, Artworks,
Fireworkz & much more;
£195 ono Tel: 0161 792 5125

or 07733 250394

• WANTED: BBC Micro

'cheese wedge'. Just the
case is required. An old
6502 second processor or

teletext adapter case will
suffice. E-mail

pauljagger@uk.ibm.com

• Lots of RISC OS

software for sale at low

prices! Please see
www.bergs.org.uk/acorn/ for the
list, or call Robert on 023
8058 3195. Also four shelves

of Acorn magazines & discs
free to a good home. Buyer
collects / pays postage.
(Surrey)

• CJE 5x86 133MHz PC
Card with 512k cache for

the RiscPC. £120 ono.

EESOX 'Fast' SCSI-2 podule
with Teac 32 speed internal
SCSI CD-ROM. £100 ono.

Prices include postage
within the UK. Telephone:
0151 733 5031 or E-mail:

chris@sawer.uklinux.net

• A3000 2Mb AKF12

Monitor, tons of softrware,
games, colour printer £40
inc p&p. Also 2nd slice for
Rise PC and 4-slot card £60

inc p&p. 8-bit hardware
available Tel: 0151 637 0993
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Acorn User Free Ads Service
n> H7. HaraL)* S why not take advantage of our free reader ad service? Fillin
c°/cbug). £23- • J y0urdetails on thiscoupon (24 words maximum, oneword
Virion), £Z4. Jf perbox below) andsend it to Free Ads, Acorn User, 26
7.,,18. Image Ma> Stockport village, Hooper Street, Stockport SKI 1DQ or by e-
b/w.vid Puling; »j majj lo.freeads@acornuser.com. Onlyonead per reader

please, private sales or wanted only.
Although we try to publish every ad we receive, we can

make no guarantees; publication is entirely dependent on
space and time constraints.

Please fill in your name and telephone number below -
these will not be published but enable us to contact you in
case of any queries. Make sure you include your own
town/county in your ad to help potential buyers with their
purchasing decision.

Your name: Your phone number:.
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if] MU UK, Europt arid around itm World
The future is really beginning to take shape, the
release of the Mi.eifodigiital Omega, plus the
tremendous announcements from Pace and RISCOS

Ltd mean that the new age for RISC OS is almost on
us. Now is the time to start considering when you'll
get your next computer.

This list will give you a guide to those people who
n advise you on which to buy — you'll see that

are a lot more dealers in RISC OS machines

you probably believed. This is the start of
something big, make sure you're in at the beginning.

r.r.iit mVWB yo

CASTLE TECHNOLOGY MICRODIGITAL

RISCSTATION Ltd RISCOS Ltd
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Castle Technology Mgj
Dealers, UK & Eire W
1 Moray, Grampian
2 Motherwell

3 Dublin, Eire

4 Kilkenny, Eire
5 Trowbridge and Bath
6 Ascot, Reading, Hurst, Berks
7 Rottingdean, Sussex
8 Milton Keynes, Ivor, Chalfont St

Giles, Bucks
9 St Ives, Ely, Cambridge, Cambs
,10 Market Rasen, Peterborough, Lines I
;11 Cardiff

12 Sale, Stockport, Cheshire
13 Sandbach, Chester
14 Stockton-on-Tees, Cleveland
15 Peryn, Cornwall
16 West Hallam, Belper, Derby,

Chesterfield, Kegworth, Weston-on- i22
Trent, Derbys

17 Yelverton, Devon Em
18 Dorchester, Dorset
19 Darlington, Durham
20 Camarthen, Dyfed
21 Rayne, East Hanningfield, Essex
22 llford, Loughton, Essex
23 Gloucester, Minsterworth, Glos
24 Southampton, Fareham, Fleet,

Odiham, Eastleigh, Hants
25 Ross-on-Wye, Hereford
26 Hatfield Heath, Bishops Stortford,

St Albans, Stevenage, Herts
27 Newport, Isle of Wight
28 St Helier, Jersey
29 Broadstairs, Bexley Heath,

Orpington, The Ham, Rochester,
Bromley, Kent

30 Bellshill, Lanarkshire
31 Bolton, Oldham, Lanes
32 Preston, Wigan, Lanes
33 Leicester

34 Sydenham, Leyton, Enfield, London 1
35 Bridgend, Mid Glamorgan
36 Chepstow, Monmouthshire
37 Belfast, Northern Ireland
38 Norwich, Great Yarmouth, Norfolk
39 Lenton, Nottingham
40 Blewbury, Oxfordshire
41 Glenmount, Plymouth
42 Yeovil, Wellington, Somerset
43 Stoke-on-Trent, Seisdon, Staffs
44 Ipswich, Saxmundham, Suffolk
45 Newcastle-upon-Tyne, North

Shields, Tyne and Wear
46 Stourbridge, West Midlands
47 Huddersfield, W. Yorkshire
48 Weston-super-Mare
49 Worcester

50 Sheffield, Wakefield, Leeds, Yorks

CTADirect

168Elliott Street, Tyldesley, Gtr. Manchester, M29 8DS
T:01942 797777,F: 01 942 797711

E.sales@clacirect.co.uk, W:wvAV.ctadirect.co.uk

R-Comp
t Moffat, HighLegh, Knutsford, Cheshire, WA166PS|

T:01925 755043, F:01925 757377
a.co.uk / rd@rcomp.co.uk, W: vAW.rcomp.co.uk j

Clares Micro Supplies Ltd.
75aWebbs Lane, Middlewich, Cheshire, CW109DS

T: 01606 833999, F:01606 836111
E:sales@claresmiao.com, W: VAVW.claresmicro.com

Co-Comp
P0 Box139, Preston,PR19SS

T:07970 064479.F: 07971434612

E;enquiry@co-comp.co.uk, W: www.cc-comp.co.uk

Desktop Projects Lid.
14 Clock Tower Close, Millgreen Park, Hyde, Cheshire, SK141RS|

T:0845 4580778, F:0161 3677244, M:07973 197575
E:in(o@desktopp.demon.co.uk, W: www.desktopp.demon.co.uk

V

Cumbria Software Systems Ltd.
• Unit 3A, Townfoot Ind. Est, Brampton. Cumbria. CA8 ISWl

T:01697 73779, F: 01697 73818

E:Sales@ictlifeline.com. W: www.ictlifeiine.com

ITS Consultancies

2Southwood Road, Trowbridge, Wiltshire, BAH7BY
T:01225 764863, F:01225 764863

M: 0468 386728, E:support@its.gb.com

Explan Computers Ltd.
POBox 32, Tavistock, Devon, PL19 8YU

T:01822613868, F:01822610868
E:sales@explan.co.uk, W: www.explan.co.uk

TME (South West) Ltd
5-7South Street, Wellington, Somerset,

T:01823661771,F:018236

E:office@tme.co.uk, W:www.tme.c
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1 PholodeskLtd.

The Courtyard, Southwell Business Park, Portland, Dorset, DT52NO |
T: 01305 822753, F:01305 860483, M:07855 912538

E:chris@pholo-desk.com, W. www.photMfesk.com

Wardlaw Surveys
Warlaw House, Kirkhill, Inverness, IV5 7NB

T:01463 831214, F:01463 831214
demon.co.uk, W:www.wardlaw.demon.co.uk

Liquid Silicon

2 Forth Avenue, Kirkcaldy, Fife, KY2 5BR
T: 01592 592265, F:01592 596102

E:sales@liquid-silicon.com, W; www.liquid-silicon.com

51

1 CJEMicros

78Brighton Road, Worthing, WSussex, BN11 2EN
T: 01903 523222,F:01903 523679

E:sales@cje.co.uk, W:www.cje.co.uk

Electrical Systems Management Ltd.
Unit 10&11Enterprise Centre

Herrington Burn, Houghton-le-Spring, DH4 4JW
T:0191 5845834, F:0191 5845834

IE:esm@argonet.co.uk, W: www.argonet.co.uk/users/esml

Datacable Ltd.

| Keighiey Business Centre, South Street, Keighiey, W. Yorks, BD211AG |
T:01535690075, F:01535690054

E:sales@datacable.co.uk / paulm@datacable.co.uk
W: www@datacable.co.uk

Davyn Computer Services
| The Workshop, Off Princess Street, Sandal, Wakefield, WF1 5NY|

T:01924254800, F:01924258036
E:sales@davyn.demon.co.uk, W: www.davyn.demon.co.uk

PO Box519, Doncaster.DN40GE

T:01302 342818-337559. F: 01302 342824

i fjesJe'.csys'.err.scouk '.'.'.•.•,•.•.* etcsystoms:::.-.

Kable House, Amber Drive, LangleyMill, Nottingham, NG164BE
T: 08000191 243, F:08000 191 242

E:soff.vare@levens.co.uk, W: www.levens-software.co.uk
wap.levens-software.co.uk

earning I

44 Goldieslie Road,SuttonColdfield, W Midlands, B735PG

T:01213552853,F:01216863567,M:0860746495

| E: nickway@dl-lld.demon.co.uk, W; vAvw.distanceleaniing.lld.uk |

IsUmpre'ssSris
High Fen.Gosberlon Ctough. Lines, PE11 4JU

T: 01775 750535, W:www.1st-impressions.uk.com
E:dave@1st-impressions.uk.com / dave.ed@ukgateway.net

RiscStation

Dealers, UK & Eire
K lJ>

10 Peterborough
11 Cardiff

14 County Durham
26 Stevenage, St Albans, Brentford,

Middx

34 London

41 Plymouth
44 Norwich

46 Telford

50 Doncaster

51 Rochester

Micobits

221 Longford Road, Longford, Coventry, CV6 6BG
T: 02476644608, F:024 76366452, M:0771 4251011

E:sales@microbit.demon,co.uk, W: www.microbit.demon.co.uk

CastleTechnology Ltd.
OreTrading Estate, Woodbridge Road, Framlingham, Suffolk, IP139LL

T:01728 723200, F:01728 621179
E:sa!es@castle.org.uk, W:www.castle.org.uk

GeneSys
|-41Riviera Drive, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS12QT

T:01702 462385, F:01702 469224
M: 07850 553356, E:Sales@genesys.org.uk

Cannon Computing / Cumana
Whitegate, DunmowRoad,

Hatfield Heath, Bishops Stortford, Herts, CM227ED
T:01279 730800/900 F: 01279 730809

E:sales@cumana.co.uk W: www.cumana.nel

The Data Store

6 Chattertcn Road. Bromley, Kent, BR2 9QN
T:020 8460 8991, F: 020 8313 0400

E:infc@da!store.demon.co.uk, W: www.ihe-data-siore.co.uk

Surftec Ltd.

| Glen Road, Beacon Hill, Hindhead, Suney, GU266QE|
T: 01428 608121, F:01428 608123, M:07940 799833

E:sales@surftec.net, W: www.surflec.net
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Internet://What vou can do

Into the Othernet
Following on from last issue,

the second category of
newsreader software is the

software which displays the
newsgroups you are subscribed to,
and allows you to read and post
messages in those groups. Again
there are several available for RISC

OS such as MesscngerPro, Pluto,
Voyager and ANT's (no longer
supported) InetSuite.

Figure I shows a newsreading
listing with the subscribed news
groups, and the messages contained
in them.

One of the terms used when

dealing with newsreaders that
causes the most trouble with new

Usenet users is "thread".

Newsreaders often give the option
of "threading" articles and people
often refer to "threads" within a

newsgroup.

A thread is simply a group of
articles in a newsgroup that each
have the same subject, in which one
of the articles is the original post and
the rest are follow-ups (replies).
Sometimes a thread can last so long
that the original post is no longer on
your Internet providers newsserver
and nothing but follow-ups exist.

Using the "Kill File"
Because most Usenet newsgroups
are not moderated, Usenet can seem
to be cluttered with annoying ads or
stupid questions (or plain stupid
people). This can be easily fixed,
however, with the use of a "kill file"
which contains instructions that tell

your newsreader what articles in
which newsgroups to automatically
erase.

Most newsreaders allow the user

to set-up their kill files using easy-
to-use menus or dialogue boxes. The

Neil Spellings wraps up his
series on the Internet

•docs

•argonet.acorn.misc
Blargonet.acorn.voyager
_Jconip.sys.acorn.announce

user can usually choose to delete
messages with certain phrases or
sub-phrases in the Subject: line or in
the From: line, or by author, or even
by thread.

Many newsreaders allow these
"kill strings" to be entered by
newsgroup, set of newsgroups or
globally. So, you might want all
articles from madguy@aaug.net to be
deleted from the comp.sys.acorn.misc
newsgroup, but not from any other
newsgroup (perhaps he's a Windows
user). Or you might want all
messages (in all newsgroups) with
the words "fast cash" to be deleted

(these words, among others, are
commonly used in chain letter
advertisements). Figure II shows a
person being added to the killfile in
Pluto.

Binary files
The alt.binaries.* newsgroups, among
others, contain binary files for
downloading. Binary files are simply
non-text files that can be either

programs, compressed files (Spark
or ZIP), pictures (JPEG's or GIF's),
sounds or video clips. Since binary
files can't be displayed in articles as
text (because they aren't text files),
they must first be converted into
ASCII text.

Most newsreader software can do

this automatically when you attach a
file to a message, but if not, there a
number of shareware utilities

available for RISC OS which can do

this for you.
Figure III shows UUcoder waiting

for a file to be dropped onto its
window. Having
said that it is

considered in

almost all groups,
except the
"binaries" groups,
to be the height of
bad manners to

post any form of
binary — and the

1

1

249

1

1

999

1000

Newversionol the shareware Font Manager. !FontMgr2
WACG Meeting 1st Nov Photodesk and Osiris

lcomp.sysacorn.misc
luk.local.london

Figure I: Checking out thenewsgroup messages

Figure II: Adding a newperson to thekillfile

larger it is, the worse the reaction
will be. It's entirely possible that you
will be mail-bombed: people will
send your binary, or a bigger one,
back at you many times by e-mail
choking your mailbox and possibly
getting your ISP to ask questions as
to what's going on as more and
more disc space is eaten up by
incoming mail. Don't do it.

There are two basic types of
articles that can be posted to Usenet:
an original post and a follow-up. An
original post is simply an article
posted to a newsgroup that has an
original subject and has the potential
to become a thread while a follow-

up is a reply to a post in the same
newsgroup.

Some newsreaders call follow-ups
"replies," but a reply is usually
considered a personal response via
e-mail, not a public post to Usenet.
Sometimes, users post a follow-up
message, in addition to a personal e-
mail reply in case the original poster
misses the response on the
newsgroup. Figure VI shows
composing a posting to a
newsgroup.

Cross-posts and spam
When you post an article to Usenet,
you can post it to one or more
newsgroups. If you post an article to
more than one newsgroup, you are

www.acornuser.com January 2001
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UUcoder

Draga Woto Bio code
code or decode icon o-,

dtcodi

Cancel|

Figure III: Preparing
to include a non-text

binary ina posting

doing what is
called cross-

posting. You
can usually tell your newsreader to
cross-post by simply placing a
comma between the names of each

newsgroup you want your article
posted to. Be sure not to have a
space between the comma and each
group.

Cross-posting can be useful if you
want to post an article to more than
one group that would be of interest
to readers of each newsgroup (who
might not necessarily read each
group). It should be noted, however,
that you should always cross-post
articles only to newsgroups that the
article would be relevant to. Often

people use "bulk mailers" to send
messages and adverts to thousands
of newsgroups at a time. This is
known as "newsgroup spamming"
and is highly frowned upon by
Usenet regulars.

The word spam is derived from
Monty Python's "spam with
everything" sketch (the prelude to
the Lumberjack's Song) where
everything on the menu comes with
spam.

Bad habits
While the Usenet community can be
some of the most helpful people
when it comes to providing answers
to your questions or just engaging in
a friendly conversation, there are
some things you can do that will
alienate you from practically
everyone in your favourite
newsgroup.

• Don't SHOUT in Usenet;
Writing in capital letters (LIKE
THIS) is considered shouting. And,
as shouting in someone's face is
rude, so is shouting over the
Internet. So, unless you are
purposely yelling at someone (which
really isn't such a good idea), always
make sure your Caps Lock key is off.

• Check the FAQ First; If you are
new to a Usenet newsgroup, always
make sure you check that group's
Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ)
before posting a question. While you
might think that you are the first one
to come up with a question, chances
are that other members of the

January 2001 www.acornuser.com

newsgroup have seen the same
question many times before. When
you post the question, it is a good
idea to mention that you have
already checked the FAQ.

• Don't post chain letters or the
like; If you don't have a very good
kill file, one of the first things you
will notice in Usenet is the

occasional appearance of a chain
letter or a pyramid scheme. These
are articles that will talk about how

you can earn thousands of dollars
just by adding your name to a list
and sending $5 to everyone else on
the list. They are usually posted by
some naive net user looking to make
a quick buck.

In a word, they don't work! And
if that's not enough, they are illegal
in many countries. The only thing
that will happen if you post a chain
letter is that you will be ridiculed,
sent harassing e-mail, and perhaps
receive a nasty letter from your
Internet provider.

• Keep signatures short; One way
to distinguish yourself from the
crowd in

Usenet is to use

a signature,
which is a

small text file

that is

automatically
added to all of

your posted
articles. A

typical signature contains
information like your name, your e-
mail address, your home page (if
you have one), and perhaps a
reference to any hobbies you are
involved with. But note that it's a

bad idea to have your home phone
number or address included.

In addition, try to keep your
signature five lines of text or less,
three should usually be enough. To
create a signature, check your
newsreader documentation.

In conclusion...
Over the last few issues we've seen a

number of alternative uses of the

Internet — the majority of which are
all available to RISC OS users thanks

to the numerous software houses

and shareware writers who are

actively developing software to
ensure that RISC OS systems are not
left "out in the cold" as many are led
to believe.

I hope I've been able to give you
some idea of what else is

available though the Internet.
EflP

'| | Write News lr'

Ell jgj •; £X,;jneil.spel!ings ANOther JJLEMlt MM

-

Subject

♦+ Groups
Follow ups

1have a question...

comp.sys.acorn.misc

v

Dear all,

1 have a question that I want to put to you | 1
I.... li'1

Figure IV: Composing an original posting fora newsgroup

Tick tock
One final little known use of Internet

news I want to cover is the "news

ticker". Those familiar with channels

such as CNBC and CNN on satellite

and cable will be familiar with the

stock market "tickers" which scroll

relentlessly across the bottom
of your television screen
displaying latest stock quotes.

This concept has now been
applied to the desktop, with
news items scrolling across
your screen. The source of the
news is the comprehensive
BBC News Web site.

The screenshot shows the

news ticker scrolling across the

top of the RISC OS desktop. Clicking
on any of the news items as it scrolls
across opens a Web browser at the
page reporting on that particular
news item on the BBC site.

www.geocities.com/Paris/Lights/7724/
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PS2Mouse £24.95
Use PC style mice on your Acorn!

PS2Mouse+ £39.95
As PS2Mouse + Acorn through port.

Trackball., was £34.95.... C29.95
Acorn trackball, can swap buttons

ParaFS £29.95 inc cable
Fast file sharing for later Acorns

Implemented asa filing system //"^^Jyi
for transparent access between&7==^&*L./l /f\machines. <*<2Z2g$y \\JJ (v

KEYBOARD
CONTROLLED

SWITCH
Remember - all calls to our 0845 number are charged at local rate....

This is a small section of our products,
which range from game interfaces,
through cabling to custom microcontroller
solutions. Please call for a "no hidden
extras" quote for your requirements

Stuart Tyrroll Developments

Stuart Tyrrell Developments
PO Box 183, OLDHAM 6L2 8FB
Tel: 0845 458 8803 / 01706 848 600
Fax: 0870 164 1604 (national rate)
Email: lnfo@stdevel.demon.co.uk
http://www.stdevel.demon.co.uk

Monitors
Iiyama 15" S500
Iiyama 17" (S700ATI)
Iiyama I7"(A702HT)
CTX 15" Digital Scan
CTX 17" Digital Scan
Taxan 17"

£145.00

£195.00
£295.00

£115.00
£169.00

£149.00

CTX mons have (3 year on-site warrty)
Many other models available

Switch Boxes

Parallel 2 way (25w *D' skts) £ 16.99
Parallel 4 way (25w 'D' skts) £19.99
Serial 2 way (9w 'D' skts) £19.99
Monitor+Keyboard 2 way £19.99
Cables:-

Parallel port lo switch box
Switch box to Printer

Serial port to switch box

15wHD - 15wHD for monitor

15wHD - 15wHD screened

Male - male mini DIN keyboard £5.49
Mini DIN to 5p DIN keyboard £ 1.50
5pin DIN to 5pin DIN keyboard £2.50

Many other switch boxes and cables
available to order

£4.99

£4.99

£4.99

£4.99

£16.99

Virus . j\.
Protection w&&
Scheme

Pineapples Virus
Protection Scheme
has been running
for over seven
years and is still
being updated with
new viruses on a regular basis.
New software versions are sent
out to members during the year,
and the total number of viruses
which can be removed is well
over 200. The latest version is
now scanning at up to four times
faster than previous versions
despite coping with many more
viruses.

Joining fee just £28.20
'Ifyou 're interested in virusprotection,

join the Pineapple Virus Protection
scheme and buy Killer. Accept no
alternative - 'Acorn User Feb 96

Inexpensive multi-user licences

Share keyboard, mouse and monitor

between PC and RiscPC.

Switch between them with a tew taps
on the keyboard:
Add our PS2MOUSE interface to give
your Acorn a PC-style mouse port.
£99.95, delivered including all cables.
Pack With PS2MOUSE E119.95

Manual Switches
We can also offer a range of
manual switch boxes and
leads to share monitors and
other devices between a
RISC OS machine and a PC

Keybd/PC Mouse/Serial £39.95
15HD-5BNCIead £19.95

Keyboard/Monitor £39.95
Keybd/Monitor/PC Mouse £49.95
Printer £17.95

Beware inferior switches and
leads (eg all our monitor
switches are supplied with
UL2919 tri-coax-core cables)

<&

Phone, Fax or email for a
free product information flyer!

All prices include P&P
Delta/Visa/Mastercard welcomed.

All trademarks acknowleged. E&OE.

Stock Clearance Items
Acorn 486 PC Card - ACA47 £20.00
Acorn 586-100 PC Card - ACA57 £40.00
CJE586-133 PC Card - CJE59 £50.00
PC Pro & Exchange £ 15.00
Acorn 2 slot Backplane - ACA29 £10.00
RiscOS 3.7 software upgrade - ART11 £10.00
RiscOS 3 User Guide £5.00
Jetway 56k External Modem £59.00
IDE Removable system rack £7.50

VGA to

PAL TV

Converter

The VGA Converter allows the output of any
Acorn running in a VGA or SVGA mode (or PC
comp) to be displayed on a TV or recorded onto a
video recorder. Remote control of zoom, position
and other settings are available using the infra-red
handset control. The unit has an output for the
computer monitor and also PAL composite and S-
VHS outputs as well as scan converted RGBS.

Price £159.00 inc vat

Pineapple Software
Suite 1, 310 Green Lane, ILFORD

Essex IG1 1XT

Tel 020 8599 1476 Fax 020 8598 2343
email:- sales@pineaple.demon.co.uk

www:-http://www.pineaple.demon.co.uk

Terms:- All prices include
17.5% vat. Carriage £6 on most

hardware. Small items £3 (or
less). Phone for quote outside
UK. Official orders, cheques

and all major credit cards
accepted at no extra charge.

Studio24Pro
'Many Acorn User front covers have

9V been created from scratch using this
program alone, concrete proof of the power of
this creative tool' - Acorn User Mar96

New low price - £49.00 inc vat



Order now!

ONLY

£49 + vat

Primary site licence£199 + vat Secondarysite licence£399 + vat

The

cool

way

to

surf

Oregano

The new RISC OS

web browser from

in

CASTLE

Download a FREE trial version from

www.castle.org.uk/oregano/

or call 01728 723200

Freefax 0800 783 9638

Castle Technology Ltd, Ore Trading Estate,
bridge Road, Framllngham,Suffolk IP139LL UK

email: sales@castle.org.uk www.castle.org.uk
E&OE



At the final fence, one of the
remaining contenders in the
RISC OS Web Browser Derby
has fallen. ANT Limited's

front-runner browser, roguishly
named Fresco© at a time when its

other-platform rival was called
Mosaic, has been dropped from the
desktop RISC OS catalogue. ANT
and their sales and support agent
Argonet have ended both
development and support for the
ANT Internet Suite, of which Fresco
is a part.

All the more galling for existing
and prospective RISCOS users is
that Fresco remains ANT's core

product in the embedded technology
market for other platforms, where
later versions are to be found in set-

top boxes, Internet TVs and PDAs.
The gaps in the desktop iconbar will
no doubt be filled by others like
outsider Oregano from Oregan
Networks and R-Comp's DialUp, so
there are still some good bets.

Writing on the wall
Before bidding Fresco farewell, let's
look at how it has performed. The
last version issued by Argonet Ltd
was in December 1999, which
included ECMAScript, a clone of the
Javascript scripting language in
Netscape Navigator3, and 128-bit
secure sockets layer used for online
banking and shopping. This was a
chargeable upgrade from earlier
versions which had previously been

«./-.:: h r--,,

lnternet://Browsers

1sin
David Dade continues his look

at RISC OS Web browsers

updated free of charge to owners of
the ANT Internet Suite.

People who have used the ANT
Internet Suite either love it or hate it.

As supplied it is tricky to log-in with
more than one ISP, which was the
norm when it was first designed.
Now that there is a plethora of
providers, third-party fixes are
required to effect multiple ISP log
ins. Since ANT's bug-fixing releases
have dried up, a whole sub-industry
has been developed by Argonet
Support guru Paul Vigay to correct
for Y2K and various other bugs in
the Suite's components, and enhance
its functionality.

Almost every part of the original
Suite can be replaced with more
recent third-party products. The
Marcel e-mail and news client can be

replaced by R-Comp's Messenger Pro
or Jonathan Duddington's Pluto, the
ANT dialler by Socketeer or DialUp
also by R-Comp, and so on. Fresco
itself can be used independently of
the Suite, but some tweaking may be
required for Fresco to find all the
resources externally that it would
normally get from the Suite.

Although Fresco requires the
memory-resident RISC OS Toolbox
modules to be present, unlike
Oregano, it does not require the
"new" Nested Window Manager.
However, owners of pre-RISC PC
machines with only 4Mb or less will
find that Fresco soon runs out of

memory. Configuring image loading

• ' ••.-'•

• UoydiTSB

welcome t

off by default, and using the toolbar
button to re-enable only when
required is the best policy here.

Fresco users will already be
familiar with its little idiosyncrasies,
like the "Type 5" crash that can
occur when complex pages with
many small graphics are viewed, or
scrolled or resized while

incompletely rendered. Often you
subsequently lose your recent page
history list, or it becomes unusable.

Another irritating but less
damaging effect is an apparent
freeze for several seconds while a

complex HTML table layout is
parsed. I find Fresco's infuriatingly
flawed handling of page viewing
history can sometimes trigger page
rage to such an extent that I'm forced
to switch the monitor over and reach

for the vvheelmouse...

Fresco renders most pages
reasonably quickly and accurately
but can be completely flummoxed by
what is usually poor HTML or
Javascript construction. It all comes
down to how tolerant a given
browser implementation should or
shouldn't be to faulty code. Too
many Javascript authors leave
undefined variables lying around to
trip up the less wary browser and
this is perpetuated by too much cut-
and-paste page plagiarism.

By default Fresco caches its own
files, so if a Proxy server such as
WebServe is in use on the same

machine, it is sensible to turn local

\BISCfi& Ltd

y> & $•

A mosaic of Fresco renderings, lo compare withNetscape.
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id Fresco choices

n Display options *\_M Proxies 0

HTML specification
supported is 3.2,
but Fresco also

includes a number

of Netscape
extensions, such as
table BGCOL

background
colours and

mapping of FONT
FACE = Courier

tags to RISC OS
Corpus (but

strangely no other mappings). But as
the FONT FACE attribute is now

deprecated in favour of Cascading
Style Sheets which Fresco doesn't
support, we're no better off.

Fresco's stability seems sensitive to
the set-up of the machine it's
running on. While some users report
few problems, others have no end of
trouble. Possible cures are to clear its

cache in !Scrap, ensure there's
enough free memory, check for other
known software clashes and avoid

poorly-written javascript. Useful
information on all these remedies

can be found at

www.vigay.com/riscos/inet/type5s.html
The list price of the complete ANT

Suite is (or was) E99+VAT, and there
must still be copies around the
dealers. You may want to read on
before making the decision to go
with Fresco.

Network choices Printing setup

E Font choices 4 Files and cache

Reload Save

Spoiltfor Choices with Fresco

cacheing off in the Choices iconbar
option. If you want to save visited
Web sites to disc, the erstwhile ANT

product Webtool integrates with
Fresco to save complete pages from
the button bar. To do this with a

freeware utility like Caclieman, the
cache must be turned on and local

proxying turned off to save wasteful
double cacheing. Have a look also at
WebGet for a "giftware" site saver
(www.ping.demon.co.uk/acorn/webget.html)

The test sites used last month,
uk.altavista.com, www.bt.com,

www.lloydstsb.co.uk and www.riscos.com
are rendered pretty well by Fresco,
but the Altavista site is one that

tends to freeze the machine while

Fresco works out the layout. If you
re-size the window Fresco re-renders

the page without re-fetching, which
can be useful for sites that are

designed to be viewed at a different
screen size than you are using.

Fresco has no difficulty with the
Lloyds TSB Internet banking site,
and can carry out all secure
transactions that are offered. Fresco

always identifies itself as Mozilla,
with various version numbers and

various compatible browser and OS
names that can be set using Paul
Vigay's shareware AntUtils. The

A cascade ofsites forOregano
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Oregan Networks were paid by
Castle Technology to port their
Oregano browser to the RISCOS
desktop platform, so Castle are
responsible for marketing, support
and managing upgrades. Oregan
Networks now call their original
product TV Interactor, and emphasise

its elegant solution to the problem of
clear text display on the limited
resolution of TV screens.

Rather than use the existing and
exemplary RISC OS font manager,
their solution has been to write a

new font manager that can render
the many TrueType© font files found
on a Windows PC and on the

Internet. I have to say that on a
computer monitor, the RISC OS Font
manager wins over Oregan's
XTTFont. Perhaps Pace/RISCOS Ltd
will extend the proper Font Manager
to handle foreign font files.

The Oregano feature list currently
includes HTML 3.2 compliance
combined with some CSS (cascading
style sheet) support, which is really
part of the HTML 4 specification.
Many expected features for a front
line browser are provided, such as
full Javascript support, frames and
tables, PNG image rendering, SSL 3.0
40-bit and 128-bit secure socket

encryption. Oregano requires RISC
OS 3.5 and above, so older machine
owners will miss out.

Getting Started
Oregano is supplied on a CD-ROM
which contains the Installer

program, a PDF format user manual
and some special offer advertising
pages. What you receive on the CD
for your money is actually only the
demo version of Oregano, together
with the cream of the freeware RISC

OS Internet applications,
replacement "new" Boot sequences
for RISC OS 3.X and 4.X and other

resources needed to create a working
Internet stack and serial port
connection.

To actually obtain the full version
of Oregano, you have to install the
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demo version from the CD and use it

to log on to the Internet and register
online at the Castle Technology
support Web site giving the CD
licencenumber you have bought,
and download the upgrade file
which automatically updates your
installed version.

This is actually quite a clever
system because it means the Oregano
CDs on dealers' shelves never

actually go out of date, as long as the
demo version that is on them is

capable of being upgraded. There are
some drawbacks in that the

resources in the installer program
can go out of date as new modules
and versions of the other software

included are released.

You are offered three installation

choices, just Oregano installs only the
browser and its resources for you to
use with an existing working
Internet installation such as the ANT

Suite. Get onlinewith Oregano
additionally installs the freeware
Socketeer dialler, preset for a public-
access account with BTClickFree.

The Full Internet Suite option installs
Oregano; Socketeer; FreeTerm telnet
client; FTPc ftp client; Messenger with
Newsbase e-mail and news reader;
POPstar and Newslwund mail and

news fetchers; and a selection of
Internet tools such as FreePing and
AcornlCQ.

You can either use the preset
BTClickFree account for the full

installation or open a Freeserve

account following the included
account-creation instructions.

Although I chose the Just Oregano
option, the installer irritatingly
downgraded some of my existing
Internet modules and plug-ins so
that my machine would not start up
properly. Castle are now aware of
this and should be refining their
installer.

Bouquet Garni
The first half of the PDF manual

supplied deals with setting up the
extra software, and considering the
vagaries of all the items supplied in
the full suite, is quite an ambitious
undertaking. Oregano itself currently
only has four configuration screens
accessed from its Choices iconbar

option: Network, Text, Media and
Misc.

The Network configuration page
contains the home page URLand
proxy settings; Text sets font type
and link colours and enables CSS;
Media controls image display
options and Plugins, and Misc deals
with javascript, browser faking
identity and Skin. There are already
many third-party "Skins" or
decoration schemes available to

customise the appearance of Oregano.
This "Skin" feature stems from

the embedded technology birthright
of the design. An Oregano GUI Editor
is available from the Castle Web site
which allows other TrueType© fonts
to be installed. This is of limited use

Sites and resources
Product: The ANT Internet Suite Tel: 01728 621179

Price: £99 plus VAT Web: www.castle.org.uk/orgdemow.htm
Supplier Try your local dealer

Product: Oregano GUI and Font Editor
Product: AntUtils Web: www.castle.org.uk/Support/Oregano/
Author: Paul Vigay GUIEd.zip
Web: www.vigay.com/riscos/apps/

antutils.html Product: Navaho (proxy serverand
cache)

Product: WebGet Web: www.castle.org.uk/Support/Oregano/
Author: Joseph Heenan Navaho124beta.zip
Web www.ping.demon.co.uk/acorn/

webget.html

Oregano mailing list
Product: Oregano www.smartgroups.com/groups/oregano
Price: £49 + VAT Unofficir 1hintand tips forOregano
Supplier: CastleTechnology www.drood68.freeserve.co.uk/0regano/

1 Choices

Text — ONMworK

»Text

J Media

OMfcc

Save

ToxtfontJArHJ
Fixed font(Typewriter

Encoring |utin-1 TjJ
Base size ( i5" / j. pt [• Enable CSS

Mnimum sue| 9 / j. pt p" Underline inks
Colour

|Wb browser ink oregano Ihe Foreground T;j
a oregano . ted enhanced Background "Llj
reganothe .tcir.v web brows. .wk «a|

[•"Use documenrs colours Visited T":|
Active Til

Cancel |
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Oregano's flavour of settings

in the current version because apart
from the ability to change font
decoration in Cascading Style Sheets,
the font face displayed in Web pages
remains fixed.

1 will not dwell much on the page
rendering successes and failures of
the current version of Oregano as
reported in the very active
Smartgroups Oregano mailing list at
www.smartgroups.com/groups/oregano
John Ballance of Castle Technology
told me that there are considerable

forthcoming changes in the code in
the next version due out before

Christmas, and no pre-release
version was available in time for this

article

The next implementation will be
faster with most of the already-
reported problems corrected. Other
planned changes and resource
moves will also speed things up.

In spite of this news, Oregano
1.10(js) was quite successful at
rendering all of the test sites, and
was fully able to carry out Internet
banking at Lloyds TSB, even when
set to identify itself as Oregano on
RISC OS.

Its current lack of page cacheing
means that using WebSeive (if you
have it) as proxy is a page-reloading
time saver, and Colin Granville's
FTPc is useful to handle pure FTP
URLs. Castle can provide an
unsupported version of the Navalio
server which can also act as a cache

for Oregano.
A feature I hope for in the next

version is a persistent history list, so
that next time you run Oregano you
can see links that have already been
visited. What we are getting with
Oregano is a useful and interactive
dialogue between the developer and
the user that should reap ^^^
benefits for everyone. h=<fli»J
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Debian!
We now have Aleph ARMLinux for the Rise PC
using the current Debian Linux. It includes our
book of over 120 pages and over 3000 appli
cations on three CD ROMs, including the Moz-
illa web browser, GIMP for photo manipulation,
and Word Processing and Spreadsheet pack
ages, all for £40 including postage and VAT.

We can provide a new Hard Disc with Bootable
Aleph ARMLinux already installed, and with
space for your RISCOS and PC work too, from
£150 for 10GB. Larger drives, and RISCOS 4
and the drive reformatting needed to use it, are
also available at extra cost.

A number of options is involved; details are on
our Web pages at:

www.alephl .co.uk/armlinux/order

We are happy to quote before you order, or
post you details and an Order Form.
Aleph One Ltd The Old Courthouse Bottisham CAMBRIDGE
UK CB5 9BA Tel +44(0)1 223 811 679 Fax 01 223 812 713

email info@aleph1.co.uk

RISCOS SOUTHWEST

Supporting Users in SW England & S Wales

SATURDAY 10th FEBRUARY 2001

The Webbington Hotel
Loxton, nr Axbridge

North Somerset

Doors open from 10am until 4.30pm
Adults £2.50 ARM Club/Foundation members £1.50

Children under 16 FREE (accompanied by an adult)
[Pay on door only]

» Lots of companies

» Hobbyist / Gaines area

» Theatre programme

» Special show discounts

» Software to be won!

FREE bus shuttle from Weston-S-Mare station

Phone: (01935) 413170 Fax: (01935) 413170
Email: acornshow@argonet.co.uk

http://www.argonet.co.uk/acornshow

&

Registered

New Kinetic Rise PC/rom

ARM 7500 CPU 56 Mhz (50Mips),
RISC OS 4, 16Mb EDO RAM, 4/6Mb

Flash Memory, 4Gb H/Orive, 48x
CD ROM, lObaseT network, Game,
Hi-Speed Parallel, 2x HiSpeed
Serial ports, In/ra-Red, 16Bit 3D
Sound, onboard Midi.

RISC |IS
Driv

Rise PC 233T' Weo Wizard

StrongARM 233. - LrU' Rev T),
CX>S 4, 34MI RAf
ii^O* wO ROW, '

Hosting

Web Programming
& Design

Domain Names
From £10+vat

www.co-comp.co.uk
,,,,,,. ,.. ,. ... enquiru@co-comp.co.uk

For new 'R7500 Lite+' (with in r
10.2Gb H/Drive & 64Mb RAM add Tel: 07970 064479
£94.00 to: Fax: 07971 434612

Base only - £586.33
With 14" Monitor £680.33 -Monitors from £116.32

15" Monitor £703.83 System Delivery Jrom £15
17" Monitor £762.58 Prices incl. VAT unless stated.

[• 19"Monitor £880.08 E&OE

are-£1173.82*

Authorised
Installer

Sv

25Mb Fast Web Space 3Gb BandwidtnN
Pre-Installed Perl scripts Full CGI-BIN
POP3 email accounts PHP4, MySQL

All that's needed/or your dynamic content website! '
, From small database to/ull e-commerce

U Engineered with precision using:
- HTML - PHP - MySQL - Perl - Java

- Javascript - Apache - Linux
The best in dynamic, interactive websites

Multiple domains-> same server
Sub-domains: save on registry fees
-.co.uk -.ltd.uk -.org.uk -.plc.uk

- .com - .net - .org

Automatically registered with search engines
«• Tel: 07970 064479

www.co-comp.co.uk Fax: 07971 434612
enquiry@co-comp.co.uk

Box 199, Preston. PR1 9SS

iTurn-key Computing & Internet Solutions VAT: GB-757 5654 86 ,

THE DATA STORE
THE.DATA STORE

microcomputers

CASTLE DEALER

for RISC PCs and A7000+

RISCSTATION DEALER

for R7500 Lite and NetWorx

RISC OS 4

AUTHORISED INSTALLER

A large range of software and
peripherals for all RISC OS computers is stocked in
our showroom in Bromley - pop in and see us or

order by mail, fax, email or telephone!

SIBELIUS
THE MUSIC NOTATION SOFTWARE

The Data Store now provides the official
CustomerSupport service for Sibelius Acorn programs.

Annual Subscriptions from £47 - please phone fordetails
SIBELIUS 7 now only £399 • SIBELIUS 6 only £99

SIBELIUS FOR WINDOWS/MAC now £525

We also stock Graham Jones' excellent music scanning package
SHARPEYE - £60 inc VAT

6 CHATTERTON ROAD BROMLEY KENT BR2 9QN
Tel 020 8460 8991 • Fax 020 8313 0400

Web http://www.the-data-store.co.uk/
Email info@datstore.demon.co.uk

Open daily9.30-5.30,butCLOSED ALL DAY WEDNESDAY/SUNDAY



Eye for D I

Philip Perry captures music in a new way

Graham Jones the author of
the highly regarded Sleuth
OCR package (Optical
Character Recognition —

scanning text into your computer)
has now developed SharpEye, a
program which allows the same trick
to be performed with music. In a
nutshell, SharpEye is an optical music
reader (OMR) for RISC OS
computers. It takes directly scanned
or saved sprite images of a musical
score as input and after processing,
outputs a file in a choice of ,—
formats: Professional Music Scribe
(PMS), Rhapsody 4, MIDI and/or
its own native file type.

spent) for editing
operations. These
windows are linked so

as to provide a view of
the area of the input
image which is being
edited in the Output window.

In 'editing mode', symbols are
selected (turn red) with Select,
inserted with Adjust and removed
with the Delete key. Context-
sensitive panes of symbols are
attached for use with the above

actions in a way somewhat
reminiscent of Rhapsody. Multi-
page scores are probably best
handled by appending the pages

1 (J ? £JJJJ Jo ioi o« x bb
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SharpEye

SharpEye requires RISC OS 3.5 or
better on a machine with at least

8Mb of RAM (16Mb+ recommended)
and preferably a StrongARM
processor. The job it undertakes
demands considerable computing
power - machines with other chips
are perfectly OK, they just take a
little longer. Also, a scanner and the
Twain interface are needed to

capture the images of printed music
directly but sprite files saved to disc
can be loaded into SharpEye by drag
and drop to the input window.

User interface
Two windows provide SharpEye's
principal user interface one to
display the input sprite and the other
(where most of the users time will be

"Avi'i'tivsO.-M I >.v.:c SMji[,fc> bhiinnnPam-OOJ

in the editor and then correcting the
complete score as one unit. The
'joined' pages can be saved in
SharpEye's own format for further
editing at a later time but take care,
pages once appended cannot be spit
again - there's no divorce (at
present).

Sprite images may be directly
scanned into the application (using
Twain) or previously created sprite
files can be loaded by dragging to
SharpEye's Input window. By default
the whole page is converted,
alternatively, zones within the image
can be isolated (by drawing a select
box) for processing. Once the page
image is loaded the conversion

process is started by
selecting 'Read' from the
input menu.

13lack and white sprite
input (one bit per pixel)
scanned at 300dpi works
best. A somewhat higher
or lower resolution may
be useful with unusually
small or large scores.
Achieving a good
quality input image is
essential for smooth

conversion and hassle-

free editing.
The 'Tips' section

at the end of the manual

gives helpful advice on
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The input -window with the scanned image
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Thetoolbox for theoutputedit window

this. When we (humans) read a
music score it is easy to forget the
amount of knowledge and
understanding we bring to the
process of interpreting the image. It's
amazing how well SharpEye copes
with these challenges.

As mentioned above, generous
helpings of megabytes and
megahertz will speed the conversion
from print to computer data,
particularly for complex scores.

However, don't be put off if you
(like me) do not have the latest and
fastest model - SharpEye does its
processing in the background
allowing the user to get on with
other work in the meantime. A small

'work in progress' window keeps the
user up to date while conversion is
taking place. As a bonus, SharpEye
also understands text and converts

lyrics along with the music.

Variations on a theme
Once conversion is complete
SharpEye opens the Output window
with a view of the processed score.
This window is linked to the Input
window so the Output window
mouse position is traced to the Input
window, thus aiding cross-
referencing when editing. Attached
lo the Output window is a context-
sensitive pane of editing symbols.

Ibis is one area where I found the

user interface not entirely
straightforward and intuitive. That
is, basically, I had to "Read The
Manual" and put in a little practice
to develop a fluency in editing, it
wasn't that hard really! SharpEye
prompts you (with blue triangle
symbols and greyed notes) at points
in the output score where it thinks
something does not add up.

Both of these can be seen in the

illustration of the Output window
were I've introduced a half-
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note/rnlnim error. The editing panes
provide you with banks of symbols
to correct these anomalies - with

differing sets offered depending on
what item has been selected in the

output score. Also, at the start of the
score or page black rectangles allow
you to 'associate' staves to help
SharpEye understand the music,
typically this might apply to the
treble and bass clef of a keyboard or
harp part.

Finale
MIDI output provides both a route
into Sibelius 7 (plus the PC and Mac
versions) and to the many MIDI
editor and player programs. The
output from SharpEye is not a MIDI
file ready for performance but rather
the starting point for a dedicated
MIDI editor to enhance or the bare

'score data' for transfer to a score

editor. The MIDI format precludes
the incorporation of much essential
'typographical' information and so is
not an ideal medium of transfer but

is a basic and universally recognised
form.

With Rhapsody 4 format SharpEye
does not attempt to reproduce the
original input layout. Also, some
functions are not supported and
others are left to Rhapsody's own
systems (sets of staves joined

Preferences

Multitaskingrate 5| /J.

MIDI

Tempo (crotchets per minute)

\V Oulpul lyrics \7 Honour

| 120 1 /S

epeats

[•" Output lyrics

[•" Remove repeated delsand key signal j res

Make default | Cancel | OK

Usefulbut briefchoices
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n] Output window for SharpEye

rr
together. For example,
slurs and phrase
markings are not at
present catered for but
ties are included, while
beaming is done by
Rhapsody itself. Output
in PMS format is

potentially the most
useful as the PMS text

file is an animal far removed from

the intuitive graphic interfaces of
other music editors. Some correction

in PMS will probably still be
necessary, however, SharpEye can
save you quite a lot of typing.

SharpEye's native format is
intended for use with the music

editor for correction and storage of
the processed scores prior to export
in one of the above formats. It is

somewhat limited in its formatting
and display of music and is not
intended for the role of graphic
music editor in the way of Sibelius or
Rhapsody.

From the documentation it seems

the "home" format can be moved

between platforms directly.

Sib7 to PMS
As noted above, it is possible to load
sprites directly into SharpEye and
these sprites don't necessarily have
to be formed by scanning in music. It
is possible to create a sprite from
other sources with programs like
D2Spr, GhostScript and ReadPCL. The
original source for the image can be
any music editor or drawing
package. I've only used Andreas
Dehmel's ReadPCL myself (available
on the Acorn User China CDs under

Stuttgart) but have found this
method gives excellent results as it
produces an input sprite of the
highest quality.

The procedure is simply to print
to file the source music score using a
Deskjet or Laserjet printer definition
(at 300dpi) and then convert the
printout file to sprites. ReadPCL
handles multi-page files, outputting
SpriteOOl, Sprile002, and so on.
These sprites can be loaded into
SharpEye and the resulting output
appended again in the music editor.
There are rarely more than a few

errors needing correction as the
input is exactly square and symbols
entirely uniform. Having corrected
any errors, export in PMS format.

r
one usion

As stated in the manual, there is the
issue of balancing the quality of the
input image (and resulting level of
editing) against the time involved
with simply directly entering the
music manually into the destination
package.

Hand-written scores are unlikely
to provide satisfactory input images
and at the other end of the scale the

fine stave lines found in high quality
published music can also cause
difficulties.

Helpful tips for obtaining the best
from SharpEye in this regard are to
be found at the back of the manual.

There are some other limits to what

SharpEye can do, for instance, the
handling irregular rhythms other
than triplets and 'outing' hidden
staves. However, with time and
succeeding updates I expect most of
these areas will receive attention.

While this package is of foremost
interest to PMS and Rhapsody users,
Sibelius owners can at least benefit

from the MIDI export facility. For the
wish list, output in Sibelius format
would be a real boon but 1 imagine
this is no small order. Something a
little easier, perhaps, would be an
input image queue system that could
loaded, process and appended sprite-
pages sequentially to form a
complete, ready to edit score, in the
background.

As a person involved in music
and music typesetting, I have found
SharpEye easy to understand and use,
reliable and, most important of all,
useful. With a price tag of
£60.00 it is good value.

Product details j
Product: SharpEye (latest version 1.17)
Price: £60

Author: Graham Jones, 21e Balnakeil,
Durness, Lairg, Sutherland
IV27 4PT Scotland

E-mail: support@balnakeil.demon.co.uk
Web: vvvvw.balnakeil.demon.co.uk



down time,

stress, I
Less cost,

More production,
More learning,
More value.

Now less really is more.

RiscStation
RISC Based Technologies

168 Elliott Street

Tyldesley
Manchester

M2 8DS

Tel: 01942 797777

Fax: 01942 797711

Email: lnfo(5)rlscstation.co.uk

RiscStation computers,

a breath of fresh air,
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Are your
assets linked?

The first thing that happened
when I installed SiteWriter (an
easy two minute operation)
pleased me enormously, then

made me feel guilty as I thought of
Sendu Balu's article on interfaces.

You see the biggest criticism of
SiteWriter when it was first released

was the fact that it had a PC-ish

interface. Apart from the fact that
this is guaranteed to annoy a lot of
RISC OS users, there was the
inherent naughtiness of having a
different user interface to the rest of

the machine.

Now I've never been a fan of

iconising-to-the-desktop or iconising-
to-the-iconbar. As a frequent Mac
user I've always liked the double-
click-the-title-bar-to-remove-the-

window-except-the-titlebar-itself, I
find it tidier and more intuitive.

Anyway it seems that Dan of
Dansoft hasn't really relented on
doing things a bit different with
SiteWriter because the first window

to pop up had a naughty new icon
sitting on the titlebar — I clicked it
and lo! the window disappeared
leaving only the titlebar. I felt a little

l-njx Sire Manager

ftpuW/c html

Steve Turnbull looks at the revamped
Web site creation tool SiteWriter

Publishing my simplesite, you cansee ttvonaughtywindows topright

glow of pleasure and tried double-
clicking the title bar, and back came
the window. Which is when the guilt
began to set in.

And the accusing finger started to
point — because two windows
appear at the start, the Site Manager
and the Site Object Properties, the
latter has the naughty icon while the
former is perfectly normal. Thus we
have a lack of consistency within the

Name

Type

Site Objal Pr^HTties

index

Webpage

J Done \7 Publish
Date created December 7. 2000

Last modified December 7. 2000

TIlis is iuhere youstart- notice thenaughty icon on the righthand window, but thenormal left window

application itself — Sendu Balu
would not be pleased.

Creating sites
Anyway let's move on to the

program proper. What we have here
is a program designed to make it
easier to create Web sites using a
graphical front-end. We can't call it a
WYSIWYG editor because different

Web browsers display the same Web
pages in different ways — but it does
provide a graphical interface which
should make it easier.

As a little change from the norm, I
read the manual first - well it's a

guide to getting started rather than
being a manual, you do get one but
it's on the disc. Probably just as well
I did, the first step is actually to go to
the Preferences dialogue and set up
the directory in which various
resources will be stored — you don't
have to do it and there is a default,
but I really think you should be

January 2001 www.acornuser.com



You can control theproperties
for individual pages as xvell as
entiresites, thepageproperties
window also allows you to see

whether yourpage is
publishable which means it

has no overlappingelements)

prompted for this as a first step
rather than having to read about it.

Then it's wise to save your single-
file Web site to the place you want to
keep it, only one Web site can be
edited at one time — which is not

unreasonable.

Now my personal Web site has
been designed to be fast, there are no
graphics at all but a menu-like
interface based around tables. I tried

creating tables with SiteWriter in the
style I used and it certainly looked
quite feasible and would be faster
than I was used to.

What you do is create pages and
resources (assets) put page elements
(like text and tables) in place and
add links to your assets where you
want them to appear.

The whole thing is put together
quite logically although I think
beginners might have a problem
with some of the language in the
getting started manual.

Publishing the site is simply a
matter of choosing the target location

m i •/?/<• V1W.V -rielffS-Wehi

J J J'J 4

Jim IFred

Fresco; Index

and telling it to start - Web pages are
only created at this stage which
means there is no messiness with

links between pages when things are
changed.

All the various windows and

dialogues are quite self explanatory
and I have no problem with the
reliability of the software as a whole.

On the whole the program is
reasonable to use, there are still those
naughty misbehavings that really
shouldn't be there. It doesn't matter

whether the facilities provided by the
RTSC OS interface aren't what a

particular programmer happens to
want. It's vastly more important that
the interface is standard and thai-

there are no surprises round the
corner.

Although SiteWriter looks much
more like a RISC OS application than
it used to, it still has oddities and
inconsistencies (like the PC-style
tabbed options — there are RISC OS
ways of implementing them) which
really detract from the whole site

creation

experience.
And there are

spelling mistakes,
don't you just
hate them? At

east one is in the

messages file
buried deep in the
application, so
that could be

corrected easily
but it just shows
lack of

thoroughness in
checking.

There is still no

\M Mk'JOlM elflJMl Ml
URL\fite:IADFS::Pigletl$IWehsiieiicit/Mex.hrm

There's no WYSIWYG in Wed design,only approximations

import of an existing Web site — it's
no doubt really hard to do this but
most people buying this product will
already have some sort of site and if
the program could even meet us
halfway it would be a real boon. I
have no desire to try to reconstruct
my site, though I'm sure it would
take a fraction of the time.

Conclusion
This has been a rather negative
review and I really didn't mean it to
be: the program works, it didn't
crash and it can do what I want quite
effectively.

It's just that the program annoys
me and that's the result of

inconsistent design. If only Dansoft
would stop playing games (wasting
both time and programming effort)
with the interface and just provide
an application that works the way
we expect a RISC OS program to
work - then there would be no

criticism at all.

What it comes down to is: Would I

use it? In its first incarnation the

answer was an emphatic no; now the
answer is a equivocal maybe.

Take out the rest of the

inconsistencies and the answer

would be a resounding yes.

Product details J
Product: SiteWriter

Price: £60

Supplier: Dansoft Developments,
PO Box 1955,

Leigh on Sea,
Essex, SS9 513E

Fax (NZ): 0064 (3) 388 4362
E-mail: dansoft@dansoft.co.nz

Web: www.dansoft.co.nz
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A new hope
What's easy to learn but also

easy to use? No, it's not a
joke, but from the way most
user interfaces turn out,

you'd think the designers thought it
was. If you've been following the
series so far, we've already realised
that the less interfacing the user
does, the better.

We've even been smacked in the

head with the obviousness of having
large targets. And at the end of last
month, UltraGUI was about to be
born. I know you're all eager to find
out if everything went well with the
birth, but first a word from our
Editor.

"RISC OS is not easy to use... if
you're new to it", quoting an
editorial published a few months
back. I think what he was actually
trying to say was that it's not easy to
learn. It's not very 'intuitive'. Once
you've got the hang of it, once
you've been told all the secrets, I
doubt even Mr. Editor could argue
RISC OS is difficult to use. So to

avoid the same criticisms, UltraGUI
— or any interface — needs to be
designed with both learnability and
usability in mind. But what's the
secret? I'll go into the details of
usability another day, this month is
all about learning.

Intuitive
If you've ever taken part in a
discussion of why one OS is better
than another, one word that comes
up time and again is 'intuitive'.
While no operating system can claim
to be intuitive itself, what people
mean is that the users are able to

intuit — immediately understand
without reasoning — how to use the
operating system. In this sense, no
OS yet devised is absolutely
intuitable; even if you had a single
button on-screen that said 'Magically
do all the work', a user would still
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Sendu Balu fights back against the evil
empire of inconsistency

have to be taught how to click on
that button. Once you get past the
physical interface issues (teach the
user how to use the mouse and

keyboard), a UI designer needs to
make the remaining conceptual
interface as easy to learn as possible.

One of the simplest ways of doing
this is to provide well written help
text, but from an 'intuitive' point of
view that's cheating. We want an
interface that we don't have to sit

and learn about. Rather, we just
want to be able to use it. The secret?

It needs to be familiar.

As a replacement for the RISC OS
user interface, UltraGUI could look
and behave identically and in this
way be completely familiar to
existing users. But UltraGUI must be
all things to all men; it must be
familiar to new users as well.

Familiarity, then, means
constructing the interface around a
metaphor that non-computer users
can relate to, while perhaps sharing
similarities with current designs. In
fact the latter point isn't so
important — if the metaphor is a
good one the old RISC OS users will
quickly master it no matter how
different it is to RISC OS.

Metaphors
If UltraGUI is going to be loved, the
metaphor used must be simple, clear
and immediately obvious. Failing
that, if you have to teach the user
what certain things do, those things
should be made memorable. If it

were this simple, however, all UIs
would be pretty good. The problem
arises because a trade-off must be

made between a good metaphor
increasing learnability, and that
same metaphor decreasing usability.
Let's take the MacOS movie/sound
player 'Quicktime' as an example.

Recently this player received a
major make-over, transforming the

utility from a usable ugly-duckling
into an unusable super-model. What
happened? The people at Apple
thought it would be great if the
interface for the player looked like a
real world object. They made it look
something like a walkman or,
perhaps, a portable television. What
better metaphor for a movie player?

Looking at the utility, it's
immediately obvious what many of
the buttons are going to do.
Everyone knows how the buttons
Play, Stop, Forward and so on, work
on a personal stereo, and there they
are in the interface. Everyone knows
that the dial increases or decreases

the volume, and yes, the interface
has one of these dials too. On the

face of it, then, it's easy to learn (no
learning needed, it's just like a
walkman!) and surely easy to use.
After all, who can't use a walkman?
Unfortunately Apple took the
metaphor a little too far.

Consistency
Of paramount importance in a user
interface is consistency. Consistency
allows the user to predict what will
happen when an action is carried
out. It allows methods learned in

one area to be applied to another,
and it encourages intuition on the
part of the user. Once you've learned
the basics of a consistent

environment, you don't need to keep
learning every time something new
enters that environment. Unless, of
course, the new item is inconsistent.

The new Quicktime is not
consistent with the rest of the

MacOS environment, defeating the
point of the great metaphor; instead
of learning the application functions,
users instead must learn how to use

the application.
But not everything in the

environment should be uniform. A

music player should be different
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Across-application consistent interface is essential toensure theuser is happy

from a painting program. With their
different functions they ought to be
entirely inconsistent.

So how does a UI designer know
when to be consistent? The guiding
principle is user expectation —
things must be done the way users
expect them to work. Finding out
what user expectations are comes
from user testing but there are some
consistency rules that should never
be broken.

Most important is interpretation
of user behaviour. A mouse click

should always have the same effect:
activate the item under the pointer.
It shouldn't, for instance, do nothing
at all. Quicktime has, as decoration
to sell the metaphor, pictures in the
interface that look like buttons that

might do something but don't. Users
click these pictures. Nothing
happens. Users get frustrated.

Also into this category falls
keyboard shortcuts. It may be
surprising, but consistency of
shortcuts across all applications and
the Operating System is one of the
most important things that needs to
be implemented. 'F3' as Save is
pretty well understood in RISC OS.
The copy/paste method is not. To
this day I'm not sure what the
proper style-guide way is, but as a
user of Edit, Zap, Oreganoand
Publisher, I'm left clueless. Copying
between these applications, or even
within one, I invariable get the
method wrong and have to re-learn

ser interfaces

the correct one

before I can carry
on. Users get
frustrated.

Next in the

consistency
hierarchy comes
use of invisible

structures. An

invisible structure

is any function that
doesn't have an

icon attached to it.

The close icon in

RISC OS has an

icon, and clicking
on it closes a

window. But Adjust-clicking carries
out the 'invisible' function of also

opening the parent window.
If there's one easy way to tell a

new RISC OS user from an old one,
it's that new users never make use of

the right-hand mouse button. It's
nigh-on impossible to intuit its
function, but at least once you've
been told about it ("Adjust does
kinda sorta the opposite of Select")
you can use it easily and
everywhere. It's invisible but
consistent.

MacOS has window edges that
can be dragged to resize windows.
Again, the function is effectively
invisible, but once you know it, you
can apply it everywhere. Except
with Quicktime of course. Quicktime
windows can't be resized. Dragging
at the edge doesn't do what the user
expects. Users get frustrated.

Next up, small visible structures
— icons to you and me. These are
ubiquitous features — a close icon
on a window as opposed to a
specific button of an application — a
painting program won't need a
music program's play button. This
means if one window that users

might want to close has a close icon
in the top right hand corner, all
windows that users might want to
close should have the same close

icon (size, shape, colour and so on)
in the same place

This allows a user to learn how

to close a window once, then apply
that knowledge to all other
windows. Except for Quicktime
windows, which don't have the
usual MacOS window-manipulation
buttons. No close icon. Users have to

learn how to close Quicktime
windows when in all other cases

they don't even have to think about
it. Users get frustrated.

Taking third place is the "design
consistency" of a particular
application. So once you've made
sure everything is consistent with
the above two points, it's good to
make sure all the parts of your
interface look like they came from
the same mould. This lets a user

know that a new window that pops
up belongs to the same application
being used. It allows the user to
intuit that anything that had to be
learned in one window of a new

application will work in a secondary
window.

Finally we have platform
consistency. Remember that this
doesn't mean a new application
shares no similarity with any other
application just because I'm placing
this point last. That said, a music
application should be distinctly
different to a graphics application,
reflecting their different functions.
But because the design is also
consistent with user expectations,
critical features will be shared with

all other applications and users will
be happy. They will already know
how to deal with a large part of any
brand-new application interface.

A baby boy
Still with me? Well as a reward I'll

finally tell you about UltraGUI. Blue
eyes, 4 pounds 7 ounces, consistent
where it counts with a flexible

metaphor that allows him to adhere
to Fitts' Law. A very healthy young
lad by all accounts. But I know you
want details. What does he look

like? How does he behave? Patience,
dear reader, patience. Come back
next month and all might
be revealed.
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even better
Though now part of the all-

encompassing Granada
Learning, Anglia Campus
continues to plough its own

very successful furrow. If you're
not a subscriber pop along for a
free trial and see some of the new

additions to the site -

www.angliacampus.com
For parents, there is a How to

Help section and a new addition
explores the complex issues that
surround a child's disruptive
behaviour in school. As well as

examining the causes of
disruptiveness, such as educational
difficulties or relationships with
staff and students. Entitled

Improving your child's behaviour it
also shows parents positive ways
forward in addressing the problem.

Also new to the site is

ScreenCampus, dedicated to the
world of film. If you're writing
about film as part of your studies,
or vou want to know which film

Pam Turnbull finds even

more news than usual

version will help make that tricky
English text a bit clearer, then head
to their Case files and Film reviews

for some extra help and guidance.
Each week you will also find the
latest film news and UK top 10 box-
office figures, offering you the
chance to win UCI cinema tickets.

Then look out for the monthly
events or challenges. At present
there's a cartographic adventure
through history which will test just
how good Key Stage 2 and 3
students really are.

Created in association with

English Heritage, there are map
puzzles to solve and then a story,
poem or historical report to write in
response to an ancient place
they've visited, or would like to

visit. The best entry will win a
digital camera.

For primary teachers, a new Key
Stage 2 Primary Music unit is on
hand called Setting the Scene with
Music looks at how music can be

used to create certain moods in the

listener. Children watch the same

short film, are asked to listen to
four very different pieces of
accompanying music they can then
see what makes them smile or cry.

Moving on to secondary level,
just what do you know about
patheticfallacy? You'll find the
answers in Analysing Fictional
Texts 1. While Analysing Fictional
Texts 2 analyses how authors grab
the reader's attention at the start of

a novel or short story, moving on to
examine characterisation, dialogue
and dramatic tension.

This new series of three units for

Key Stage 4 is designed to arm
students with the techniques and
the terminology they need for the
analysis of novels, short stories or
unseen texts. Staying with Literacy,
the third unit in the English
Grammar series is now available

providing a series of interactive
exercises to test and reinforce

knowledge of adverbs, master
adjectival and adverbial phrases, as
well as constructing complex
sentences by using conjunctions.

Another new section is PHSE

and the first unit shows how

assertiveness theory can help
students cope with bullying
behaviour. Body language, tone of
voice and the way we deal with
feelings can all influence the way
we deal with bullies. Aimed at Key
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Stage 3, students can learn how the
bullied can fight back, without
aggressiveness, in Assertiveness
against Bullying.

Another good area to visit - if
you haven't done already - is the
Bimillenary timeline for a unique
guide to this year in history.

Power to the kids
According to recent data compiled
by MMXI Europe between January
and September 2000, 2 to 17-year
olds online grew by 88.9 per cent -
100,224 to 200,312 visits - with 8 to
11-year olds showing the biggest
growth. Partly due to the PM's
emphasis on getting children
online, children now see this as a
mainstream communication tool.

Among the more exploitative
and telephone bill-hungry sites
available for home and school are

some gems. For instance, atkidz.com
provides what they call "an
holistic, targeted proposition for
children, doing everything from
connecting children to a safe,
walled world on the Internet to

offering a protected online
environment where children can

send e-mails, chat, enter
competitions, play games and
research homework assignments."

In essence atkidz.com is a one-stop
shop featuring access to over
100,000 Web sites - all of which are
personally checked and monitored
by the atkidz team. What is more it
is bright and colourful, child-
orientated, and easy to navigate.
For parents though it is their dual
layered filtering system which may
well prove more attractive.

This means that all chatroom

and bulletin board content is first

put through an intelligent software
program which detects dubious
words and phrases before being
filtered through a real person - CM
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or Chatmaster - who vets each

message in realtime, blocking
offensive messages and warning
the sender who, if they continue,
may find themselves evicted from
the chatroom or the whole site. You

can visit the site directly or install
free, safe surfing software from the
sites, it costs nothing other the cost
of the local call while online and

adults can use their existing ISP in
conjunction with www.atkidz.com

Emergency resources
If you've ever needed information
or ready-made files in a hurry then
Computer Kids have a service
which may interest you. Their pick
and mix offerings allow you to take
what you need whenever you want
directly from their Web site -
www.compkids.com This keeps a tally
of what you download and the
school is invoiced later.

This library of ready-made files
allows you to create topic banks of
resources to suit a school's own

curriculum and offers hundreds of

word processor templates, My
World screens, spreadsheet and
database files and so on on topics
as diverse as Shakespeare, Beowulf,
Medieval monarchs, Tudors,
Romans, Literacy, Numeracy and
Greek myths for both primary and
secondary schools.

A dedicated search engine
enables teachers to find specific
topic, age or software-related files.
Each file, along with extensive
teacher's notes and clip-art, is
clearly priced and anyone accessing
the service will be able to view a

snapshot and file description before
committing themselves and files are
available in a range of formats from
Word to Textease.

An extensive clip-art library is
also on offer. All you have to do is
register and as a bonus you'll

receive £5 worth of files completely
free.

Anything to declare?
Staying with the Internet a new
solution has appeared on the
horizon called Passport2Learn and
created by Ideal Hardware with a
little help from Navaho
Technologies, Cobalt Networks and
Argo Internet Services. What makes
this service different is that

Passport2Learn offers a unique,
specifically tailored total Internet
package for education.

As well as providing completely
controlled Internet facilities

including e-mail and administrative
services to assist teachers and

students alike through better
classroom organisation, and easy
access to key learning sites.

Individual school Intranet

systems can easily be created using
the system allowing teachers to
post timetables, school rules and
other useful documents. The

solution will help enable schools to
fulfil the Government's demands

relating to Information and
Communications Technology (ICT)
to raise educational standards, as
outlined within its National Grid

for Learning.
Designed for teachers by

teachers, it promises to be simple to
use, easy to set up and even
simpler to maintain. So much so
that the suppliers say that it can be
installed within 20 minutes, is
entirely compatible with existing
systems and works across a multi-
platform environment.

The package includes national
support by ICT professionals from
the early stages of installation
through to the day-to-day running
of the system. What is more the
whole network can be administered

from any computer in the school,



and the Web-based interface makes

configuring and monitoring the
suite simple, reducing the cost for
teachers in time and work.

Configuration can even be done
from a remote location.

Full training on the total solution
package is available from
accredited vendors who have

attended a one-day training
programme. In order to address the
concerns of teachers (and parents)
of providing open Internet access to
schoolchildren, Passport2Learn
enables full control over Internet

access with filters to prevent the
downloading inappropriate
material.

These filters allow teachers to

choose which sites children can

access, to limit the size of e-mails,
and to control where the e-mails are

sent and from whom they originate.
Currently being piloted at

Sexey's School in Somerset, their
head of ICT, Brian Stubbs, is
pleased with what he's seen so far:
"Every computer on our system has
secure access to the Intranet and

World Wide Web. Any pupil or
member of staff may sit down at
any computer and access their e-
mail. The system is simple to set
up and easy to manage.

"Passport2Learn makes IT a
more interesting and stimulating
experience, and provides an
Internet solution which gives us all
the control we need, as well as the
freedom to explore technology." If
you want to find out more ring 020
7375 3633.

Oxfam collaboration
Anglia Multimedia (01603 284148)
and Oxfam have teamed up to
produce Wake Up, World! With
accompanying teacher's notes,
poster and Web links, the theme is
a day in the life of eight children

from different parts of the world.
The disc breaks down into six

topics each of which features a
documentary and interactive
modules - such as organising data
and cloze-text activities.

For instance, Places shows where
each of the children lives, locating
the countries on the world map.
While Homes & Families illustrates

each home, showing where it is
situated, and what it looks like
inside and out. Or you can Play
with different toys from around the
world, experience the Clothes &
Weather in the diverse climates.

Then you can look at the Food or
visit the School allowing children to
compare and contrast what is
taught as well as the physical
features of the buildings.

This CD-ROM is based on the

book of the same name penned by
Beatrice Hollyer, providing
Literacy, Numeracy and Geography
activities for Key Stage One and
narrated by actor and presenter
Tony Robinson, who even travelled
abroad to visit two of the children

featured on the disc.

Making the most of IT
The US government has set up a
commission to ensure that students

make the best use of the Internet

and have full access to the Web and

other digital technologies. The 16-
member Congressional Web-based
Education Commission has called

for a "national inventory" of access
to technology.

This would examine the progress
made in wiring up schools in the
four years since the cut-price
telecoms and cabling "e-rate" was
introduced. The commission said

the information was needed to

devise strategies to tackle what is
known as the digital divide. There
are serious concerns in the States

ducation

that there is not equal access to
Web-based learning and that the
differences are widening.

At the top end there are five new
key targets to be met: all students
and teachers will have access to

state-of-the-art information

technology in their schools,
classrooms, communities and

homes; all teachers will use
technology; all students will be
technologically literate and
responsible cybercitizens; research,
development and evaluation will
shape the next generation of IT
applications for teaching and
learning; education will drive the
e-learning economy.

Flowever, research from the

National Centre for Educational

Statistics reveals only 10 per cent of
American public school teachers
feel "very well prepared" to use
computers and the Internet in their
teaching; 23 per cent felt "well
prepared", while 53 per cent felt
"somewhat prepared" and 13 per
cent "not at all prepared".

Developing ICT
At the G8 Summit in July 2000,
Japan identified IT as vital to the
success of the Global Society. The
other members of the Summit then

called for the private sector to do
their part in aiding the developing
world in this area. And now Blue

Circle, with Granada Learning,
have initiated IT Nigeria 2000.

The plan is to build and equip
two IT learning centres in remote
areas of West Africa for the whole

community to access.
Roger Hum is heading up this

project and has already visited the
country. Two centres should be
running by Spring 2001 providing a
dedicated 24-hour a day ICT drop-
in centre for the states of ^^^^
Gombi and Ogun. i=<fli»j
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Now included FREE with the Textease Studio are the Textease National Curriculum Packs.
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Secret societies

One of the best-kept secrets in
the RISC OS world is the

Network Computer (NC).
These small black boxes is

one of the ways that RISC OS is
remaining alive and kicking in
education.

The origins of the NC go back to
when Acorn became involved with

Oracle and drew up a reference
design for a computer that could
operate over a network without a
hard disc. Clearly RISCOS is an
absolute winner as the operating
system is contained on ROM. When
Acorn became involved with Apple
and created Xemplar the NC was
taken over by the new joint venture.
Later when Apple dropped the
Acorn connection the NC division

separated as Precedence
Technologies under Dr Stephen
Borrill which took over all the NC

commitments of Xemplar and has
been developing them ever since.

Just what is an NC and how does
it operate? More accurately it would
better to talk about an NC system as
they are not stand-alone units —
they really need a network with a
server although it is possible to run
one off a Zip drive or CompactFlash
card.

At the secondary school site
where I am Head of ICT the

Richard Skegg guides you
round his mystery machine

hardware, apart from the NCs, is an
NC server using a Simtec CATS
server running NetBSD, a Unix
variant. I rarely need to touch the
NetManager or directly access the
server at the console; not out of lack
of interest but because the Net

Manager software supplied does just
about everything that is needed. I do
use it to access the hotfixes supplied
by Precedence from their Web site
but even that can be run from one of

the NCs acting as a terminal.
The NCs are powered from a

separate 16v power supply. The ones
supplied by Precedence come with
16Mb RAM, PS2 keyboard, PS2
Mouse and mouse mat, 15in monitor
(or optionally with 17in monitor),
network patch cable, headphones
(with volume controls) and a
headphone adaptor (with spare
connector for a second headphone).
The complete
price is £370
each.

For pupils
the system
appears to be
simple. Most
operations
take one click

because most

of what they
see are

HTML pages. When a pupil logs on
they are taken to the home page
which provides simple FITMLlinks
to different areas. For example one
click on the Internet icon takes them

to a URL page; enter the URL for the
site or go to Favourites for a list of
bookmarked sites and off the pupil
goes to the site. The NetManager, as
mentioned earlier, acts as the web
proxy server. Using part of the
management software allows
undesirable sites or strings within a
URL to be blocked easily and very
effectively.

One of the main features of the

NCs is the integrated nature of the
NCWorks suite. It covers all that is

needed at least up to the end of Key
Stage 3.

All of the applications are being
continuously developed. One click
on the NCWorks icon takes the pupil

What you get with NCWorks
Component Description
NCFresco Specially enhanced version for NCWorks
NCWriter Based on Easiwriter it can read and write Word

files, HTML, text and, unsurprisingly, EasiWriter
files.

NCBase A variant of DataPower 1 with all its functionality.
NCDraw A close relative of Draw being able to read and

write Draw files but more closely resembles
OakDraw.

NCSheet A spreadsheet which is based upon Schema from
Clares.

NCPaint Although it will accept sprite files this is a fully
functioning painting package with a wealth of tools
and effects.

NCGraph The graphing and charting program, which
integrates with NCSheet and NCBase, is based on
the graphing program found in DataPower.

NCFiler This provides the simple point and click HTML
access to the files.

NCSwitcher This integrates all the parts of NCWorks. It provides
the control and access to documents and creation

of new documents

RISC OS Allows switching into RISC OS at any time and
offers access to NC Clipboard for transferring of
data between RISC OS and NCWorks
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1 When the pupil creates a new
document the template is
copied into the appropriate
folder in the home area and

given the new name; the
application loads onto the NC
and then loads the new

document. The upshot of this
procedure is that the pupil
loads a named document and

when it is time to save there is

no problem as to where to
save it to; by clicking on the
Save icon it is saved directly

back into the home area. It's a much

safer procedure that MSWindows or
RISC OS for young pupils or even
members of staff. It's possible to
create new template files for different
subjects covered. In fact the NC
Switcher can be configured to display
just a set of icons or templates.

Clicking on the desktop icon takes
pupils to the RISC OS desktop and
Figure I shows the structure. From
the desktop pupils can access their
files either from the NC Server, if it is
acting as the file server, or from an
NT box.

It is also possible to use a Linux-
based file server with the advantage
that long file names can be used. To
the pupil the whole process is
transparent. They have no idea what
type of server their files are on and
that is as it should be.

The RISC OS software is held on

the NetManager too. Again the
server is transparent to the pupils;
applications appear as a normal

RISC OS

apps.

Nothing
esoteric has

to be done

to make it

appear or

function.

Adding
new RISC

OS

applications
and putting
files into

the shared

resources is

straight
forward. As

the NCs do

to the NC Switcher page appears.
Contains all of the NCWorks

applications, some of which appear
in different guises. For example
NCPaint appears as a Sprite, GIF or
JPEG painting program. The degree
of simplicityof use is very
reassuring. I was training some
members of staff on using the
Internet using Netscape Navigator
and attempting to cut and paste text
and graphics into a document. They
and 1became very irritated with
Netscape's method for doing it. I
switched them over to NCFresco and

used it, and NCWriter, to copy and
paste both text and graphics from
Web pages. By common consent the
staff found that much easier to use.

Creating a new document is done
very cleverly. Inside each pupil's
home area there is a directory called
Files. Inside Files are number of

directories; one for each application
which has its own template file.

'I y.\Root-Ap"psraSCOS Spreadsheets EurekaV.

i

Roct App-.RISCOS

noci Aposriscos Sonwdgiggg

Scanner

Sheets

Word Processors

Pupil
Home

Area

A Pupil

RISC OS

Applications

Applicalion:

Graphics

Spreadsheets

WinLogo

Clips

Shared

Resources
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Resources Subjects RISC OS

Into

NCWorks

Clipboard..

Logout

n

not have a floppy
drive it is necessary
to have access to at

least one RISC OS

computer with a
floppy drive and a
CD ROM drive.

The correct access

must be set on the

all files or else the

pupils cannot read
them. The only real
problem that I had installing a piece
of software was with Impression
Publisher. I attempted to install the
network version but due to some

exotic protection method CC used it
would not function over the NC

network.

It was only looking at the
Technical Hints on the Precedence

Web site that pointed out that 1
should use the stand-alone version. I

did and it has worked ever since.

Even Datapower 2 with its quirky
protection system can be installed.

It's possible to add a variety of
other icons to the bar. The flexible

system allows any icon to have any
text underneath it, to be placed
anywhere and to perform any action.
Setting up is a matter of adding a
single line to a file in the boot
sequence and there are full
instructions on how to do this

provided. The resources folder is
great for holding clip art and any
transitory items such as files that you
want pupils to share.

Both RISC OS and MSWindows

can access the CDs. The NetManager
has a very clever CD-ROM copying
system. If you want to make a CD-
ROM, that you have a site licence for,
accessible to all pupils it is only a
matter of placing the CD-ROM in the
drive on the NC Server, issuing the
necessary command and the CD-
ROM is copied extremely quickly.

It creates an image file and it is
this that the pupils access. Serving
such a CD across the network is not

a problem, at least not on the RISC
OS side. Commonly used RISC OS
applications can be made operate in
a similar way to the ones in
NCWorks. Install the RISCOS

application on the NC server in the
boot sequence. Create a template file



for the application
and store it inside

the application.
Finally, use an
application NCApps
and the RISC OS

application will
appear on the RISC
OS application
HTML page next
time the NC is

booted.

Other areas available are e-mail.

This can be handled internally on the
NC server. It has very good content
filtering and is Web-based.
Precedence now offers an e-mail

system that I think almost any school
can afford.

It is done across the Internet so is

accessible from anywhere in the
world. It costs £100 for primaries,
£150 for middle schools and £200 for

secondaries.

This is for all the pupils and staff
in the school. It integrates directly
into the NCs and is totally
transparent in use. It has content
filtering so if a pupil tries to send a
rude e-mail it will be bounced back

to the administrator and appropriate
actioncan be taken. Similarly all
inbound mail can be checked.

The software used to manage the
NC server and the network is

TotalBoot and NetManager. One of the
big advantages of using this
combination is that you can literally
just plug a new NC into the network
and it's there ready to go.

The server automatically accepts
the new NC. An IP address is

assigned without any user
intervention. Nothing has to be done

on the server to add it. From the

initial administration page the boot
sequence, Web pages, printers can all
be edited.

Printing and the setting up of
printers is done through PrintRoom.
This is an application developed by
Precedence to take the headache out

of setting up printers on the NCs. It
allows the printers to be configured
either on a per-NC basis or on a
grouped basis in other words one
can have multiple printer
configurations.

I have NCs set to print to just one
printer in a room without the printer
on the iconbar but it is simple
enough to make the printer appear
and allow the pupils to choose the
printer that they want to use.

One of the most tedious jobs is
setting up users and installing a new
system in a large school can be very
daunting, Precedence have created a
hotfix that allows the administrator

to take a SIMS file (Schools
Information Management System)
and use that for creating new users
and groLips or deleting them. If there
are real problems the NetManager
can be remotely managed via a
modem or Internet by Precedence or
one of its agents, such as Surftec.

Serve and protect
The NC server is quite an interesting
beast in itself. It can support PCs and
Macs in addition to RISC OS. On a

PC it appears as an NT file server, for
RISC OS desktop machines it
appears to be Level 4, without the
problems, and for Macs it looks like
AppleShare.

So if you have a variety of

NC Server

I
•NT (Citrix) Server

31 NCs

1 RISC PC

100Mbit 10Mbit
Router

ISDN Line

Switch

10Mbit

10Mbit 10Mbit

2 Hubs Hub

|Hub | 4 NCs

1 RISC PC
2 PS Laser Printers

14 NCs
2 PS Laser Printers 1 PS Laser Printer

ducatior

machines this could be the answer.

As the server is Unix-like there are

no quota management or licence
charges — unlike NT. After the
collapse of Acorn and Xemplar's
withdrawal to selling only Apple
products I was concerned with the
production and repair of the NCs.
Reflex Electronics can carry out all
the repairs needed. The production
of NCs is intriguing. There is a brand
new NC now being manufactured in
the Far East. It is a completely
revamped version with a new,
smarter and heavier-duty casing; the
motherboard has been redesigned as
has the network card.

This is a serious commitment by
someone, somewhere in the world as
such development is not cheap and
would not be done if there were no

future in the NCs. These are being
produced in bulk and not for the UK
market — long may it continue.

As regards support both Dr
Stephen Borrill of Precedence
Technologies and Surftec have been
first rate. A simple phone call is all
that is needed to obtain any support,
I wouldn't say any time of the day or
night, particularly not night, but it is
very readily available.

If the problem cannot be solved
immediately either one of these two
will find a way, if it's humanly
possible, to solve it. As they produce
the package and have access to the
required source codes, they are
ideally placed to expand and support
the product.

Richard Skegg is Head of ICT for
Winton Secondary School,

Andover, Hampshire
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RISC OS

Mike Cook puts his walking boots to one side

No rambling this month, we're
already sitting in the pub by
a roaring log fire so it's over
to Don Scott who has

something to say to Michael
McConncIl who wanted to run his

A4 laptop from a 12 volt source as
described in the November Rambles.

'As I have used an A4 from a

112V vehicle battery for a few
years I have a few

suggestions. Firstly the A4's
internal battery pack consists of 12
Cs (Sub C) size 1.7Ah Ni-Cads
giving a nominal 14.4V. Despite
this the A4 continues to work down

to between 10.5 — 11V thus

operation from a 12V battery is OK,
but you will not be able to run it
down as far as in other

applications.
"That said I have run an A4 from

a 60 Ah car battery for four days
continuously without any kind of
recharging, so it is not too bad.
There is no need to try to connect
up through the battery connectors,
you can go in through the 9-way
power D on the back (pins 4 and 9
Ov, pin 1 +12v). The only thing to
note is that after setting the
machine running on an external
12V supply you will need to
unplug the internal 14.4V pack
otherwise the A4 will run this

down to 12V first, thus virtually
exhausting it!

"There are no regulator
dissipation problems, when the A4
is running on its mains pack it puts

in 20V onto the regulator while a
separate output charges the Ni-
Cads from a constant current

source. It is possible (with care!) to
open the battery packs and replace
the Ni-Cads. Usefully, Cs size Ni-
Mh batteries are now available

which are much less prone to
"memory" effects and are 30%
higher capacity(2.2 Ah) which give
nearly four hours battery life"

WSSHGuido Avidano is doing
Msf'JH sterling work interfacing
mbmvm motors but wants to move
faster:

"I read very often your articles in
Acorn User and for this reason I

think you are the right person to
ask to. My small project is to drive
a stepping engine under RISC OS 4
(via the parallel port), using an
external board with an L297 and a

L298N chips fitted on it.
"The problem is to control the

speed (3.5-4.9 turns/sec. at the
moment) at faster rates, without
loss of precision. The question is
simple: is it possible to improve
this speed under RISC OS 4
without adding more hardware? If
not, can you suggest me which kind
of external timer I have to add, and
how to drive it?"

[The chips you are using are
Istepping motor drive chips
'so all they need is a pulse to

advance the motor. You don't say
how many steps your motor has per

revolution, typically this is between
48 and 200. So at your top speed you
are producing pulses at between
235Hz to 980Hz, which is about the
top speed you could expect from a
BASIC program.

As I see it if you want to go faster
you have two problems, producing
faster pulses and accuracy. All Acorn
computers have built-in counter
timers and there are normally a few
free. You can use one of these to

generate a fast, regular, interrupt
and then use the interrupt service
routine to pulse your stepping motor
every n times it is entered. Where
the value of n will control the speed.

Of course this interrupt service
routine needs to be in machine code

but you can use a memory location
to contain the n value that you can
then poke values in with a BASIC
program. The best thing I can do is
to point you to my August 94 article
in Acorn Computing "Chaos from a
dripping tap" at www.doc.mmu.ac.uk/
Acorn/BodyBuild/BB94.html

In this I used an internal timer to

generate an interrupt and the
interrupt service routine
incremented a count that 1 then used
to accurately time the intervals
between drips from a tap. The
software has most of the structure

you want.
Your next problem is accuracy. All

stepping motors have what is
known as a pull-in speed, that is a
maximum speed from a standing
start. The problem is that the torque
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drops off with speed and so the
maximum speed depends upon the
capability of the motor and the load
it is under.

Therefore to get a motor to go at
it's maximum speed you have to
ramp it up. This is tricky to control
in software, and it is also tricky
knowing how fast is the maximum
speed and how fast it should
accelerate. Too fast and you lose
accuracy.

The previously mentioned
Michael McConnel, a busy
hardware builder, is having

trouble with his PIC project:
"I have been reading your articles
on the new PIC16F874

microcontroller with a lot of

interest but I have a problem — the
PIC blows 1A fuses on power up.
Not having access to the data sheets
(until the AU CD-ROM is released)

I do not know what power this chip
requires. I have checked the wiring
for shorts.

"So, What current does the PIC
require? And can the 74HCT125 be
placed on the same board as the
PIC — I find I haven't the dexterity
or patience to build it in to the 25-
way D-Type plug?

"Although you advocate the
PLCC version of the PIC it is only
really suitable for a PCB. Much
more work is required to wire it on
a round pad Eurocard — but
perhaps I misunderstood your
article in the September issue of
Acorn User. The 40 pin DIL version
although having a larger footprint
is easier to wire on a stripboard and
is cheaper"

Please note that in the latest

circuit printed the last article
had Vss and Vdd

connections shown the wrong way
round. Sorry about this. The current
taken by this chip (with no I/O
loading) is about 7 to 15 mA if
running at 20MHz, slightly less if
slower. So it is almost certain that it

is the wrong way round, if it doesn't
get too hot you might get away with
it but it looks like you might have

lannarv 70.0,1 www.arnrnuspr.rnm

killed it. There is no problem with
putting the buffer on the board, the
only thing is that you will have to
do this on each design you make.
However, I did find that 1 was
getting a bit of trouble when I had a
complex project and the
programming module connected.
What was happening was that the
PIC seemed to be crashing after
about 30 seconds when connected to

the computer and not when it was
free standing.

I cured this by holding the
program pin RB3 low when running
instead of letting it float. I did this in
software, but an alternative would
be to put a 10K pull-down on this
pin. If you include these buffers cm
your final board make sure that the
inputs are tied to the appropriate
level or the buffer chip is removed
before cutting the umbilical to the
computer.

I found the square pad board easy
to wire up using thin insulated wires
but the 40 pin package is fine, just
remember to change the pin
numbers in the diagram. The data
sheet is available on the Acorn User

Web site, and it should be on the CD
with this issue.

Richard Ashbery is also
working with the PIC and
has a few more problems:

"I am using your ICP programmer
to 'blow' a PIC16F874. The program
reports 'blown OK' but fails verify.
Here are two examples:

Program memory fail at 2EF : Read 3F7D

should be 3F6D

Program memory fail at 38F : Read 387F

should be 307F

"I have used the hex file —

SerinllOIH (generated from your
source code SeriallO on the Acorn

User Dec 1998 RTR disc). Could the

hex file be at fault here? Can

anything be usefully obtained from
the saved 'hex' file generated by the
ICP.

"Another query concerns the
RS232 serial port and MAX202 level
translator. Being a complete 'PIC
novice am I right in thinking that
in order to use the Serial PIC

rambles

monitor program (SerialPIC
program from RTR in Acorn User
Dec 98) the PIC flash memory must
have a correctly blown and verified
PIC image before it will work?"

When it says "Blown OK" it
actually does a read back
after each individual

program word. What I really need to
know is do you have code in that
area of memory and is it reporting
the numbers you expect to see
correctly? Have you tried doing a
whole chip erase and then trying
again?

The saved hex file contains all the

locations of the chip, even the blank
ones, and can be used to read in a
device that you have not
programmed or one that you suspect
as being faulty. In that way if you
identified certain memory locations
as being faulty you could write your
code to avoid them and still use the

device.

Now the serial I/O program from
the December 98 Acorn User was

designed for the P1C16C84 not for
this processor. The main difference
being that the 874 can run at 20MHz
where as the 16C84 can only run at
4MHz with the 16F84 running at
10MHz. The code generates a serial
port by using software delays and so
if the processor is running at a
different speed the delay loops
won't produce the same delays. A
much better solution with the 874

would be to use the internal serial

port. Mind you the numbers you
feed into the baud rate generator are
processor-clock dependent.

The Serial Port monitor program
simply passes bytes back and forth
like a simple terminal emulator, so
you do need a PIC that knows how
to respond to these bytes, that is
programmed. The monitor
communicates at 9600 baud so the

PIC must be able to send at this

speed.

Contacting AU j
Mike Cook:

rambles@acornusec.com J
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Show me the
Despite the recent appearance of
ground-breaking RISC OS hardware,
1believe the platform is slowly dying
due to an apparent lack of software.

Not that there isn't any good
software around. Much of it is really
excellent and I, for one, am able to
run every aspect of my own small
business very adequately using
nothing else — from CNC
manufacturing to publicity materials,
and from customer records to

Internet communications.

But look through the adverts in
current issues of Acorn User and

you'd be forgiven for thinking that
there's very little software at all —
the Christmas edition, for example,
contains over 17 pages are devoted
to hardware but less than 5 pages to
a miserly selection of software, much
of it tucked away out of sight.

So where is it all? Where are the

eye-catching adverts promoting all
the excellent titles which are

available? An outsider wouldn't

know it exists and even committed

RISC OS users find it hard to know

what's available and from whom

they can buy it.
Acorn User would be doing us all

a great favour if it encouraged every
software house to advertise its wares.

And every retailer should be
encouraged to devote half their
advertising space to selling software
— after all software and hardware go
together and one is of no use
whatsoever without the other.

But Acorn User, itself, could help
too. How about a regularly
published list of all RISC OS
software, complete with prices and
sources? Or a different page each
month from the excellent new

Products Directory on the RISCOS
Ltd Web site? Such a published list
would quickly become the first place
to turn to when seeking new
software.

Both the Beebug catalogs of old
and Ian Copestake's adverts in Acorn
User used to fulfil a similar function.

Finally, since so much excellent
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software is now unsupported,
shouldn't an organisation like RISC
OS Ltd be taking over key titles
(such as Font Directory Pro) without
which their continued development
of the platform seems less likely to
succeed?

What do you think?
Chris Bell

Highpath Engineering

We need manuals
Thank goodness somebody is doing
something about the chaos over
manuals for the ordinary e-mail and
Internet user! Please do more.

I, like Mr Hodgson, migrated
from BBC B's via hideous Arthur to

stable, usable, RISCOS and good old
easily followed DOS to unstable,
convoluted Windows. I got Clares
truly basic package for the Internet
(WebsterXL, Messenger, Newshound,
Neivsbase) some time ago and have
not dared upgrade because of
complexities of on-screen manuals,
some of which will not print out
anyway. I find R-Comp very friendly,
but, dare I say it, totally unhelpful
for a senior citizen amateur like

myself?
Finally, yes. It is in the Internet

field that RISCOS is slipping behind
and this is the way of future
development which is drowning all
those worlds where RISC OS excels.

Elwyn Morris
Harwich

Internet capability
With all this talk about the future of

RISC OS I would just like to make
the following comments. Most of the
people I know in New Zealand use
PCs and use them mainly for the
internet. Can RISCOS compete, the
short answer is a big no. I have two
browsers, Acorn Browse and the ANT
Suite, both of which you could say
are now past there sell by date.

The ANT Suite was expensive and
I am sure like me other people
though that they were investing in a
piece of software for the future, not

just a quick buck for the software
house. ANT Suite is still been sold

for over £100 but it is not been given
any support by Ant.

How can RISC OS push into the
education market when most, if not
all schools require the Internet? We
are told that RealAudio is available

for RISCOS but is tied up with
licences. This version of RealAudio is

now out of date because the internet

does not stand still.

What we need is a browser with

all the whistle and bells for RISC OS

to survive and if we have to pay a
premium for these so be it, but
someone has to give us the choice.

Alan

via e-mail

Good service
Having been an Acorn / RISC OS
user and avid Acorn User reader

since 1986,1 thought it was about
time I put finger to keyboard and
write a letter in praise of my local
supplier. To set the scene, I work at
Southampton University where I
carry out research and teaching in
acoustics and audio.

In the 1980s, our department had
two BBC Bs which were used to

control laboratory equipment via an
IEEE488 interface, and my first
experience of 'real' programming
involved putting together a
theoretical model of a tube with

holes in it on one of these machines.

So impressed was I with the ease
with which I learned to use BBC

BASIC, and the performance of the
computer, that I was prompted to
buy a (secondhand) BBC Master for
my own use.

This computer served me well
until the Archimedes was

announced; I had to have one, and
my kindly sponsor agreed to
purchase an A310 complete with the
'Arthur' operating system for use on
his project. That A310, bought (I
think) in 1988, is still running today,
albeit now with RISC OS 3, ARM3,
8Mb of RAM, two hard discs and
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softwa re
many podules! Since those days, I
have strongly resisted the trend of
the rest of the department to use
PCs, and I now use two Rise PCs,
one at work the other at home, as
well as an old A4 for the odd bit of

field work.

The Rise PCs are both used for

everything from data acquisition,
through number crunching and data
handling using my own suite of
programs, to report writing using
either Impression Publisher or
Techwriter, the latter of which allows
me to export MS Word documents
for others to read.

I have a PC card in the one at

work, but this is only used to talk to
our network. Needless to say, I

consider the Rise PC to be an

excellent machine for all manner of

uses and that it is especially suited to
an active research environment

where novel tasks have to be carried

out efficiently.
Most of these computer systems

were purchased from Intelligent
Interfaces, a company whose name
many readers will recognise from
adverts in this magazine for their
range of interface cards and so on.
Over the years, the level of support
offered by Intelligent Interfaces has
been exemplary. Not only have they
advised me on what to purchase and
supplied exactly what I want when I
want it, but they have also
volunteered countless pieces of

letters

advice on any possible compatibility
problems and how to overcome
them.

In addition, they have offered
support on other issues such as
programming and even supplied
example programmes. My experience
has proved that the advice given is,
to my recollection, always sound and
that they really know what makes
these computers tick! I would
strongly recommend that anyone
using, or considering using, a RISC
OS-based machine for serious

scientific work give Intelligent
Interfaces a try; you will not be
disappointed.

Dr K R Holland,
Poole, Dorset

Get a great impression

unday 19/20 May 2001

Saturday 10:00 to 17:30
Sunday 10:00 to 16:00

Advance booking Adults/Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16) £1.50
(tickets available from mid-January 2001)

At the door Adults £4.00

Foundation/OAP £2.50
Junior (under 16) £2.50
(Foundation rate on production of membership card)

Please note that tickets ate valid for both days

:G Show 95 Cumbrian Way Lupset Park Wakefield WF2 8JT
icket booking cheques/POs made payable to "WACG Show"

(sorry- no credit or debit cards)

Free car parking RiscStation Village
Disabled access R-Comp Games Arcade
Show theatre Castle Internet Cafe

Civicopening by Mayor of Wakefield

The Acorn RISC OS Show

*W*»*

> *\id ^tr\j:

www.wacg.org.uk/show showinfo@wacg.org.uk
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f There is a

fantastic

sense of

Gill & Toby Smith

I
have three things which

I associate with The

ARM Club: dodgy
currency deals in an

hotel in the Netherlands;
being chased down a street
in Utrect by a restaurant
owner because someone had

not paid in the current currency; and the
third is the happy smiley Mr and Mrs ARM
Club. There is one character who links all

three and this is Toby Smith. Mrs ARM Club
is his wife Gill Smith.

Toby is the Chairman of The ARM Club.
Gill among other things writes Gill's Journal
in Eureka!, the club magazine. Gill's Journal
I think is best described as witty social
commentary.

'I get people telling me they really
identify with what I write.' laughs Gill 'I
think to myself please don't tell me that,
at least tell me it's a friend. I do spend
my time trying to sort out members love
lives.'

T remember' adds Toby 'going out to
dinner with one member (who shall
remain un-named to protect the
innocent), because he wanted advice on' | UU.&WWCLKW, UV.CUUJI. lit. VVCIIIILU CIVI V ILt Wl I

COm m U n ItV how to pull women. After the meal was
served the member was shrieking

J
'what's this green stuff on my plate', we
decided that the answer for him was he

had to totally re-invent himself.'
It was no surprise to find out thai Gill

would like to get into comedy writing. I
think with her experiences from The ARM
Club she has enough material for
something, especially with all the hype
about dotcoms and the ever-increasing
usage of computers and the Internet.

'I would like to write comedy, explains
Gill T was very distressed, have you seen
the TV show "Attachments"? I had roughly
got that basic idea but I did not feel the
need to have them shagging every five
minutes. Now I have to come up with
another idea.'

Strange as it may seem, Gill and Toby
were happy that Acorn had decided to
cancel the Acorn World Show two years
ago. They had picked a date for their
wedding which turned out to be the same
date as the show and this originally had
given ARM Club committee members a
worry as to where their loyalties lay. Toby's
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interview

involvement with The ARM Club goes back
a long way.

T used to go to school with Simon
Burroughs who started out in the original
ARM Club. As with most people on the
committee after you have been to a certain
number of shows you end up feeling guilty
about free meals and take on more

responsibility. The Chairman's role is
moderately undefined, in that he just keeps
things running and makes sure it has
direction and he tries to avoid doing any
other work.

"The only technical role is running the
Christmas meal. With a volunteer

community you have to keep everyone
happy and this we try to do this as much as
possible. The ARM Club will continue as
long as people want us to continue. The
Club changes with the times, to meet the
demands of our members. There is a most

fantastic sense of community, with everyone
helping each other, everyone is interest and
committed. You get a hobbyist and an
enthusiast, they all passionately love their
machines.'

T got roped in, I have to confess,' says
Gill Tt was gradual for me, even though my
friends say it was obvious from the start
that I would end up doing something
'spodish' due to my ability to turn a
computer on. Way back, my father went to
see a man about a dog. No puppy, instead
we got an Acorn Electron. That was very
exciting and I did lots of bits and pieces. I
learnt a little bit of Basic. Then stopped for
years'

Besides Gill's Journal, Gill works as a
freelance editor and technical author. The

modest Toby works for an Internet company
in Newbury called Smartgrooup.com
playing around with big servers. Basically
keeping it going 24/7/365.

'The idea is to make it fully automated so
it runs by itself and I can sit around all day
doing nothing — if it goes down this rings."
He points to his mobile phone.

At which point the phone rings, its Mark
(not current currency) Smith wanting to
know where Mr&Mrs are. Mark appears,
Gill and I enter into a discussion on her

theory that if you are 'spod' you are more
likely to get married if you eat tomatoes. So
'Shake that Money Maker' boys.

Jill Regan
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All Prices Include VAT PHOTODESK LIMITED

PHOTODESK The studio quality image editing package is now available as a CD-
ROM edition. It includes an HTML manual and in addition a CD of professional digital

hotos by David Cowell. It also includes the complete set of special effects plug-ins.
is is thefull CMYK/Layers version of Photodesk. ^^^^^^^^

pgrades: 2.xxL/0lymp:
xx/Olymp: £20

£100.00 2.xx/Olymp:

Special Offer: Dave Cowells 2 CD Tutorials worth £50 with any Olympic or Olympic
upgrade add only £25

C860L £290
C960Z £390
C990Z £490
C2020Z £550
C21OOUZS900
C3030Z £800

OHP 2 £4° (upgrade from 1.xx £13) -<**»*
OHP2 is a screen-based presentation package (or use with RISC OS computers

A presentation
Package on CD-ROM:

Version 2 now has
Powerpoint export.

OHP2 lets you compile Presentations comprised of a number of graphics files,
which you create or purchase outside OHP, and show them on your computer's VDUas
a full-screen presentation. OHP has facilities to order the graphics, give them consistent
styling, add sound effects and help you present them to an audience. If you have
access to an electronic projector, you can use that to project the presentation onto a
screen.

The read-only version, OHP_Show (which is Freeware) can be given away with
your presentations or used on any number of computers; this makes OHP
presentations an ideal way of communicating or advertising.

OLYMPUS Cameras

C3030 Zoom 3.3Megapixel (2056x1528 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, sound and movie feature, takes
lens attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internal Hash with provision for external flash. 16MB
memory card and remote control standard. £800 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

NEVG2:00 Ultra Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 10xzoom. movie feature, Sound. Electronic TTL SLR
with image stabilisation Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash.
16MB memory card and remote control standard. A real photographer's camera at £900.00 inc.VAT and

C2020 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2.5 digital zoom, movie feature, takes lens
attachments, Manual as well as automatic controls, internal flash with provision for external flash. 8MB
memory card and remote control standard. £550.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C990 Zoom 2.2 Megapixel (1600x1200 pixels) 3xzoom 2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MB memory
card £490.00 inc.VAT and RISCOS software

C960 Zoom 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 3xzoom2x digital zoom, internal flash with 8MBmemorycard
£390.00 inc.VAT and RlSCOS software

C860L 1.3 Megapixel (1280x960pixels) 2x digital zoom, internal flash with
inc.VAT and RISCOS software

8MB memory card £290

Parallel port SmartMedia reader with any camera: add £70

NEW!

C2W0 Ultra Zoom

PRINTERS
BJC7100 £185 including VAT, carriage and PHOTOREAL plus Photo
Cartridge and Driver, these are brand new printers with 1 year on
site Canon warranty. Brilliant photo reproduction as well as a
hardworking everyday printer using the massive and economical
cartridges! They accept a wide variety of Media and the Photodesk
PhotoReal driver accesses all the features of the printer, in fact it has
the same interface as Canon's own driver. Call now while stocks last.

PhotoReal for current printers £69.00 PhotoReal for discontinued printers £25

PhotoReal Printer Software

Hardware prices are constantly changing, please contact me for
quotes on Cameras, Printers, Scanners and Graphics Tablets

Chris

L©@K
for PHOTODESI

with any
Scanner, Camera

of Printer
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The new Kinetic RiscPC and Oregano Web browser from Castle

Technology enable you to harness the full potential of the Internet.

KIN5TIC RiscPC

The Kinetic RiscPC is the first

of a new generation of
faster, more powerful RISC
OS computers. Incorporating
the latest SDRAM takes the

RiscPC's already enviable
performance to new, unrivalled levels.
Pre-installed with the acclaimed Oregano
Web browser, makes all Kinetic RiscPCs the

perfect Internet companion. Available in
various specifications.

From £999 +VAT

Oregano from Castle Technology has
received universal praise from both users
and magazines and has quickly established
itself as the premier RISC OS Web browser.
Speed, ease-of-use, compatibility and
configurability make Oregano the Web
browser of choice for the Internet

connoisseur. Download a free demo
version from www.castle.org.uk/oregano

only£49 +VAT

ICASTLE
Computers for Education
Business and Home

Castle Technology Limited
Ore Trading Estate
Woodbridge Road
Framlingham
Suffolk IP13 9LL

Email: sales@castle.org.uk
www.castle.org.uk E&OE

Acorn & the Acorn nut device are trademarks

ORDERS AIMD ENQUIRIES:

Tel: 01728 723200 • FREE fax: 0800 783 9638 • Email: sales@castle.org.uk
Foryour FREE RiscPC poster ring 01728 723200


